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Spiral spring holding
filament at correct

Double mica support
for anode and double -

wound screen hold-

tension.

NEW

ing electrode: rigid

and accurately spaced

New form of double wound screen for low
capacity

Mica

and

loss

rigid

minimum idle screen
current.

system.

Multiple

Your guarantee
supreme quality.

2 -volt

support for
grid -filament

point fila-

ment anchoring for

of

cutting

out

Screen -Grid Valves
mean

micro

phonics.

GREATER SENSITIVITY WITH
COMPLETE STABILITY-ow ing

to low capacity and higher impedance.

oft

ENTIRE ABSENCE OF MICRO -

458

PHONICS- due to latest multiple
anchored filament.
3H.T. CURRENT CONSUMPTION

FROM 1.5 M.A. ONLY.

SECTIONAL PHOTOGRAPH
Part of Anode and Screen cut away to show inner
electrode system.

S23

A NEW low H.T. non -micro phonic screen grid to improve
all Osram Music Magnet 3 valve, 4 -valve and similar built
sets.
Mutual conductance
1.1 ma/

volt ...

S24

Price 15/6

VOLT BATTE

A NEW high slope, nonmicrophonic screen grid for

awe.

all single stage H.F. sets using
screened coils. Mutual con..
ductance. 1.4 ma 'volt

Price 15/6

VS24

MADE IN ENGLAND

A NEW "variable mu"

screen grid to give full
and distortionless con-

trol of volume with only a
9 volt bias battery.
Mutual conductance

1.5 to
0.01 oaf
...
These Valves can he supplied metallised or plain.

Price 15/6

SOLD BY ALL RADIO DEALERS

for the OSRAM VALVE GUIDE
(1933'4 Edition) sent post free.

WRITE

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kinv way, London, W.C.2.

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Get to know more about METAL rectification-the only method which has successfully withstood a full -load test of 45,000
hours.

Containing no fragile parts to break, nor
filaments to burn or wear out, Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers are always at your
service.

When you put one into your

A.C. mains set or eliminator, there's no

chance of a breakdown of the power

supply. The rectifier is there for the life
of your set-and longer. Constant unfailNo
ing high tension is always yours.
replacements-no renewals. Just a trouble free stream of power.
- The All Metal Way, 1934 " contains full
particulars, circuits and prices. Send 3d.
to Dept. A.W. for a copy.

An accumulator with unbalanced plates is like a

with worn-out valves - just

as inefficient.

Ediswan accumulators are balanced.

The positive

set

and negative plates are designed to function in
exact electrical balance, so that it is possible to
charge them quicker and discharge them longer

without the slightest risk of damage.
A host of minor improvements, too, are incorporated in these Ediswan cells. Better, from every

(CS -WESTINGHOUSE
METAL RECTIFIERS
The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N,1

point of view than ordinary cells, and no more
expensive. Get an Ediswan to -day.
E.L.M.2. zo a/h - 4/3

E.L.M.4. 45 a/h - 13/-

SiS:5' ro aaiihh

11/76

E.L.S:9: 8o a/h - 15/6

E.L.Q. 6o a/h - 10'3
E.L.9. 8o a,h - 12,3

ACCUMULATORS
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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elementary
Watson...
WITH AN ALL-IN-ONEII

"The invaluable assistance of an
`All -in -one' Radiometer enabled me to

track down the trouble with this radio

Standard Model
"All -in -One" Radiometer
for Battery Sets only, as
shown here.
Price

12/6

set very quickly. The transformer
was burnt out. If the fault had been
anything else, however, I could have
traced it just as easily and as quickly
with this marvellous instrument to
help me."
The "All -in -One" Radiometer well deserves
its name-"The Sherlock Holmes of Radio."
Every radio owner needs it, because by its aid
he can be assured of perfect radio performance
at all times. The "All -in -One" tests valves,
circuit, batteries, condensers, transformers,

and any other components, registering a
verdict on each in a few moments.

There is no other instrument in the world
like the "All -in -One" Radiometer. Ask to
see it demonstrated at your radio dealers, or
write direct to
PIFCO, LTD., High Street, MANCHESTER,
or 150 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
De Luxe Model for
Battery Sets, Electric
Receivers and Mains

Units. Price

ff

/
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WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

Every copy of the November " Wireless Magazine ", which is on sale

this week, contains a FREE Radio Map of Europe and Broadcast
Compendium, which can be used with every home -built or factory -

for NOVEMBER
In the November issue of " Wireless

constructed receiver.
Drawn up by a skilled cartographer, every place -name on the map
is that of a broadcast station that can be heard on the average set in
the British Isles.

extensively in this issue-Earl Howe, Earl of March, Sir Malcolm

Map measures

In all there are over thirty features of interest to every owner of a
radio set, and it is certainly an issue that you should not miss. This
November Number, price Is., is on sale at all newsage ts' ar.d bookstalls this week. Get your copy without delay.

of

James,

the

the

famous

Straight Six." This uses an up-to-theminute circuit incorporating two
variable new pentode high -frequency
stages, a pentode
detector and
push-pull outpi t
There is also the " New Class -B

This FREE

development.

W.

"Super 60," describes how to build
his latest receiver, the " Super -

Down each side of the map are identification details of nearly 100
stations in order of wavelength. The calls are spelled out phonetically
so that the listener can easily recognise them. This is the most complete
Broadcast Map of Europe ever presented free.
The recent controversy as to whether car radio is safe is dealt with

Campbell, etc., give their opinions as to the possibilities of this new

Magazine "
designer

famous

Five," an economical battery set of

great output, and the

20" by 15"

Duo'stune

Three," a straightforward battery operated three-valver with the latest
type of tuning circuit using the new
iron -core Micrion coils.

OTHER CONTENTS OF WIRELESS
MAGAZINE '(NOVEMBER)
FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR.

A Test of the litiper.straight Nis. Tat Report and
A Transmitter

Station Log of the newt.lass-11 Fire.
for 3 Metres, by Kenneth Jonere.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Surfece!Seratch on Records, by H. Courtney Bryson.
I44661- P64.1.411. 3Btltods Compared, by :Marcus G.
A.M.I.E.E. Measuring Sound Intensity.
by Harry Hawke. That First Stage, by Noel Bonaviag
Runt, M.A. We Test Before You Buy, by the " W.M."
Bet tieleetkin Bureau.
KoistenBrandes Model 333. H.M.V. Congert Seven,
'Carley Five -valve Super -het. Philips Supeoinductamm
Receiver, -Model 634a. Portadyue A.C. Super -het.
Home Wiwi:don Section.

A Mirror -drum Television Hook-up; by H CorFirst. Steps In Cathode-ray Ielevision, by

!Ashley.

J. H. ReYner.
Tests of New Apparatus.
GENERAL ARTICLES )

Guide to the World's Broademters, by Jay Corte.
Wavelengths of the Warble Broudeasters. Is Car
Radio Safe? The Truth About Russian. Broadcasting
try J. Gislchaux Abrahams. Murder An 31.!
By
Kenneth I'llyett. Ilictionaradlo ! By Samuel Johnson.
Radio Milano. Berominoter. Behind the Scenes of
Radio Weather Bulletins. New Jobs for Photo Cells.
.

Terms Explained, by Whitaker -Wilson.
Radio Medley, by BM, PRK8Pi. Mush: Of the Month,

Magical

by T. F. Henn. On the Crest of the Waves, by Jay
Cade. On RI Metres in the States, by Kenneth
Joe
GRAMOPHONE FEATURES
Choosing Your Records. By Whitaxer.Wilson and
Chopstick.
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SCREENED K CHOKE
specified for the AW

THE "Etherdyne Super" justifies
I its claims for up-to-the-minute
efficiency by its use of the latest
screened components, one of which is

the new Telsen Standard Screened
H.F. Choke. The metal screen, which
is connected to an earthing terminal,
entirely prevents reaction with other

components, the design and construction throughout being such as
to ensure consistently high efficiency

over the entire waveband
for which it is intended.
100 to 2,000 metres

1116

TELSEN COVER EVERY H.F.

CHOKE REQUIREMENT
4.* I
4-11 -11111111401#
TELSEN BINOCULAR H.F.

c-ok -

The illustration above shows the position
occupied by the Telsen Standard Screened H.F.
Choke in the built-up Etherdyne Super.

3b

TELSLN SiORT

WAVE H.F. CHOKE

TELSEN ALL -WAVE SCREENED
H.F. CHOKr 4'6

TELSEN S I ANuARD
H.F. CHOKE 1 6

2'6

TELSEN SriORTWAVE

SCREENED

H.F. CHOKE 2;6

TELSEN FOR
EVERYTHING IN
RADIO
ASTON, BiRmINGHAM
THE TELSEN ELECTRIC

ANNOUNCEMENT

CO.,

LTD.,

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.17." with Your Order
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CfniatisieWutitesj,

47 Valve Superhet set that
you can build yourself a-

with a CERTAINTYof SUCCESS!
NO MT SET

EVER BEFORE HAD
ti STAGE BANftASSIILILh

KIT SET
NO
EVER GAVE EXACT
9rncTUNING CHANNELS

KIT SET
NO
INCLUDED REAL
MIMIC VOLIJNICONTROI:

MT SET
NO
AT ALL EVER

CHASSIS

KIT COMPLETE
WITH SEVEN VALVES

COULD EMPLOY THIS
DIODE PENTODE VALVE

hIT SET
OFFERED LISSEN
CLASS .13 OUTPUT

the Constructional Chart giving most comprehensive, most
detailed instructions and you will want to build the MOST.
AMBITIOUS kit Set ever made available for Home Constructors!
SEE

NOW TO OBTAIN

FREE
CHART
POST MOON OR
ASK YOUR DEALER

Never before has there been any receiver for Home
Constructors on such an ambitious scale as this new
It
" Skyscraper " Seven -valve Superhet.
embodies every up-to-the-minute advance and efinement of the most luxurious factory -built supethets
Lissen

-it gives the constructor the opportunity to build a

£20 receiver for less than half that price. The circuit
of the Lissen " Skyscraper " Seven -valve Superhet
incorporates a 6 -stage bandpass filter, giving exact
9 -kilocycle channels and, therefore, providing a standard of selectivity never before achieved by a home.
constructor's kit set and very rarely found except in
laboratory apparatus. Amplified Automatic Volume
Control is provided, a special valve for this purpose

\eV
To LISSEN, LTD.,
Publicity Dept., Isleworth.
Please send Inc FREE
CHART of the" Skyscraper"
Seven -valve Superbet.

eat!!

having been produced by Lissen for use in this receiver.
The use of this Amplified Automatic Volume Control

constitutes an entirely new experience in listening ;
no " fading," no " blasting "-you will find yourself
enjoying every word of every programme, however
near or however distant, without the slightest tempta.
lion to interfere with the receiver once you have tuned
it. This is radio listening as it should be enjoyed !
Listen Class -B Output through a new full -power Linen

Moving -coil Loud-speaker-glorious rich tone and
majestic volume, actually more faultless in its repro.
duction than anything you ever heard from even the

most powerful mains receiver, yet working economically in this Lissen " Skyscraper " from H.T batteries.

Lissen have published for this great new " Skyscraper " Seven valve Superhet a most luxurious Chart, which gives more detailed
instructions and more lavish illustrations than have ever before
been put into a constructional chart. It makes success certain
for everybody who decides to build this set ; it shows everybody,
even without previous constructional experience, how they can
have a luxury receiver and save pounds by building it themselves.
A copy of this Chart will be sent FREE in return for coupon on
the left, or your radio dealer can supply you. Get your FREE
CHART now !

Name

"SKYSC RAPE R"

Address

A.W. 1134

SEVEN VALVE SUPERHET
Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Radio Gossip of the Week
The Etherdyne Super is Here!

France the valve set is by no means supreme
there. Of 1,400,000 set owners registered on
S0 great an importance do we attach to our August 15, over 300,000 had simple crystal
new super-bet-the Etherdyne Super- sets.
that most of our pages this week are devoted
It is thought that at least another 500,000
to it.
such
sets can be added on account of the
Veritably a super set ! Conceiyed way back innumerable "pirates" rampant in France, the
in the early part of the year, it is a set with an land where anything in the nature of a tax,
amazing pedigree of experimentation behind however just, is plain anathema.
it.

Designed and built throughout by our

highly qualified Technical Staff, it is the set
you have dreamed of.

Wireless Waves of Life

OUR doctors of the future will be more
Fight ether chaos with a super -het, we exhorted
radio engineers than medical men if we
you last week. And now we say fight that chaos,
which grows daily more serious, with the" super" can believe Dr. Crile, the noted surgeon and
biologist, of Cleveland, Ohio.
Etherdyne Super I

Sabotaging the Lucerne Plan
As we go to press disquieting news reaches
us about the Lucerne Plan, that panacea
of European broadcasting timed to come into
operation next January. Unless agreement is
reached by the members of the International
Broadcasting Union at their Amsterdam meet-

ing now in progress the whole idea may be
sabDtaged.

Should the Lucerne Plan fail you will more

than ever need a highly selective set to cut through
the ether interference. And we can think of no
better

set than the Etherdyne Super for this

formidable task.

ETHERDYNE FEATURES
Two-colour Photo -chart and
Listener's Compendium (presented free with every copy)
Full-size Blueprint (on pages ii
and iii of cover)

You Need a Super -het To -day

Leading Features of the Etherdyne

Round the Ether with the Ether The Etherdyne Brings the World
to Your Fireside ...
.

.

.

.

The Super -het with a Pedigree '.
You Must " Etherdyne " This
.

Penny an Hour Radio!
JUST bow keen the Nazi's are on spreading

the habit of wireless reception is once more
emphasised by the latest radio hiring scheme in
Germany.
You first pay a small deposit, which entitles
vol to a set that will give sixty minutes reception on placing a ro-pfennige coin-equivalent
-

-

to one penny at par-in the slot.
Every month the accumulated coins are
collected, until they mount up to the price
of the set. So far the idea applies only to
three -valve battery sets, but it will probably
be extended to Mains apparatus in the near
future.

Crystal Sets Still Used

Winter !
The Etherdyne is the Best Super
Yet ...
..
How the Etherdyne Super Brings
You Better Radio...
...
.

Table Model or Radio Gramophone ?

...

Page
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CAN YOU TUNE THIS IN?

689
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One of the new high-power stations-Vienna
on 120 kilowatts, situated on high ground
at Bisamberg

693

696

704
706

Mind the Copyright Owners
NOW that the Performing Rights Society
has won the day in the Court of Appeal
over the payment for loud -speaker reproduction of broadcast works of a copyright nature,
we shall all have to look out.

The position of a hotel or inn -keeper is
They will tune in to the various life rays obviously clear-he will have to pay dues if
said to emanate from the organs of the human he allows the public to listen to his loudbody, on wavelengths extending from ultra- speaker. But what about the ordinary
violet through the visible spectrum to infra- listener ?
red. It seems that our protoplasm-the stuff
Supposing, for example, you have a radio in
we are made of, so to speak-emits rays of your car-or you take a portable to a friend's
varying length, according to the state of our house-you also, in theory anyway, are liable
health.
to. pay dues if any of the reproduced matter
At some future time it may be possible, is the subject of copyright.

FEW listeners in this country seem- to rely thinks Dr. Crile, to tune in these waves to find
No doubt the Society sees this fatuous side
nowadays on the humble crystal, but out whether we are playing a symphony of of the affair in the right light, but in law we
according to recently issued statistics in health or sending out an S.U.S. of sickness !
are all nevertheless vulnerable.

NEXT WEEK! A STATION IDENTIFIER IN TWO COLOURS

N matt=

Wire
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News from Broadcasting House
By Our Special Commisioner

I seem to recall that it was Stanford tilro
did noble work with those Singers in the early
OR
the
technician
I
might
add
that
the
WENDING my nimble way up Regent
days of their formation. So he ought to be
aerial eventually supported between the able to conduct them with one hand and the
V V Street to collect these notes from the
Oracle at the B.B.C., I beheld a sight that two 700 -feet masts will be a plain T type, orchestra With the other- on his head. -Acro-

Stars and Stripes for Ever!

About the Aerial Design

F

would make an Empire

specially designed to avoid top -note "cut-off."

Already one of the masts has risen to a height
Crusader blanch with
horror-the flag of the of boo feet, but long before the aerial itself is
Stars and Stripes in position ask yourself this question : Is your
waving proudly from present set capable of appreciating top notes on

the 'masthead on the its long -wave -tuning?
roof of Broadcasting
House.

Hastening into its
portals, fearing all the

Many sets are not, you know.

Baird Gets Down to It

(14.00D for you, John Logic Baird ! I congratulate -you on having got on the ,air
the Second must have at BroadcaSting
House with your ultra -shortannexed these islands wave film television.
I note you are using a
as part of his recovery wavelength of 7.73 metres,
and that you are
scheme, I plied officials
with urgent ques- transmitting rzo-line pictures.

while that Roosevelt

sys-

tem of America, is

impressed with

Broadcasting

" Czar "

most of it !

" LT USH," they en-

Too Much Dance Music?

joined me, "we
House
are entertaining one of
America's radio 'Czars'
-William S. Paley, President of the Columbia
broadcasting system. He is with Sir John
even now."
I could have cried with relief. For was it

not this same "Czar " who came over here
three years ago, and did he not tentatively
suggest that within one year from that
date television would arrive? Even Czars
may be too optimistic, seemingly.

Welcome to these shores, 0 Czar, And the

least you can do is to see that a nice large
Union Jack waves a welcome to Sir John
Reith when he goes over to America in

November to
Radio City.

open

12/ a real -life Goopy Gear, who really can
play by ear. An infant prodigy, no less.. His
name is Derek Abrahams, ten years young.
As yet his little fingers cannot span an octave,
but he can do things to a piano that our \\ innie

will never be able to
do if she lives to be
a hundred.
Look out for Derek

in one of those amazing

programmes-the

NO more of those pleasant hours of dance
music in the main evening programmes.

That is the result I gather from the B.B.C.

pundits' decision that listeners get quite enough
dance music from the regular teatime and late
evening periods.

L.C.C.

will probably

forbid that.

Football Scrum
Continues
A S a last effort the

Jack Hylton, ever

" 0.B." Director popular, is on the
Big outside bands not regularly broad- of the B.B.C. has been air with his band in
casting will therefore have to look for dates seeing the managers of a vaudeville show on
October 28
in light feature programmes. That this is Chelsea and of Charlton
the way out seems clear from the booking of Athletic football clubs
to test the feeling about broadcasting comJack Hylton for an October 28 vaudeville.
It beats nae. They think of a good idea, put it mentaries on the matches. Not a hope,
into practice, find the public likes it, and then apparently.
All that stay-at-home footer fans can hope
scrap it. This bureaucracy !
for 'now from the B.B.C. are commentaries on
Farewell to the Savoy, Too!
some of the matches played by the AuStrian
AS if the above decision were not blow team coming over here next month.

enough, the B.B.C. has now, after all

Wavering

DO you notice it of

London National

-a sort of wavering
on sustained notes,
especially at night ?

You may well do so,
live

L' V ER vigilant John Sharman has discovered

these years, discovered that the Savoy Hotel I Was Right, You See!
is technically unsuitable for broadcaSting.
WHEN I vaguely hinted last week that
So that means good-bye to Carroll Gibbons
Y the St. George's Hall might be leased by
and the Orpheans-except when we very the B.B.C. I was almost certain it would be.
occasionally hear them in a light evening show Now the B.B.C., speaking from its Olympian
in the studio. "Isn't it a blooming shame ?" heights, is pleased to confirm.
For years -a hall of magical illusion, St.
Breathe Freely, Bournemouth!
George's will make a very fine broadcasting
HUNTING fears that Droitwich would studio, especially for musical hall and vaudemean the shutting down of the Bourne- ville shows. Lineup, lads, and take your turn.

A Sort of

if you

He Plays by Ear !

"First Time Here "
This should silence the doubting people programmes on
tionings.
who surround you, and give you strength to Saturday afternoons,
go ahead with that sound accompaniment.
don't hope to hear
Greeting a Radio - You have a wonderful chance, now. Make the But
him in the evening

William S. Paley,
head of the Columbia

broadcasting

batic, decidedly !

in

southern districts

the
of

mouth relay station can now be set at rest.

London. For that is
one of the peculiar

True, the B.B.C. anticipates a strong National

effects of having

s

Wavelength Fight at Amsterdam

signal in the Bournemouth district, but they SQUA BBLE over long waves is raging at full
want residents in that salubrious resort to have
blast as I close for press. If, by the time
a chance of an alternative programme.
National with the new
you read me, the delegates of the International
So they propose to synchronise Bourne- Broadcasting Union at Amsterdam have not
West National. And
mouth with Plymouth,
it is apparently some- wave television from
smoothed over the troubled waters we shall be
letting
these
two
thing the B.B.C. lads
in the soup next January.
the B.B.C.
stations take their pick
cannot cure.
We all ought to worry about this' plan,
So far, only a few letters have been received, of the programmes
because if it fails listeners to local and foreign
but as the dark evenings draw in it is feared from the various
stations alike will be pestered with all the ills
that many more missives will begin with the regional centre's. Has
an overcrowded ether is heir to.
opening phrase : "Sir,-Cannot something be the -Mayor been told
Holland and other claimant countries are
done, etc." No, it cannot; so tune up to about this?
sticking out for long -wave channels. Our
o
Daventry, my hearties.
1,500 -metre wavelength for Droitwich is
A Handful for
definitely in danger. Hands off
synchronised

London

John Logie Baird,
who has got going
with ultra -short

Droitwich Testing in May

AS the autumn deepens into winter, and
you wallow in fogs and mud and slush,

Stanford!

What is the Colonel?

AFTER my note

last week about

WHEN he first came to Portland Place

think of the merry month of May, of the the Theatre Orchestra
spring of 1934-think of it and be gay, for growing up.. under
then you will be hearing the first fine careless
signals of Droitwich testing.
They are rushing on the lid of the building,
and throwing up into the sky those towerirfg
700 -feet masts, as quickly as they can, before
winter really sets in. Then they can get on
with the installation of the plant

Robinson,
Stanford
you may be 'surprised

we were fold that Colonel Alan Dawnay

was Director of Output, but now I see he is
Stanford

getic musician has now
taken over the conduc-

Robinson, conductor of
the Theatre Orchestra, has now taken

Wireless Singers as well.

over the Wireless
Chorus as well

to hear that that ener-

torship of the B.B.C.

referred to as Programme Director.
Which leads one to ask :
When is an output nova programme?

For which the right and proper answer ought
to be :

When it is a B.B.C. publication.

right or am I right?

Am I
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tioRBY
FRANKFURT
MOON NATIONAL

LILLE
Here four prominent radio manufacturers-men who know what they are talking about because they have been
years in the industry-tell you why you need a super -het to deal with to -day's ether conditions

\ ERYBODY knows that a super -het is
As you know, I have studied the interests of clear that owing to the congested state of the
the most modern type of receiver-and the home constructor since 1919 and felt that ether and the rapidly increasing- power of
the type that is receiving the most attention. this year the outstanding need of a great Continental stations, the only solution to the
At all the radio exhibitions staged this year the section of home builders, namely a super -het, problem of selectivity lies in the direction of
super -het has had pride of place on most was not going to be catered for.
the super -bet.
manufacturers' stands, for the reason that
However, you have come to their rescue at
This is reflected in the fact that the majority
it is the Set of the future-to fight ether the crucial moment and my carefully con- of the receivers put out by my company this
chaos!
sidered opinion after the recent tests and the year are carefully designed super-hets.
But not every listener knows why a 'super -het examination afforded me at your laboratory
is the set to have this autumn. Here we is that you have provided exactly what was From G. S. Taylor, of the Whiteley Elecpresent the views of four important manu- required, namely a sound job, up to the minute
trical Radio Co., Ltd.
facturers-the names Of whose firms will be in theory, design and practice.
It is gratifying to hear that your constructor
familiar to every listener-on this important
The low price of the kit and the incorporation
subject. Their opinions will be read with of iron -core coils, wood chassis, battery receiver, the Etherdyne Super, employs a
interest by everybody :

economiser and anti -break -through unit
ensures for the builder
S. Ruthetfcri Wilkins, of
of the Etherdyne the
the " A.W." Constructional
possession of a set far
Department, making a final
more up to date than

test cf the Etkrdyns Super

modern version of the super -heterodyne principle; for, in the writer's view, a set of this type
is the only one which can be expected to give
good results, not only at present, but for some
time to come.
Ether congestion is increasing so steadily and

any mass-produced to such an extent that even at present only a
set now on the market.
modern super -heterodyne can, on account
I predict that the good
of its selectivity and simplicity of tuning, give
Etherdyne will be
even greater success range and ease of control such as can be

in no other way. It is inevitable that
than the Century obtained
present conditions will continue in an
Super, which created the
aggravated form for some time yet, and you
such a furore in the are
to be congratulated upon the foresight
constructional world

two years ago.

you have exercised, in your readers' interests.

From J. M. G. Rees,

of Varley (Oliver
Pell Control,
Ltd.)

My company have for
years been firm believ-

ers in the straight set,
but obviously the last
two or three years have
made it abundantly

From Graham Farish, of Graham Farish,
Ltd.

I think your idea of publishing as your boom
set this time a super -heterodyne which can be
built for the very small sum of S is one which
will gain great favour with the listener.
Experience has taught me that the conditions
which already apply abroad are rapidly
becoming in evidence here. I refer to the

congestion of the ether, and I am sure that
at the moment the super -het is the only
satisfactory circuit to effectively deal with
modern conditions.

You have undoubtedly done what the

constructor wants in the Etherdyne Super and.
more important still, you will be enabling the

listener to enjoy a much greater variety of
programmes than is usually possible with the
normal type of receiver.

From W. Scott Worthington, of the PetoScott Co., Ltd.
It is with great satisfaction that I note
from advance information that your new

boom set, the Etherdyne, will be a super -het.

This photograph

shows the completed
Super,
Etherdyne
which is assembled
efficient
on
an

metal -covered wood

chassis that can be

haniled easily by the
constructor. A tw.3colour Wiring Chart

is given with this
issue
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The Beginner's Introduction
to the Super -het
WHAT exactly is the super -hetero- frequency of 5,000 cycles a ,econd.
That's quite clear.
dyne principle? I've read a good
In the super -heterodyne set we delibdeal about these sets lately, but I don't
know how they work. 1 have been erately heterodyne the in coming signal
told, too, that it has now " conic back". by Means of an oscillator valve, beating

You know,' of course, how what we

amplification that we can get out of
valves. Thus, by beating up our 75o
kilocycles or 400 -metre transmission to,

say, 50 kilocycles or 6,000 metres we
obtain very high magnification in the
it up to the frequency to which the intermediate frequency stages.
What happens after this intermediate
succeeding amplifying valves are tuned.
frequency amplification ?
What valves are these?
They are known as the intermediate A second detector is 'required to
frequency. amplifiers. Before passing convert signals to audio frequencies.

may call the " straight" receiver
operates? If a station w;th a wavelength of .loo metres, which corresponds
to a frequency of 750 kilocycles, is
coming in we tune the high -frequency a signal on to them we rectify it by
and detector stages to that frequency to means of a first detector.
What is the advantage of beating up
select the desired signal.
like this and Of using intermediate
Yes, I am quite clear about that.
You know, too, that if there are two frequency stages?
There are two good points. The first
transmissions, one with a frequency of
7.5o kilocycles and one with a frequency is that tuning becomes very sharp
of 745 kilocycles, a beat or heterodyne since the difference between the frequency of the aerial circuit and that
note will be produced.

Then there follow in the usual way one
or more audio -frequency stages.
The super -heterodyne used to be very
popular. Do you think that it will

return to favour?
I think that it will. It went out of
fashion largely because the designers

of early sets did not realise that the

second detector was usually hopelessly

I have found that when receiving of the oscillator must be exactly equal overloaded owing to the enormous
to the frequency of the intermediate amplification of the stages preceding it.
foreigners !
The result was that the word superThe pitch of that beat note depends stages.
upon the frequencies of the two stations

heterodyne became almost a synonym

And what is the other?

The higher the wavelength (or the for appalling quality, but that is a
just mentioned the note will have a lower the frequency) the greater the thing of the past.
causing it. If the figures are those

Easy Radio cabinet Making v.7fill
IT is not every radio amateur who has an good acoustics it is better to have no back, running diagonally across the circle is 'quite
expensive array of carpentry tools, yet it thus the amount of wood required based on effective.
very often happens that those who have not the above measurements and a ply thickness
Sandpapering should be adequate. This
are the very people who would like to be able of % in. will be one piece 22 in. square, two does not mean a half-hour's leisurely scrape
to build a simple cabinet to their own design. pieces 23 in. by 12% in., two pieces 22 in. by over with an old, worn piece of paper, but
Even the cheapest bought cabinet can be 12 1/2 in. The cost of this will be about 6s. or several hours hard rubbing using plenty of
too dear for the man without much money, 7s. A shelf will be required to hold the elbow grease and varying grades of material.
added to which is the further disadvantage batteries and accumulate:4-, but this can be of The surface of the wood should then feel like
that the bought article is not always large cheaper material.
softest silk.
enough to give adequate baffle requirements. -- Get the wool cut to the exact size at the
Avoiding That y' Amateurish" Look
This latter is of some importance, since lack of dealers. A shilling or two extra given to the
area" can nullify the advantages of a good carpenter for this purpose . is money well
This applies with even greater force to the
loud -speaker and a superliower valve.
spent.
end pieces of the ply, since, owing to the
Cutting the loud -speaker and panel frets is method of construction, some of these will
Simple Tools Needed
the next operation. Careful measurement of show. A word of advice Do not cover these
The following is a description of hoW a the latter is absolutely necessary. It is as well up with beading; nothing looks more amateurcabinet of reasonable proportions, fit to live in to allow a large enough hole to be able to see ish than beading, whereas the end pieces of
any drawing -room, can be made using wood, the condenser readings clearly. The loud- ply, with their thin, parallel lines look very
panel pins, hammer, and fretsaw only.
A simple design is necessary. Fancy ornamental woodwork is not possible; neither is it

desirable, since the basis of modern design,

whether of radio sets,
furniture, or houses, is
characterised by a stark

speaker fret should be simple in design. The

effective.

limits of the moving -coil diaphragm diameter,
of course). A single, narrow piece of wood

together.

more wood cut away the better (within the

Simple Cabinet
Assembly f o r

utility and simplicity.
Shall the loud -speaker be
at -the side or on the top of
the chassis? The latter is
the better, since it will give

the Amateur

For the same reason a '22
square front is more desirable
than one Of rectangular
shape. A side length Of 22 in.
is very suitable, becau'se this
results in pleasing proportions
without being incommodiouS.

2 2"

in.

apart and then punched down, the

resultant interstices being filled with plastic

The shelf and baseboard rests are then
nailed inside at their requisite
distances.
The cabinet can now
receive its finish.. In oak

it can be waxed and a
pleasing mellowness is the
result.

Or it can be left

unstained and polished with
white shellac, which gives
brilliance and depth. If

The minimum depth of the

mahogany, a french polish
is best. Again be careful

cabinet should be 2 in. greater

in. is a suitable size.
Plywood of %,in. or

Panel pins are used. This should
be done with the utmost care, in order to set
the surfaces flush with one another. It is
better to have an assistant to hold the wood.
The nails are driven in at equal distances of
wood.

a more even baffle area;

length than the chassis; 12

The pieces are now ready to be nailed

12/2

23

in.

thickness should be used. (Above) Here you see the five pieces of wood
This can be obtained in needed to assemble the cabinet. (Right) Holes
either oak or mahogany -faced drilled in the front panel for the loud -speaker
finish. In the interests of
tuning escutcheon and control knobs

to see the ends receive as
thorough an attention as
the surfaces.
The result, if all has
received due care, should be

simple, rich, and dignified,
all at a cost of under los.
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Leading ricwbu4
Features

el 'sr

ictigif

Pentode chstput valve

Aerial coil

I

Two -gang

condenser

with

panel trimmer

Second detector

\ Oscillator co

of the

gh-freq0enry valve

Etherdyne
Super
Intermediate -frequency valve
Pre-set se, tai to, dense,

On this page we present two sketches

of !the Etherdyne Super that show
clearly the leading features of the,
design,

The set has been developed

after months of experimental work

Anti-breakthrough filter

'first

detector an d oscillator

carried out in the AMATEUR WIRELESS

laboratories under the direction of
S. Rutherford Wilkins, and is described in this issue by the AMAtEUR
The combination employed is a pre-high:frequeney
stage to prevent second -channel interference, a combined screen -grid
detector -oscillator, variable -mu intermediate -frequency stage, second
WIRELESS staff.

On the inside covers of

detector, and a pentode output valve used with a special battery

this issue appears a fullsize blueprint of the top

In one evening no fewer than seventy-eight stations were
picked up on the loud -speaker. In fact, we claiin that the Etherdyne
economiser.

part of the Etherdyne.
Next week's issue will

Super, definitely leads the way in super -het technique for 1933-4!

in:lude a full-size blue-

print of the under side
of the chassis-keep
both
numbers
for
future reference

The New Battery
Set That Will

Low -frequency transforme,

Intermediate transformer
with reaction

Break All Listening

Intermediate transformet
without reaction

Records !

High -frequency chokes

Decou7.i4ng resistances and condensers

By-pass condensers

Battery -economiser unit

Remember - and tell
your friends as wellthat every copy of this

week's AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS contains a special
two-colour photo -chart
that makes child's play
of the construction of the
Etherdyne Super !

aft,
Combined potentiometer
and on -off switch

V/1011.411r.

FULL-SIZE ELUEFRINT OF TOP 07 ETHERDYNE SLIFER CHASSIS (See next issue for full constru ti3n: I d.r.taile,

rAR

HI

,1

-o005,

WAVE
SWITCH

VOL.CONTROL

M ETALL1SED
BASEBOARD 16"X

FULL-SIZE ELUEFRINT OF TOP 07 ETHERDYNE SLIFER CHASSIS (See next issue for full constru ti3n: I d.r.taile,

rAR
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,1

-o005,

WAVE
SWITCH

VOL.CONTROL

M ETALL1SED
BASEBOARD 16"X
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ETHERDYNE

Round the Ether with

theft

er yne

Amazing Results of a Single Evening's Test

UST how many stations do you :think I
can get on this Etherdyne and what will
they be like when I get them?" These
are questions many of you must be thinking
'
about 'at this nionient.
You have noticed the list of seventy-eight
stations on this page and on the chart. These
were received during the very,short period. of
three hours. But that is not all.- Of this
"

and most of the signals logged were really

Before packing up for the night a quick

worth hearing. Luxembourg, particularly,
was a splendid signal. This station does send
out some interesting programmes.
When you come to think that out of all the
hundreds of stations on these two wavebands,
seventy-eight were easily -,received in a three
hours test. It makes one wonder how many
stations would have been recorded on the log

run round both wavebands at 11.45 produced
no fewer than thirty stations on the medium
band and six on the long. Now then, you

front of the Etherdyne in my use in South foolish guess.
After I had finished the run round the dials
London. The set is connected up with all the
specified accessories, the aerial is a single soon after is p.m. I took stock of the general

No test of a set is complete without a run
round on a Sunday morning. This is where
the real radio fan will enjoy himself. I found
that Brussels Nos. r and 2, 1 genberg, Poste

-

seventy-eight, at least four -fifths of them were
really. of prograrnme value.

Imagine that you are sitting with me in

ether tourers, do you want anything better
than that ?

Another little stunt test that I made was to
find, more out of curiosity than anything else,
how many stations I could log at fair strength
if the test had been carried out over several on a piece of twin flex, 55 ft. long, laying on
nights. I will not be rash but perhaps a the floor. The 'answer was about thirty
hundred and something would not be a stations. Flat dwellers, please note

wire, 35 ft. long, leading Straight from the top perfOrmance. All the main British and foreign
of a 2 0 ft. post down to the window of my stations bad come in well; background noise
had been so negligible that I had forgotten all
room; the test bench in front of the winclOw.
about it; the wonderful experience of hearing

Parisien, Huizen, Fecamp and a couple of
other small Frenchmen could be received at
definitely good signal strength on the medium

In With A Roar!
the weak station normally crushed between waveband and nearly all the long -wave stations.
I have told you very simply what I have got
The set is switched on. A few random two high -power stations as good as the
twists of the two tuning dials and London neighbourly giants; and a host of other things from the Etherdyne. It is a fine performance
Regional comes in with a roar. The volume together gave me the impression that I had had

control is adjusted to suit my own require- a wonderful evening.
ments and a.'pause is made to gather the first
reflections from this new " super."

and shows what a really advanced super -het
design will do.
.T. F. Hi

Dial Readings for Seventy-eight Stations

.

Quality is good; there is no trace of the
foreigners on either side of London and the

volume is enough to fill quite a fair-sized room.
Right. That is good" wholesome entertain-

LONG WAVEBAND
Osc.

ment. '. Now for the first test of impoqance.
Both hands on the dials and a slight turn in
an anti -clockwise direction, Milhlacker, the

Dial

Station
Croydon
Oslo

bugbear of all unselective sets used in London,

...

Kalundborg
Luxembourg
Moscow
...
Motala
Warsaw ...

arrives; not very loud so a slight twist of the
volume control and there is entertainment.
Just one word of advice. The superimposed trimmer on the aerial tuner should be
adjusted for every station. Miihlacker was
obtained entirely free. Let's continue turning
those dials. ' Algiers at fair strength, after that
a sound like a hundred sirens-the common

20

40
45
52
57
59
62

Osc.

Station

...

Eiffel Tower
Moscow
...
Daventry
...
Berlin

.

...
...
...
...
...

Radio Paris

Kootwijk
Kaunas

...

famous for its fine light -music broadcasts.

No overlap-no interference!

Aberdeen
Plymouth
Cork

0

London Regional ...

2

MUhticker

3

Ficamp

4

Bordeaux

6
7

Algiers
...
Common Wave
Hamburg

Nurnberg
Belfast

again at the list and imagine all those

medium-wave
medium
-wave signals coming in one -after
another as the dials are turned. No overlap,
no interference and only with a few stations
was the strength below that standard we call

Trieste

8

Scottish Regional ...
Toulouse
...

9

Leipsig

9.5
20.5

Midland Regional ...

21

Katowice ...
Athlone
...
Rabat
Berlin
...
Moscow
...
Stockholm ...

avenue of exploration was the long waveband;

West Regional

top and work downwards.
- A little searching and in came Kootwijk, the.

...
Naples
Goteborg ...
Breslau
...
Poste Parisien

35
36
37

strength.

'

Leipsig

and

Toulouse entirely free; Jean Roy and the

Toulonse gong did not spoil the good Concerts"
by the Leipsig Symphony Orchestra.
And so you will find that eighty per cent. of
the medium -wave stations will give you' -really
fine entertainment. If you live in Aberdeen
you will have plenty of spare room belOW Our
local station on the medium band. This also
applies to Plymouth and Newcastle listeners.

Remembering that L is for Long, the next

the wavechange switch is turned to the left.
Habit demanded that I shdirld start from the

Dutch 3o-kilowatter, at 'good strength and
quality with no trace of Paris. I spent a
minute searching for Kaunas which, when

found,

provided

a

thrill though not real

entertainment in the strict sense.of the word.
Selectivity on this band was especially gOOd

81

90
96

.

Genoa

...

22
23
25
26
27
28

Rome

...
...
...

Paris

30

Milan

31

Beromuenster
Langenberg

North Regional
Prague
...

38
39

Florence
Brussels No. I
Vienna
...
Riga

40

Munich

Milan

41

Brussels No. 2
Strosbotirg
Graz

43
44
45

50
51

53
54
56
57
58
59

Sottens

29.5-

32.5
33.5

46
47
48
49

...

Gleiwitz
Herby
Frankfurt
London National ...
Lille
Bari
Turin
Heilsberg
Bratislava ...
Lyons
...
Scottish National
Hilversum ...
North National
Bordeaux ...

loud -Speaker

70
74

MEDIUM WAVEBAND

wave of 368 metres-and then Hamburg,

hill

Dial
65
66

...
Palermo
...
Sundsvall ...
Budapest ...
Grenoble

...

60
61

,

62
64
65
66
68
70
72
73
74
76
78
80

82
83.5
85
86

88
94

ttAititk,
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Because resulf8 have pixiii64 them the most teliable valves in the world; becaus41,

performance has proved them the finest design in the world; because public choice
has proved them the most popular valve in the radio industry, three million aerials
today lead down to Mullard. Master ValveS. And three million aerials can't

be wrong.

=4uap3

$!el:ixGt-rf A

You're- under AO
Whenever you want advice about your set or about your valves-ask T.S.D.-Atillard Techniral Service Department-always at your service
When wriar9, whetSer your problem it big or small, give every detail, and address your envelope to T.S.D., Ref. d.V.R.
oblivion whatsoever.
We help ourselves by helping you.
ASK T.S.D.

Mullard
THE' MASTER. -VALVE

The Mullard Wireless ,.Service-Co., Ltd., ' Mullard House, Charily: Cross Roa,' London, W.C.2.
Arks

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers

m 'dear Wiraz.sj
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Columbia's
amazing
radiogram

offer I

A FOUR -VALVE

ALL -ELECTRIC RADIO -GRAMOPHONE

WITH MOVING COIL SPEAKER AT

SPECIAL FEATURES :
I. Band-pass circuit.
2. Flood -lit scale
calibrated in wave -lengths with station -finder. 5. Energised moving -

SPECIFICATION
Circuit - Bafrulpass aerial

THE FINEST VALUE EVER PRODUCED
BY THE GREAT COLUMBIA FACTORY

frequency transformer coupling to pentode output.
Speaker-Energised moving
coil. Provision for additional
speaker of high or low resis-

you are offered an instrument that embraces every

by

tance.
phone

Controls-Gramo-

LW, MW,

or.

Switch, single knob tuning
for three -gang condenser.

Volume control which also

operates on pick-up. Motor
- Induction type (A C

mode/). Cabinet-Walnut.

Valves-A C model: MS4B,
51H4, MPT4, Us,. Output-is watts. C
Consumption - 65 watts

on radio, 95 watts on gramophone.
Wave -lengths
Range-zoo-35o medium-

watie metres;

0,000-2,000
long -wave metres. Voltage

Range-2oo/'25o volts, pi 6o
cycles. Size -34 ins. high,

23i ins. wide, 161 ins. deep.
Price -23 guineas. Hire Purchase Terms-Deposit
t.z.8.6 and 12 monthly paymenti of 41.19.o.

GNS.

coil speaker. 4. Provision for additional speaker. 5. Universal
automatic brake. 6. Volume control common to both radio and
gramophone. 7. Induction motor (A.C.. model). 8. One knob
tuning with reduction gear. 9. Three aerial tappings. so. Mains
aerial device. xi. Low running costs.

tuned -grid power -grid
detector. Parallel -fed low -

circuit, screen -grid high frequency amplifier, followed

23

Here is the chance of a lifetime to buy a luxury radio gramophone at an amazingly low figure. For 23 GNS.

.

material advancement of radio and gramophone science

-combined in an instrument which needs but plugging into your electric light
supply to bring you the finest programmes that modern broadcasting has to
offer, and superb rendering of gramophone music-both with an amazing
fidelity of tone.

Columbia have never had more confidence in an instrument than they have in
this-representing as it does the greatest value for money to-day-an instrument
that might reasonably be priced at many pounds more. This radio -gramophone
is a standard product of the great Columbia factory-the largest in Europe-and
like all Columbia instruments has undergone nearly eleven hundred tests as
part of the routine of manufacture-which explains Columbia's confidence in
this product. Read the brief specification given-then take the first opportunity
of seeing and hearing it at any Columbia dealer's. Remember, this is a
chance not to be missed !
COUPON : To the Columbia Graphophone CO.,

Ltd., 98 Clerkenuell Road, E.C.1.

Please send me particulars of the new

Columbia all -electric Radiograph -Four,
Model 62o, without obligation.

RADIO AND RA

0 GRAPHOPHONES

NAME
ADDRESS

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

AW 211033
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By Thermion
A Hush-hush 'Valve

v can be. espqcsalfy:;y4e4.-wMter. tine
crime into

for buses anit
T ATELY I have heard reports about the .:tables
operation.
L development of a new valve -which has all

the achiantages of both quiescent push-pull and

What particularly impressed me wa s that

every home in the village, from the
class B, but scores over the latter by not almost
requiring a driver in front of it to make good smallest cottage to the bio-gest honse, had its
the losses caused by.:the flow of grid current.
I have heard some ;details, but I am not, vet
allowed to say very Inucli about them.

strength increaSes and heterodyrtgy, at ranges
of a couple of thousand miles or- more are not
unknown. There is inuchmore interference on
the medium .waveliand now than there was a
few weeks ago,"and that is the reason.

reit' SS set and that tillip# of these.,seerned to be

Why I Am " Pro " Super -Het!
going during the- greater part of41ffip day and
the \ hole of the evdiling.
AN Ilford correspondent whose letter
of giOse,1iving in thisteinoto spot told
appeared in a recentissne of "A.W." goe.
The truth is that the valve is 'still in its' Many
that wireless was the greatest blessing of for me for so staunchly advocatint, the super more or less experimental stages and it mar be me
their lives_ and that they simply couldn't het. He tried a super -het, against his straight
some little time before it is released. If it is as imagine
hoW they err got on without it in fout----valver and 'found that, though the
good as it is reported to be -it will be a great the old days,
former would reeeive more stations; there was
boon, for one of the drawbacks of both clan; It
greater freedom from crackles and background
*
and Q.P.P. is that the necessary components
noises with the "straight" This beii so, it
take upt so much room that you,,cannot always
was a case of "straights" for hint. eveP:3) time.
Settling That Lucerne Plan
fit them 'into existing sets.
The noises of which he complained when the
For Q.P.P. you require two pentodes instead A T the moment of writing news of the
of the original output valve rand.-fori4ass B
you need a driver and the twin last -stage -Valve.

Producing Matched, Valves
TALKING of Q.P.P., the Marconi and

Osram people. have solved the problem of
matching pairs of pentodes in a very neat way.
At the valve works pentodes suitable for Q.P.P.
purposes are arranged in three groups.
Every valve in any one group will work in
double harness with any other from the -same

prOAtes..Wthe Wireless Conference at

Amsterdam is not forthcoming. Its object is, of
course, to .,settle the many prohleins left
outstanding after-' the Lucerne meeting and to
rope in, if possible, t eight countries --uhich
have still not signed
the dotted line:
I do hope that the 't.rjllt
ceesSful in their
efforts, for unless the
:cannot hope for

super -het was in use were in all probability
due to man-made interference. I quite admit
that -in localities where such interference is
rife the super -ha. owing to its greater sensitiveness, will probably be noisier than the

"Straight." -But-it must be a very bad locality
indeed 'where only four foreign stations can be
received clear of interferenCe with the .big set.

a propitious send-off1or the new wavelength

Objection to " Straight" Sets

scheme on January T 5.

chief objection to the " straight " when
Remember, it isn't only the long-distance
Iistenei Who is affect,;t Failure to get the 1Vl used for long-distance work. is that it
group. The group letter is sandblasted on
Plan -Working properly may mean that there 'must rely ''to a. 'considerable extent upon
the bulb of each pentode.
If, therefore, you already have a pentode will be serious interference with local trans- 'reaction and this, unless you' use tone control,
'Means that the quality varies as you pass from
marked "X" any other "X" pentode of the missions.
station to station.
same make- will work well with it. Also, you

Why The Plan is Important
The reason is that by using reaction you
.-nURING the summer a good many people make the set more selective and therefore
have said to Me: "What's all this nonsense increase its sideband-cutting propensities
high-tension battery arc marked with, the about a new wavelength plan? Matters can when you tune in a weak transmission, and
can match .up pentodes of different groups
quite well without the, use of a milliammeter,
for th,a screening -grid sockets on the special

group ,letters of the pentodes for which they
are intended.

More Ultra -short-wave Telephones

very well be left as they are;. why, only last less selective when you tune in a strong one.
night I pickednp thirty foreign stations without With a super -het the selectivity remains
constant and -the quality does not vary.
a sign of a whistle."
Yes, it's

perfectly true that during the

summer there was -very little mutual interference between stations. The reason is that
the small fellows at considerable .distances

S0 satisfactory has been the wireless link
across the Bristol Channel that the Post don't come through at all in summer time and
Office is putting up new stations near Weston super -mare and Cardiff to -enable simultaneous
six -line working to -take place.

Transmissions take place on the ultra -short
wavelengths and any noisiness introduced by
the wireless link is automatically filtered out
before speech impulses reach the landlines.
It is interesting to -note that it was across the
Bristol Channel that Marconi carried out his
first practical wireless tests a good deal more

than thirty rears ago.

Ousting Submarine Cables?

so giVe rise to no interference.

As the evenings draw in all-round

field

Super-hets for Anti -fading
I have mentioned before, tightening the
coupling in order to bring a weak

Asreaction

and distant station up to good volume increases the effects of fading at times when
signals are waxing and waning.

By Slade

Broadcasters You Should Hear
'VotiRf BAST

SA

LEW s-ravzs BAND

PI A NIS)r
SIDNEY

OCT Z4 /9.?;
KYTES BAND

OCT 23 1933 more RE,

REG

,s7
11/11i4
CALM111.0

IANCS

WAS
ocr

gitRiCYptivity
1913
.tRE6..

vOCAL1VT W/T14

cremuse 'wpm& VAMP
4c1,213 -19,4
NAT C REG-

W1RELESS links are going to be used also

to .span the ,Irish Sea an& St. George:s
Chanael. There are at present seven submarine

cables connecting this country with Ireland,
but in those rocky seas the upkeep has always
been something of a problem. The wireless
links will be found vastly cheaper to maintain
and operate.

Wireless In The Villages
ECENTLY I spent a brief holiday in a
IN. minute village lying amongst the fells
and dales of Westmorland. It is just about

much out of the world as any place in this

441
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These are switched on one*fter the other shows a dead short-circuit right across the
in regular succession to ind4ate the passing terminals.
As a matter of interest, I dismantled one of
minutes. Five-minute intervals are indicated
by alternate groups of red and green lights. these condensers to examine the; puncture. I
...difficulty in finding it, for 1 discovered
Every quartv, of n Ivor i c
tWokness of about four layers of foil
operation and freedom from liability 'to Cause lamps ,,a ea , -hil,
spec had been completely punctured by
by '
interference with one's neighbours. in both Hours aiei 'iii
lrater more than in. diameter, just
ter,
of these respects the well -designed super -het white. 4 . 104 .cam t mg o
as if they had been shot through by a smallthe hours it certainly 'does the iniagination.
scores heavily.

Ha xjlt, Rg,rcOip u the super -het does not
exaggerate fading and, if automatic volume
control is fitted it seems to work more evenly
than it does in a straight!!
Then there is the qitesaniv,of simplicity of

1

1

The puncture was extra Clean and, as I say, had gone
voral layers.
High -quality Talkies
the complete shortNE day last week I sat amid a crowd of IT 11°.*' al?Pc;art Atabst he sensitive material,1.4 circuit acrosscitrastances,
the condenser was quite underUsed -by Zworykin in his latest developfilm experts in the Western Electric
standable, since the edges of the hole had carCompany's private cinema at Bush House, ment in television consists of an emulsion of ried
the foil with them and made definite
London. We were listening to talkie equip- minute silver globules treated with caesium. contact
with the next layer. I do not recomment reproducing freqtencies of 30 to fo,000 In effect the prepared surface consists of hun- mend this
treatment for condensers; it is apt
cycles per second-from both film sound dreds of thousands of minute light -responsive
to be expensive.
cells.
tracks and hill -and -dale records.
calib

*

More About the Iconoscope

114et.

43

:: t

O

When the view to be televised is focused
upon this sensitised area, the effect is very
already covers a range of 3o to 9,000 'cycles. similar to that of an ordinary photographic

It will probably surprise you if I say that

Western

Electric

sound -on -film

recording

Screens that Don't Screen

The recording engineers plate, except that the tatter is exhausted w hen
E are inclined to regard screening as an
have been steadily advancing since the advent one picture has been taken.
remedy against interaction.
The Iconoscope, however, is maintained in a ThisWinvaluable
of the talkie and now it is only the loud -speakers
is by no means the case, particularly with
in the cinemas that prevent you and I from constantly -responsive condition, so that it can sonic of the flimsy screens which are used
hearing "canned" music that is honestly respond to successive changes in light and to -day.
practically indistinguishable from the real shade, thus reproducing the effect of motion.
had a rather striking demonstration of
Although the Iconoscope is still definitely this point
thing.
recently An oscillator had been
The new loud -speaker --or rather, repro- in the experimental stage, it undoubtedly built up operating on about 3o kilocvcles. It
ducer-I heard demonstrated consisted of possesses very remarkable possibilities.
was completely enclosed in a small cubical
three moving -coil units. One imitates drums
screening box about 6 in. wide, and it was
so well that only a drum itself would know the
fondly hoped that outside the box the amount
difference; another handles the middle regisAnother
Free
Gift
Next
of radiation would be negligible.
ters; and the third, a tiny horn type known as
Actually, a small pick-up coil of about ten
the Bostwick, the 5,000 to 9,000 cycle notes.
Week
!
turns of wire placed within a couple of inches
Actually it can reproduce up to 15,000 cycles,
of
the outside of the screen picked up 2.5 volts
Included in every copy of next from
but filters with a 9,000 cycle cut-off are used
the oscillator coil inside the screen.
week's AMATEUR WIRELESS there will
with the normal films.
The total voltage across the oscillator was
" be a large -size station -identification
One filin showed a musician in Cab
only about 35; so that getting on for ro per
Calloway's band thumping a double bass.
chart, printed in two colours. This
cent. of the voltage was being picked up out-

But I do say

it.

On the standard speaker all that one could
really detect was the slapping of his hand.
With the switching in of the new speakers,

everyone of the deep notes was unmistakable.
As for trunipets, cymbalS, pianos and voices,

will prove indispensable to every keen
listener.

Another point to note about the

next issue is that a full-size blueprint

they came over with a crispness and attack
that was-well, like life.

of the underside of the Etherdyne
chassis will appear, on the inside

A Nip of Magnetics!

two special gifts-and order a copy of

NOT long ago someone suggested a scheme

for radiating power in bulk through the
ether, the idea being that one could use the

garden aerial for lighting and heating, the

home, instead of being wired up to the nearest
generating station as at present.

The inventor went on to explain that in

summer the radiated energy could also be used

to produce artificial "cold" after the fashion
of the domestic refrigerator plugged into the
mains.

The whole idea may seem to verge on the

fantastic, but it is a curious -thing-that

covers.
Tell

all your friends about these

AMATEUR WIRELESS front your news-

agent in advance if you want to make
certain of getting one

An Accumulator Point
SOMETIMES I see sets containing front four
to six or even seven valves being operated
from low-tension accumulators of the type with
thick single plates. This is really a mistake,
for- cells of this kind are designed for a com-

paratively slow discharge .re.

They are

for working two- or even three -valve
scientists have just succeeded in producing excellent
sets, but they can hardly do themselves justice

the lowest temperature ever by making use of
magnetic action. By placing solid helium

between, the poles of an electromagnet and

slowly reversing the field, they have got down

with bigger outfits.
With even a 6o-ampere4iour single -plate cell
the maximum economical discharge rate is not
More than .5 ampere, and a six -valve super -het
will require nearly twice as much. Multi -plate

to within a fraction of a degree of absolute
zero-where heat simply doesn't exist and all accumulators for intilti:Valve sets is a sound
molecular motion ceases. Of course this is rule. Cells with three or four positives and a
going a bit too far, but one never can tell what
similar number of negatives can deliver a
is going to happen next.
heavier load without running down
By the time we get another really sizzling much
summer like the last, the B.B.C. may be Ale unduly rapidly.
to temper it down a bit by radiating the right
kind of magnetic " coolers."

Outsize in Electric Clocks

When Condensers Break Down

side the screen.

As a matter of fact, putting the pick-up

coil right inside the screen only produced about
5 volts pick-up; so that the screening was singularly ineffective in this instance.

Synchronised Broadcasting
AN interesting paper has recently been read

before the Institute of Radio Engineers
in America on the subject of synchronised
broadcasting. This means the transmission

of the same programme from two transmitters
operating on ,the same wavelength. The,

results of the analysis are a little contraryp

what one might expect at first.
The paper shows that the interference is not
too serious if the two transmitters are relatively

close together (about 20 to 35 miles apart),
whereas serious interference and distortion

will result if they are farther apart.
Further, the author shoWs that very small
delays of the order of one ten -thousandth of a
second between the transmissions will give.
rise to serious distortion. For this reason, lie

concludes that the modulation of the two
transmitters independently is not practicable,

since the various circuits cannot all be identical

and delays are boifild to arise (that is, the
modulations in one transmitter will- be Very
slightly late or early relative to the other)
to a tar greater extent than the ioo microseconds allowed.

To Replace Giant 'Transmitters
concludes with the rather interesting
HEsuggestion
that a series of transmitters

IHAVE bad an epidemic of condenser should be put up at points twenty miles apart,
breakdowns lately. It has been entirely all fed from a central source with actual radio -

my own fault, because' I have been puttin.. frequency modulated current.

THE electrically -driven clock undoubtedly about 1,500 volts on condensers rated to work
combines simplicity with extreme accuracy, at 800.
but the one they have just erected on the
The interesting point has been the manner
Eiffel Tower in Paris also beats the record for in which the condensers "blew up." Every
size. The dial is approximately seventy feet now and then, Usually at a somewhat critical
in diameter and the usual moving hands are juncture, there has been a quiet pop from one
replaced by radial rows of different coloured of the condensers and the whole Equipment
lamps.
has shut down. A test on the condenser then

The transmitters themselves would, in fact,

be nothing but amplifying stations which
would take the current and, after suitable
magnification, apply it to the aerial.
It is claimed that this would result in a far

more even distribution of field strength at a
much smaller expenditure of poker than the
present giant broadcasting stations

-
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Germany's most- potenful station, Leipsig;--roars-in-fike-the *Weir on -the
klherdyng You will heat a reollyrepresentatixe selectiin of GeRnany-s
musical tastes from f.oipsae:
1014erteots, l!inVIA'alkl,,Ttaig Nazi
talks, tan be'
'tuned ttr atlour torlitrialiar

he ktherdyne wet bring .You nn sit, by
strange performers, from Moscow.
Regularly concerts played by an

crchestra of convicts are relayed from
one of Moscow's largest prisons.

(1, tlItAtIclr WirotT
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How the Etherdyne was Evolved after Months of Research

Then we had another look at the hook-up.
But bang went the sensitivity
Already, you see, we were weakening from Some bright lad suggested increasing the value
that is true. We know it is the fashion
for set designers to try to impress readers oar initial resolve, hut -then we were trying to -- of --the aerial coupling to give us back those
with the Many months of alleged research work be eminently practicable as well as rather weak stations. So we did this, and sure
T all began last spring. Now don't smile-

that have gone to make the final design. clevert
So Qur new
But we have to risk that, because in this
article we are trying to trace the Etherdyne

liecaMe, this,
;Firs,t high frequency aMplifying Vakfe: (for
aiding the pre -selection

AWKWPAMPSIBMAIMAIV.M.

of the signal before it
ever reached _the mixer
stage),

folloWed

by a

combined oscillator de-

tector valve as before,

a Screen i-grid
intermediate - frequency
feeding

enough in came the weak 'uns. But so,
unhappily, did some whistles.

Were we beaten ? We were not I What
we decided was that for the moment we must
abandon the four -valve idea and go in for a
pukka five-valver, so that we could gain our
absOlutely essential pre -selection to cut out
the whistles and at the same time have enough
power in hand to bring -in all the stations on
the air.

stage, coupled to -a

Ready for Anything

Westector for the second

With a sequence of pre -high -frequency detector, and a pentode amplifying
valve, combined oscillator -detector,
output stage.
Very fine- it was, too.

Especially on loud
stations. But where were
all the smaller fry ? Non
est, as the Romans used to
say. Simply not there.

intermediate -frequency

ainplifier,

second

detector and pentode output, we were ready
for anything-even for a big splash issue of
AMATEUR WIRELESS.

Modifications did not cease at that. We

took out the screen -grid second detector we
been using, and put in a triode valve in
A little crestfallen, ad- had
place-for the sake of economy. But we
mittedly, we congratu- its
lated ourselves on having were not going to lose any signal strength on
account.
practically cut out those any
Which brought us to the last move-the
whistles, anyway.

Super right back to its first conception.
Which, as we say, takes us back to the

before the second detector. Up went the
signal strength and the Etherdyne burst upon

spring of 1933.

a laboratory of wondering technicians.
Have you ever heard of a home constructor

Someone wanted to know how four valves
could be most simply arranged to give good
reception. We argued. Came to the conclusion that given X number of band -passes

tit

now.

please everyone.

It is the culmination of an initial ideal,
worked out with a rare honesty of purpose.
Go to it

Tracing A Pedigree
But, you will say, what's all this about
a four-valver-isn't the Etherdyne a five?
Yes, it is. But we are tracing a pedigree,

!

and it happens that the present five was sired,
so to speak, by a not uninteresting four.

It was a four -valve super -het. Selective

and sensitive to a marked degree. The snag?
Oh, yes, there was a snag, all right Whistles

More than we could tolerate. We had to
reduce them, somehow.

For this combination we were using one

screen -grid valve as detector and oscillator.

That was the cause of the whistles, we decided.

discovered, to generate harmonics. And those
harmonics were causing the whistles.
Not to be beaten, we tried all sorts of dodges

to cut down the whistles.

We knew that

if we could make the aerial input sufficiently
selective the harmonics generated in the first
combined stage would not be able to set up

(Above) S. Rutherford

Wilkins, designer of the
Etherdyre, at work on a
preliminary five -valve
hook-up in the AMATEUR

WIRELESS laboratories.

(Right) The Etherdyne

whistles.

with all its five valves in
position ready for recep-

ine,

Europe to your fireside

So we tried this and that method of sharpenup the aerial tuning. Band -passing
obviouslys came in for a trial. With the very
smallest coupling condenser in this system we

certainly got selectivity, and certainly cut

down, though not to the point of elimination,
those horrible whistles.

set with such a pedigree?'Of course you
haven't. And that's why we are all so very
sure of ourselves in offering you the 'Etherdyne

we could make a straight four that would

A valve working as an anode detector and
oscillating at the same time was bound, we

putting in of a spot of reaction on the secondary
of the intermediate -frequency transformer

tion.

It will bring all

and will decisively combat the over -crowded
condition of the ether
during the coming winter
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S for the "A.W."
ETHERDYNE
P
E

C

NICORE I I
Special
Nickel Iron
alloy used by Varley has
resulted in the Nicore II

o

POWER PUNCHER
new Varley " Power
Puncher " is easily incorporated in most battery sets.

The

The

L.F. intervalve transformer.
This transformer gives results comparable to many

Gives greater volume with

higher -priced components.

lower H.T. current. Requires
no special transformers or
valves.

Price DP44
Price DP2

1516

1116

F
J
Write to us to -day for full particulars of the whole range of Varley Components.

E

a11(Proprietors- Oliver Pell Control. Ltd)

Adv:rtisemnt of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway, London, IV.C.2
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Illustration shows Models 342,
.144 and 347!

Because it incorporates every worth -while

radio development, the new Cossor Melody

Maker has All Europe " range and adequate selectivity-it will bring you the best
Continental programmes free from local or
other interference. Its reproduction is rich,
full and true-to-life. This remarkable set
will give you everything - performance,
appearance, ease

of operation-that you'd

expect from a costly Receiver. Yet, despite
its remarkable efficiency, the Cossor Melody
Maker is so simple that you can assemble

it-Meccano-fashion-at home.
knowledge is necessary.

No wireless

Send the coupon below

for a Constructional Chart which tells you
how you can own this powerful Receiver
for the bare price of the parts.
To A. C. Cossor Lid., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me a Corutructional
Chart which tells Me boo so
build a Censor Melody Maker.

Model

.tsars Model No. required

Name
Address
A. VV. 21,1(133.

FOUR
MAGNIFICENT

NEW MODELS
BATTERY MODEL KIT 341

BATTERY MODEL KIT 342

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER

PENTODE OUTPUT

Complete Kit of Parts similar to Model 341 described above,

Balanced Armature Loud Speaker

Magnet Moving Coil Loud Speaker.

except that it is supplied with a Permanent

Complete Kit of Parts for asmmbling Cossor Melody

Maker, Model 341. similar to illustration, including Cossor
Variable -Mu Screened Grid, Cossor Detector, and Cossor
Pentode Valves. Folly screened coils, Double -Gang Condenser,

Combined Volume Control and On -OR Switch, all -metal
chassis, and all the pans for simple home assembly. Hand cabinet 181" x taf" x
space for batteries and
Balanced Armature Speaker; provision for
accumulator.
Gramophone Pick-up Plug and Jack,
Wave - length rangF
900/2,000 Metre.

2001530

...I

Pei.

£6.7.6

WA, Pureliare Terms 16/. deposit and to monibly payments of
146, or dttersearisely 20/- deposir and 6 marbly payments of 10/-.

£7.2.6

Price
Hire birder, Terms 1716 deposit and 9 monthly payments of :5/6.

BATTERY MODEL KIT 344
CLASS "B" OUTPUT
Complete Kit of Parts as Model 341, described above, but with
four Comm Valves, Class .11" Output Stage
and Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Speaker.

Price

£8 .2.6

Hire Purebase Tema
deposit. and so monthly payments of 161-a
/Prices do not include Lotteries or accumulator.

ALL -ELECTRIC MODEL KIT 347
Complete Rit of Parts, similar to Model34t described above, but
with four Cossor A.C. Mains Valves (intl. Rectifier) Power Unit
and Mains Energised Moving Coil Loud

Speaker. For A.C. Mains only cooll5o
volts (adjustable) 40/100 cycles.
Price

X8.19.0

Hire Purchase Term, 20/- deposit and 9 /meaty payment, of zok

Prices do notapply in I.F.S.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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ETHERDYNE

Why You Must
" A.W's." Super -het to Fight Ether Chaos
But we forget ourselves. We are to tell you
It is a sad business. Because, you see, there
IN our exhaustive tests we have been
Etherdyning for months now; during the why you must ys hat we are pleased to call are seven countries-eight if we include the
We
will
do
thatbuffer
state known as the Grand Duchy of
Etherdyne this winter.
coming winter you must Etherdyne, too.

mainly because we want you to know that by Luxembourg-who simply won't sign on the
Etherdyning you really can hope for good dotted line.
And, believe us, if those eight cannot be
programmes this winter, instead of a jumble of
persuaded by the International Broadcasting
incoherent noises.
Well, why must you Etherdyne? Why, that Union to fall into line-well, well, the rest of
is to say, must you use a
super -het, as so admirform of listening, is to say that it is the fully ably exemplified by the
fledged super-hetting of all incoming signals Etherdyne Super? Need
so that at the loud -speaker we get a strong, you really ask? Have

What is this new verb "to Etherdyne " ?

We now explain. To Etherdyne is to receive
broadcasting stations at full loud -speaker
strength without interference. A somewhat
unorthodox verb but full of a new significance.
Another way of explaining this new form of
listening, or rather this immeasurably superior

clean signal of programme entertainment
value.

you not heard of the
Prague Plan?

Do you

not know-, as well as we
A Power in the Ether !
dO, that the Prague Plan
There now; enough of what our newly is observed on sufference
coined verb is-though we cannot refrain from only-and by an ever adding one further comment on the etymology diminishing percentage'
of Etherdyning-it is the state of being of the broadcasting
stations of. Europe?
powerful in the ether.
Of course, you know all
Not bad, either. For our -new set certainly
is a power in the ether-a power for good, this. you know, too, that
for your better selection of the programme you there is a Lucerne Plan
.want from the hundred and one you do not timed to come into action.
next January, a new plan
want at any particular moment.
-

_

of wavelength distribu-

tion that seeks to give
of "warp" or curve of space-that we Are every country a place in
Physical scientists say we all live in a sort

part of a space-time continuum; while it is the ether, if not exactly
freely contended that the ether permeates all the size of place each counthat space, if ether there is.

At any particular moment you want this
or that station, and 'you want it free from

try could have wished for.

them might have saved the ink in their gold
fountain pens.

interference, do you not ? Time, as represented

In the nature of things a wavelength plan

by the moment of your desire, impinging on
all-pervading ether-what a thcught !
Yet this miracle-it is not far short of thatcan be done by Etherdyning, perhaps only by
Etherdyning this winter, for the ether is sadly
twisted up, thanks to the man-made impressions upon it of well over one hundred different
stations in Europe.

cannot work unless everybody using the ether
agrees to it. At the moment eight countries
do not agree, and that is that. Short of inter-

national arbitration-shades of the Hague

Court and the League of Nations !-there may
well be a proper "muck up" next January 55.

V

0

co)

Good, Bad or Indifferent Ether
Which brings us right back to Etherdyning.

Good, bad or indifferent as, the ether may
turn out to be this winter, you can see how

important selectivity is going to be? If you
knew as much about selectivity as we think
we know, you would agree that the super -het
is the only set that will stand a dog's chance

against refractory Swedes, Dutchmen, and

other queer fish refusing to dot the i's and cross
the t's of the Lucerne Plan.
Etherdyne selectivity
selectivity.

is essentially simple

We can promise you in the Etherdyne the

ultimate in selectivity, the separation of
(Top) Members of the adjacent high -power foreigners with ease, and
AMATEUR WIRELESS the cutting out of the local powerful stations
Technical Staff making in favour of adjacent foreigners.
So. tell your friends not to panic over wavecertain that the Ether dyne really does what is
claimed for it
(Left) This photograph
of the Etherdyne, taken
from the back, shows the
simple nature of - the
-

assembly.

The

leads

from the valve anodes
can be clearly seen

length plans, but to Etherdyne as you are

going to do. How do we know you are going
to? Well, you would hardly have read this

far if you were not pre -disposed that way.
And we flatter ourselves that, having got this
far, you simply cannot draw back. Why
should you, anyway?

Etherdyning is not a penance-it's loads

of fun I

rs alp it r
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The Etherdyne is the
Best Super Yeti
The Fan's Guide to the Latest Super -het Circuit
UNLESS you are a real fan, well versed which, by the way, makes use of an iron in technical ways, do not worry your core coil-part of a three -coil unit, in fact.
We tuned -grill' couple this first stage to
head over this particular article-read
all the others, which are purposely written as the mixer stage-to the valve- acting as comnon -technically as possible. This is a bit bined oscillator and first detector. Here again

technical and is intended to give the pukka
amateur the real "lowdown" on a super -het
circuit-the Etherdyne Super.
We refer you to the circuit at the bottom of

the page. Let us go through it together,
starting as usual at the aerial end.
A somewhat peculiar aerial circuit, isn't it?

Trace it through and you will see that in
addition to the usual tapped tuning coil and
parallel variable condenser across the grid

circuit of the first screen grid valve there are
two series components.

gain an appreciable amount of- "boost" by

reacting on to the secondary of the preceding
transformer.

This gives us just that little

extra amplification the high degree of selectivity demands.
Moreover, you will understand that as this
we have a screen -grid valve, but not a
transformer is fixed tuned we can use a fixed
variable -mu.
There are three important circuits to this amount of reaction, by means of a small fixed
mixer. (r) The tuned grid circuit, which is instead of variable condenser.
quite normal. (2) The tuned -anode circuit,
Decoupling Arrangements
which is actually the intermediate -frequency
Which brings us to the transformer coupled
(3)
The oscillator circuit,
transformer.
whereby the valve's 'oscillations are injected pentode, again a straight enough arrangement, but note the decoupling in the primary
into the filament circuit.
There they mix with the incoming signal, circuit of the transformer and in the screening
producing the familiar beat or super -het grid circuit of the pentode.
frequency, which encounters the tuned primary
So we arrive at the last circuit point of real
of the intermediate - 'importance-the battery economiser assofrequency transformer ciated with the pentode output valve. You
and is amplified at that may be familiar already with the general idea.
frequency, passing on We overbias the pentode with a separate grid then to the detector bias battery.
through another simiAs one end is not at earth potential we, cannot common this with the high -frequency or
lar transformer.
This
intermediate pick-up bias. This condition of bias is right
stage of amplification -for the distortionless reception of weak signals,
is done with just the which come in with minimum anode current.
same sort of valve we

Opposing The Grid Bias
When stronger signals arrive part of the

use for the first or
input stage-a vari-

screen -grid. anode current is rectified by a Westector unit,
Both these valves are and the D.C. is passed through a resistance,
coupled up to a grid - the voltage drop across it being in opposition to
able -mu

potentiometer, the grid bias.
in controlling
The result is that a strong signal will reduce
their sensitivity also the bias automatically, and thus bring the
controls the output valve back to its normal working point for
volume.
distortionless reception.
We come to the
In a circuit of this type, where we are dealdetector, a perfectly ing with the question of five separate anode
straight arrangement currents, the saving in the output is obviously
-a triode. From its well worth while.
anode circuit, though,
So much for the bare bones of the Etherdyne
we throw back some circuit. Read all our other special articles for
high - frequency, and further details.
bias
which

Photographic plan view of the top of the Etherdyne chassis condenser,
with covers removed. Note the leads for connection to the anodes of
the screen -grid valves

The first of these is the aerial preset, whose
function is well known. It reduces the input,

so that the maximum selectivity can be
obtained consistent with volume requirements
on any signal. Below that is a choke, called

an anti -breakthrough filter-for a very good
reason.

Avoiding Break -through
Its function is new, so far as we know.
What it does is to avoid any suspicion of
medium wave resonance in the aerial circuit

.0003 MAIL
ANTI
BREAK
THROUGV

UNIT

when that circuit has been switched over to the
long waves. It avoids, in a phrase, medium
wave stations "breaking tbrough."
Actually it is most important in this circuit
to prevent any breakthrough, in order to sup-

press the generation of medium -wave harmonics-which would mean whistles on the
long waves.

We come to a perfectly straightforward

variable -mu
high -frequency - screen -grid
amplifying valve, whose job is to boost

up the signals after they have passed through
the highly selective aerial -tuning circuit,

;

- -0005 :ANGLO

50.000 fl'e

There are many special features in the Etherdyne circa, it, two of the most important being the anti breakthrough filter and the battery economiser
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TELSEN
PAPER CONDENSERS
Specified for the AW
66

THE designer's choice of six Telsen

Paper Condensers for use in the
EtIlerdyne Super is an eloquent
tribute to their lasting efficiency.
Built to Post Office and Admiralty
standards, they are rigorously tested at
every stage of manufacture. Self-sealing,
absolutely non -inductive and hermetically
sealed.

The illustration below shows the
position occupied by Telsen Paper
Condensers in the built-up Etherdyne
Super.

TELSEN
CONDENSERS.

PAPER

500 Volt Test.
1030 Volt Test.
1/9
Cap. .01 ... 1/3

.04 ... 1/3
1,

1/6
.25 ... 1/6
.5 ... 1/6
1.
... 1/9
.1

2.

...

...

2/6

1/9
2/2/2/-

2/6
3/6

TELSEN COVER EVERY CONDENSER REQUIREMENT
..O

Ir
4mO

4%4

'Illii"%r

.111...1.011

TELSEN PAPER
BLOCK CONDENSERS

from 4/9.

TELSEN kiIGH
VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

from 3 6.

TELSEN Low
VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
from 2/6.

LIZt.
FIXED MICA

CONDENSERS

from 6d.

I t.LbLN

TAG CONDENSERS
from 4

LLSIt N

PRESET

CONDENSERS
1 3.

TELSENOFFOR
EVERYTHING IN RADIO
THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM

ANNOUNCEMENT

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of A.W. with Your Order
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Better'Class Toth

NAAKON

11111Pv

Marconi B 21 brings better 'Class B'

performance to all battery sets
because of these important features:
41)

)21

It operates with grid bias. Hence quality is better
because the anode current cut-off is less sharp and
the currents in the two halves overlap. This reduces
spurious oscillation and gives less distortion at low
output levels.

For the same reason and also because two grids are
used in each half, the sensitivity is higher, because
the input impedance is higher and less power is
needed from the driver valve.

Greater overall magnification, because it is possible

to use driver transformers having a higher ratio than
those allowable with the zero bias type of valve.
19 Shaped bulb and rigidly interlocked electrode system
with top support means greater accuracy of matching
-important in push-pull.

MARCONI VALVES FOR USE WITH B 21

Marconi

Marconi VP21 - The first Variable -Mu battery H.F.

15f6
Marconi S24 - High Efficiency straight screen grid 15/6
Marconi VS24- High slope Variable -Mu screen grid 15/6
Marconi HL2 - Non-microphonic triode detector
71Marconi L21 - High Efficiency Class B driver for
pentode, for all up-to-date circuits

normal use

.. ..

7

Marconi LP2 - Power valve and Class B driver for
sets where full output is needed ...

Valve
a*R

PRICE

819

details and lists send this coupon to The Valve Department, The
Marconiphone Company, Lid., 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London. W.I.
For full

MARCONI VALVES

Name

Address
A.W.21i10i33

the choice of the experts

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W.
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A Special Article by PERCY W. HARRIS, M.Inst.Rad.E.
IT needed very little observation at the frequency gainUpet4siOlein 1 sinffl6--Eiftigth-.radio exhibitions to which"' we hacco ,been

treated this season' to observit.h4t-,*s is

indeed a super -heterodyne, year, - '::For, in spite of the pessimism which7gripped
-

--

-

out any bother-far more than we ever obtained

wVit 11 all the stages we con14,1224tpg,ethe atIthe

time L am speaking of,,c ler 44

reason;'

that no means were lincevi of overcoming
so many . manufacturers a year or i two ago instab
Whintr.
any,
when the "super " circuit was discitssed, the' appreciable gain 'was had.
difficulties and . disadvantages

which - were

thought by them to be inseparable from: such
a circuit 'have, like most bogies; vanated on
approach, or else have been very ingeniously
overcome or circumvented.
The home:constructor, too, has taken very
.,

ttni

It is, just as well to review affairs from time
to time to save ourselves getting into a groove

or being MAIM- by, sttliMikdialititiW,71tAlVen-

o-day therelere manystniscone9ptittis..tegard,
iug the super-hnterodyne" The;
,

such, !is no more sensitive than a straight
kindly to the super, thanks to the excellent one, And actually lorqlid'ilitifteeift valves
designs which have appearedand 'not forget- used it is possible to get just as much, if not
ting to give acknowledgnient to the brains and More, :gain with the "straight " circuit.
skill of component manufacturers who have
But, as happerff With Slt manyAnventions,
provided him with the necessary parts.
the original- purpose! of -tHcpsuper-heterodyne
has now been foggotten,..and merits which
First Amateur- Super4tet
were not thought of at the time of its first
Anyone, such as myself, who has been introduction have determined its retention
connected with home .construction from its and development. !
Brought out first of'' all with the idea of
birth in this country, has a. tendency (far
better repressed) to: "reminisce." Irritating getting, for the first time, appreciable high as this habit may be, I feel I. cannot refrain frequency gain :(by using art intermediate
from recalling the first -. super -heterodyne frequency which could be made stable) the
built by an amateur for use, in this country.;
super -heterodyne . ,circuit is now. . popular
It was brought ,: over from America in because it reduces the. :complexity both of
December, 1921,, by Paut Godley for the first control and construction.
Transatlantic amateur tests . on what were
The tuning of the vital high -frequency
then thought to be short waves (zoo metres !). circuit or circuits in a super -heterodyne is
It was truly a fearsome affair with nine valves fixed-that is to say, has not to be changed
which individually took an ampere each, with every chars of*ii,eleagth in reception-

Percy Harris's name is respected thrcugheut
the'British home -constructor world as that of
one of the leading designers. He haS cater:d
successfully to amateur needs for many y:ars,
and his opinion on super-hets will be read with

interest by everybody who has at heart the
future of radio development. In this art;c!e

'he explains how the-Prelent-day'litp:i -het
has been deteloped and why it is the set
listener'Shoulct use

It might be wondered why the sups:-:
:invented a .numberof years ago-it rather late
in arriving in the commercial field. The answer
is quite a simple one,_ for in America-where

there has been the most rapid development

in broadcast apparatus-the owners of the

vital patents refused to licence them to other
and consequently only 'the Radio
Corporation of America manufactured super-heterodynes for broadcast reception up to a
year or two ago.
Intensive Dei,elopment Caiti4paigri
firms

The patent was then made available by

licence to other firms and an intensive develop-

ment campaign began, helped greatly by the
arrival of the screen -grid valve and later by
the variable -Mu Wive.

At one time it was advanced as a reason
and after a great deal of trouble had been whereas to get* adequate gain in a straight
taken to get it to work at a selected spot in circuit each high -frequency stage must be against the adoption of the super -heterodyne
Scotland it did not prove So satisfactory separately tuned. When I say .!.! separately," that it was bound to be an affair, with a very
as a deteCtor :and two ' lOw-freqUency stages I do i not mean one after the other or on large number of valves, but the modern valves,
with critical reaction, mainly d tie to its terribly
noisy background, which more than balanced
the additional sensitivity. Incidentally, its intermediate frequency was
just about 167...kilocycles..

Later, when a few experimental
super-hetercidynes were made 'for
broadcast reception, their sharpness
of tuning was very noticeable, but
they all suffered badly from terribly
noisy background,- a' quality of
reproduction:which was considered
poor (even in those:days, when:we
put up with heavers. knowS What
distortion for the sake of novelty !)
and a terrible eictravagance both in

separate dials, but by means of individual tuning
condensers --which, of course, can be ganged.

which do so many things within the confines
of one bulb, are changing all that.
The relative merits of a separate
oscillator valve and combined first
detector and oscillator have been
discussed on many occasions, and

as a matter of fact it had been
generally agreed that, other things

being equal, two separate valves
give better results than the combined gives.
This has now been changed, how-

ever, by the evolution of the new
valves with many electrodes in

which one can get all the electrical
benefits of two valves with one, so

high- and low-tension consumption.
Indeed, it might he wondered
why anyone bothered. with the
circuit, for obviously' sharp tuning

that it is likely that in the future

broadcasting stations were scattered

modern screen -grid valve in one
stage, and so a multiplicity of
intermediate stages, once thought
requisite to get big gaitl, will
doubtless give way to a ! single

the double -valve scheme will pass
right out.
Then, again, we have a tremendously high gain poisible with the

was not ,required in days, when

both geographically and in wavelength separation, but it .must be
remembered that then the superheterodyne was the only effective

means of getting a real

high-

frequency_gain, for neither screen grid valves nor even the neutrodyne

circuit was at that time available.
Nowadays

considerable

high -

This view of the Etherdyne, the new "A.W." super -het dealt with in
this issue, shows the effectiveness of the wood -chassis type of construction

intermediate stage in a large
number of cases.
Detector overloading, which was
a serious limitation in early superhets, has been successfully overcome,
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want and a minimum

tional Laboratory, I examined with consider-

one to stations separat- able interest the new super -heterodyne
ed by twice -the inter- receiver---t-the Etherdyne Superztnpa which
cellent
iiiedLloi ire,incncy. In S Ruiliertoro' \\'ilkins has evolved a
inter(.4.ting down seconcl-ch
other A\ ords, tc must

ns of a highh-gain
e coupling.

make our ,first circuit

\-cry. sharp in. ttitifilg,
Alnit there-, 4-1pra,

ticat,,,,i6thii,, of the

second station in it to

prodtick4Witi

4 Li

ou _might think
that on any reasonably
sharp -tuned circuit

Stationa bo ut ten channels- away-such 'as.: is
the case in our imagined problem -L --would be

negligible, but actually

it takes a very. small

signal. to cause interfer-

ence, and you will be
A plan view of the underside .of the chassis of the Etherdyne, the new
super -het that will break all records !

surprised how much
trouble can arrive from
second -channel inter-

ference even in some

while the power -handling capacity, combined of the best tommercial sets.
It must be remembered that sometimes one
with economy, first of pentodes, then quiescent
push-pull and later class B has shown several desires to receive a very weak station to which
one
is tuned, whereas the station separated
ways out of this difficulty.
.

A special super -het problem-found in no from it by twice the intermediate frequency
other type of circuit-is known as second - may be exceptionally strong --a local, in fact.
channel interference." The principle of the Only by careful design can second -channel
super -het, as you know, is first of all to take interference be cut down satisfactorily to a
the received frequency and mix with it negligible quantity.
We thus have two kinds of selectivity to
another locally -generated frequency slightly
different from it, this mixture producing consider in a super-het-the normal selec"beats" of a third frequency which is equal tivity, which is governed to a considerable
to the difference between the received and extent by the sharpness of tuning Of the intermediate circuit, and the selectivity against
the locally generated frequencies.
second -channel interference in which' the
Fixed -tuned Amplifier
intermediate circuit or .circuits play no direct

This new or intermediate frequency is
magnified up in what may be "called a fixed tuned amplifier, as it is unnecessary to change
the adjustment when it is so simple to maintain
a constant difference between the local oscillation and the -one received.
The trouble about this scheme, however, is

.part whatever, for they magnify everything
that comes on to their particular frequency.

One -of the best ways of getting rid of second -

ex

Taws
recIno'Ccl

e and

with second -channel interference
td- negligibility, with- a high -gain

NOTHER FRE GIFT
'NEXT WEEK !
THIS week every reader of AMATEUR
WIRELESS is presented with a free

two-colour photo -chart of the Ether dyne. In addition
full-size blueprint.

to this there is a

Next -week we shall present every
reader with an identification chart for

use with any radio set-it will lie of
particular value to Etherdyne- ,:onstructors, though.
The wiring of the under side the
Etherdyne chassis will be shown in a
further full-size blueprint to be found
inside the cover of the next issue.
With this week's two-colour photo -

chart, the full-size blueprint and the
photographs published this week and

next week; the construction of the

Etherdyne is reduced to the simplest
possible terms.
Thousands of

listeners will be
Etherdyning this winter. Will you be
one of thoSe with better radio?
well -designed modern circuit using modern
valves, and with that attention to quality

which comes from a study of modern low -

channel interference is by a well -designed frequency circuits, the latest supers provide
-high-frequency stage preceding the first really super results.
detector. If you have a high gain here then
As to " frills "-automatic volume control
you can afford to loosen the coupling between complete ganging, and the like-these are
that there is always the possibility of this the aerial and the high -frequency tuned circuit attractive in many ways, but, quite frankly,i
locally -generated oscillation. beating with two so as to give extreme selectivity without I personally am not too keen on " Robot " sets.I
There's no point in having to spend half an
different wireless stations; the one we want losing toe Muth of the signal.
Recently, when I was discussing matters of hour in tuning to each station and, on the!
and one separated by exactly the same
frequency difference in the other direction, design in the AMATEUR 'WIRELESS Construe, other hand, I do like the benefit of the indi-1
and which, of course, we do not want.

How much of this second one we get
depend on several factors, most important
being the sharpness of tuning in our normal Another view of the
receiving circuit into which th signal we want Etherdyne - connecting
first goes. To give you a practical example the anode lead to the top
let us take two wireless stations, the Midland
Regional, which works on -752 kilocycles, and
Graz, which works on 852 kilocyCles; there is
thus too kilocycles difference between these
two.

Typical Practical Example
Let us imagine now that we have chosen

-of one of the screen -grid
valves. The receiver is
not at all difficult to
Construct with the aid of
the two-colour photo chart given with this
issue

5o kilocycles as our intermediate frequency.
If we want to receive Graz we must therefore
set our oscillator at; say; 8o2 kilocycles, for

the 802 kilocycles local oscillation'beating with
the 852 -kilocycle one from Graz will produce a
50 -kilocycle beat 'note. The trouble is that

the Midland Regional 'station' works on 752
kilocycles will also gie a 50 -kilocycle' beat

so that in this case both signals from Graz

and the Midland Regional will go through our
intermediate amplifier to be magnified.
With the multiplicity of stations on the air

you can easily understand that an incorrect
choice of intermediate frequency will bring
in lots of " pairs " of stations if we are not
careful; interference from the one we don't
want, or from the second channel," as it is
termed, brings about second -channel interference.

How can We avoid this? Obviously by
arranging our first tuned circuit so that it
gives a maximum- response to the station we

victual control which is possible when you

don't tie every condenser on to one rigid rod.
I never handle a single -control receiver
without an itch to lift the lid, get a screwdriver
and re -gang on each station, for I know perfectly
well that good average results all over the scale
mean that with a large number of stations you
are definitely not getting all you might.

And, anyway, what is the use of having a
set which your wife can work 'as well as you

can? Yes, quite-I knew you would agree
with the !
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TRIUMPH OF NEW IGt

NIC S SPEAKER

EFFICIENT REPRODU6TION FROM
THE SMALL OUTPUT RECEIVER AS WELL.
AS HEAVY. VOLUME.

WITHOUT
DISTORTION

The

patented

magnet

construction

overcomes all amplitude distortion.

®Every frequency
tion, perfect

in

its

true propor-

maintenance

of

tonal

balance.

The tgranic D.9, thanks chiefly to the
patented

magnet

construction,

has

earned the preference of the experts.
In quality of reproduction and price it

PERMANENT

MAGNET

MOVING -COIL LOUDSPEAKER

fears no rival.
Write for fully

from your local dealer, we will supply

Ltd.,

you post free direct on receipt of remit-

No. D.198
149

illustrated Catalogue
to Igranic Electric Co.,
Queen
Victoria
Street,

London, E.C.4.

If unable to obtain Igranic Components

tance

and the name of your dealer.
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REGENTON
RECOMMENDED FOR THE

"ETHERDYNE SUPER"

"Take my advice. Make sure it is Regentone, the
exclusive control makes it the only one for the job.'

ONLY REGENTONE MAINS UNITS
HAVE A LINE VOLTAGE REGULATOR!
You would not buy a car without a gear box. The Regentone Mains Unit has a
" gear -box " and a pre -selective one too ! It is essential when choosing a

Mains Unit to ensure that the controls are such as to allow selection
of just the right voltage value suitable to the set, and the
,..,".4`01'.*
.''
,,,k1'
vs)*
circumstances under which it is operated. With seven
.... -.kJ....
.
,c,v,.48,
i.a
,,,., .0tv
high-tension tappings to choose from, and the Line
,..,,8.-9Al.,4 oc,'
Voltage Regulator controlling mains voltage fluctua..,
v.- cu..13,
oi.,s
....iA
Lion, a "Regentone " Mains Unit allows the
. ...

A.A

operator to adjust H.T. voltage to exactly the
value required to maintain full efficiency.

....

..s.o.ikl4io*
s,',It°''c c
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Programme Criticisms by Whitaker -Wilson
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Arrest those Melluish Brothers!
A Good Shocker !

::

-?

,, ; ,,

' ' .

,

Taking Us Over-Why?
Another Music Hall Flop

``V`\\\\. 'k44,;40
\ &N. \ ..1.\\\..
::

\\.

Morbid Play About Danger

::
Proms Season Ends
the most aggravating play was not good enough for broadcasting in nobody said or sang anything worth hearing,

THE B.B.C. is
institution I know. It never does (chat
I want it to. Probably, you think the

same.

Unfortunately, circumstances over which,

daps.

Evidently it had two objects.

Orie,,lirris to

thrill us with a scene in a Welsh

mine
where two men and a girl were trapped. The
other was 16 .giO
jilt() the VieWS

etc., prevented me from hearing more than
half of Daylight Robbery, written by those of a youn., man.;

, 910 an oldman

;

certainly not worth repeating.

Nobody was really bad, but ;nobody was
The sort of show that left you
eondering whether Light Entertainment is a

really good.

workable proposition at ail.

Our. Director of Light' Entertainment will

c

clever Melluish Brothers. I comforted myself on the subject of death.
really have to he very terse with some of
with the prospect of catching it on the legional
The thrill failed, to my list of thinking. these beauties who imagine anything will do,

a night or so after, but found it was not to be It was unpleasant and morbid. Each of the and that people in 5933 are made to laugh as
repeated.
three people gave way to 'hysteria -in turn. easily as they were in 5633.
Now why must a good show like that go Each of the three People became amazingly
e
without a second performance when so much calm in turn. Each of the three people
They tell me at Broadcasting House that
unmitigated tripe-oh, what is the use of wanted to die in turn. Irk the end the girl two variety programmes not to be missed are
talking? The B.B.C. is
swooned and was saved; her swain did not
*.
swoon but was saved; the old man drowned
.

.

.

Emotion prevented me from finishing. and, therefore, was not saVed.;
Anyhow, I want the Melluish Brothers arrested
A distinctly unpleasant play. Morbid.
and locked up !
.

+

The Wrong, 'Bus, by Martin Hussingtree,

Vialt, is to say, locked up in Broadcasting was very, different. I heard it when it was
licaw and made to write and write and write. originally broadcast, but I; managed to get a
Th*are amongst the very few who can write thrill out of it, even so. A.4-nan and a girl get
3, dialogue.
co
into a 'bus. He falls asleep --at least, you
know that at the end-and dreams there:is no
Taking You Over-and How!
driver, and that the 'bus is- headingfor a cliff.
falling You Over was produced twice. Why? The conductor's voice (Philip Wade's) was so
NWfitt-r.'it.4 cleverness. Anybody could make eerie that the actual lines lie deliVered were
mical hour's broadcast on those lines. Merely unusually startling.
a series of disconnected scenes.
An honest -to -goodness shocker, but nothing
The gangster scene was short and not to the morbid about it. My shock absorbers had a
point. The inn scene was a mere waste of rough time, 'but I did not feel the worse for the Sir Edward Bigot- . . . Maurice Cole . . . "detire because it was filled out with What shall shaking. The other play left me a bit negative. "saved everybody a lighted the Promsters"
,
+
ze0,do with a drunken. sailor, Love's Old Sweet
great deal of fatigue'?
at the last concert
Delius' " Idyll " proved to be one of the most
Song, and Devon, Glorious Devon. Who wants
on
October
25
and
intensely beautiful works I have ever heard.
23. Clarice Mayne,
to hear those, anyway?
Johnson Clark, Charles Hayes, Ben Osborne,
The scene on top of the 'bus was piffle and Simply an outburst of melody.
and
Nellie
l'erryer
appear
in the first, and in
It
must
be
dreadful
to
be
blind,
hut
surely
might just as well have been under a taxi;
the second you will hear Jack Hylton's boys,
the cabaret scene suffered by the affected there must be compensation in his case?
Marie Burke, Charles Heslop, Rupert Hazell
*
way Margery Wyn delivered her lines; the
Another aesthetic treat to me-I hope to and Elsie Day.
ScOttish scene was filled- out with Conlin'
-Well, it all looks very satisfactory. Let us
everybody-was Albert Sammon's superb
Through The Rye and Auld Lang Syne.
playing of the Elgar violin concerto in the hope one of them says something funny.
e
Richard Hughes' Danger has the distinction Thursday Prom. I wonder whether you
The thirty-ninth season of the Proms has
of being the first actual radio play. That may listened carefully enough to detect the undercome and gone, The last concert was a huge
be quite a good reason for its revival, but the current of accompaniment to the cadenza ?
I don't know what success. .It always is, but this year it went
about better than ever.
your
opinion
cadenzas may be, but I
Maurice Cole delighted the. Promsters when
-

frequently tire of thein he played the G Minor piano concerto of
when they go on too Mendelssohn. Perhaps the pace he took the
long, merely because I last- movement had something to- do with it.
have to supply the Personally, I thought he exceeded the speed

Reginald Dixon, the popular organist ,of the Tower Ballioom,

Blackpool, choosing, with the help of his wife, a Ferranti set at the
recent Manchester Radio Exhibition

accompaniment in my limit. Still, it was very exciting in places.
Madame Stiles -Allen drove the Promsters
own mind. That is what
everyone does consciously nearly frantic with a Verdi aria, but hardly
Elgar
or unconsciously.
less successful was Samuel Worthington's
supplied the necessary singing of another aria by the same composer.
Altogether a lively evening. -Where else in
chords in the band; and
thus saved everybody a the whole world can you go and see anything
great deal of fatigue.
like it? Where else can there be a wireless
I think there ought to transmission so vivid? The Queen's Hall
be an Act of- Parliament Fronts- are unique.
They have been tried elsewhere-in America
forcing all composers of
violin concertos to do the notably. The reason they -failed is that there
is only one Sir Henry Wood. He founded the
same.
Proms; he Made 'them what they are. Even
The Music Hall show -if the more criticallisteners may favour other
this week was another flop. conductors' rendering of any given work, it is
COntiturebi ?Alpine 730:
Nobody :did anything; "---
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ereljatte chasA

erdyne d er
How th
Brings You Better
Iron -core Coils

Better than you have
ever eXperienc.ed in all your listening
days and nights ! That is our ejaim for
thh Etherdyne. A claim that everyone can
ETTER. RADIO !

buy,

tpulating only that the set shall be

inherently capable: of really good quality if
we decide to go in for a high -Class loud -speaker

At the outset, then, may we make the claim

that the Etherdyle really does bring better

want better all-round radio reception. Better
selectivity, mostly. Better range, so that, we.

politics for the listener of average-, means!
We make that claim knowing ful); well that

can bring in any foreigner that takes our
fancy-providing it is on the air. Better
control, --less fiddling with controls, affecting
selectivity, and range.

What Quality Depends On
Purposely. we do not mention better quality,
because that depends so much on the indiVidual
listener's tastes. Quality that pleases one

appalls another, mainly. because, no matter,

have beef)
ovfsil front the inter....
ritedtiate-ftegigney trans_

formers; one of these has
fixed reaction for boostIn wiring
ing signals.

'

up this sit, don't forge:
the photo -chart !

Anti -breakthrough Unit :: Battery Economiser .: Wood -chassis Construction

udderstand, lay listener and technical Atli alike.

We all want 'better radio, of enttc-we

erfiterigi view of

radio Within'thd immediate realms of. practical
we carejustify it by the -results youAyill obtain
when you build the Etherdyne for yourself:

Our task here,- or rather our pleasure, is to

explain - in simple terms exactly how the

Etherdyne brings: you better radio, assuming
that you are going on our definition.

First, how does the Etherdyne give you

bet* automatically give' .you- such wonderful
Better seleCtivity Ahab, solostivity. ;Indeed, the design of a super -het
what ? By what standard are wel--ju,dgind' that...justifies the name,is a very pretty problem
the Etherdyne when we say 'thsti it -gives) ferthe teclanitian.
'Vet- it .is a problem capable of solution-if
better selectivity? Well, we are quite justifisblek
taking the average set in. use to+day a :,to,W* you -go the tight way -about it.,. We have gone
amateurs as the standard of comparison -;.the: today ways,,to find that. Nth degree of .selec-,
tivity everyone desires.
three- or the four -valve straight set.
etthi,alie Ethertlyne we have found, that ,selecImspite of all this talk about super-hets, Abe
better selectivity. .

,

ki

Cn

,

fact is that at the moment.- all. but a few

tivitly by a :careful elimination of all the snags.

designs for the home constructor, though gives.
due prominence in our paaes for the past three
years, have necessarily -bseen far 'outweighed

lorget.;2.

listeners- still rely -on a straight set, because

There

Don't Lose Your Two-colour Photo -chart !

are

dyne Super. On the left'

and right are the two
tuning

that set, and on the state of the batteries

knobs,

while

between them are the

driving it.
Leaving out quality, then, better radio means
to most of its better selectivity, more foreigners
within easy range and easy control.
.

wave -change switch (top)
and combined voluble
control andon-.off switch.

If we can get a set that will give us these
things we will see to the quality by the loud-

Although so amazingly
selective the. Etherdyne
is easy to control

speaker we, have on hand or the new, one we

(3) intermediate amplifier, (4) detector; and
(5) output.
You 'have in the Etherdyne plenty of amplifying power. There is the amplification of the
first variable -mu, and there is the amplification
of the intermediate -frequency stage, both
pulling- their weight. Because the need for
selectivity is to great at the beginning we lose '
some of the value 'of the high -frequency

Ate snag of the average super -het is whistles ----writ

berterWe liaye Conquered Whistles !
We have conquered the snag of the whistle.

only fourti NAWctave engineered a system that, while

controls on the Etherr

what set you.use, the quality depends to some
extent at least on the loud -speaker used with

prising- (i) first high -frequency stage, (2) mixer,

depending inherently on the local generation

of,, an, oscillation to produce the super -het

effect, generates no other oscillation that, is
audible in the reproduction. Nor is there any
latent instability in the set, nothing undermining' the -essential action of the complete
circuit.

, .,-.,,

That is altteSt important point to remember
in suruming,upthe "how" of the Etherdyne's
selectivity. pie incoming signal comes first'
throngh a pre; set type of capacity, through a
special though quite simple and cheap anti break -through filter, into a simple aerial timing
circuit. Input is fully under control.
Before that incoming signal has a chance to

reach the' super -het part of the circuit--Lthe

((d

medium Waves are in circuit the choke is short
circuited out of action.
This special device also counteracts the

tendency for break -through inherit in the
iron -core type of coils. given this precaution;

do provide an
appreciable increase in -selectivity, and there;
fore they have been included.
You will appreciate now that the Etherdyne's
selectivity is gained at the expense of nothing

as in this set, iron -core.

--that it is real selectivity devoid of snags;
Super -het selectivity at its best !

part that converts the relatively high frequency
into a mitch lower frequency for intermediate

super -het

The completed Ether dyne Super seen from

the front.

This set

makes the best possible
use of a metallised-wood
A free twochassis.

colour wiring chart

is

included in this issue

and all intending constructors'are advised to
consult it

frequency

is

This beat

the difference between the

Well, then, we offer in the Etherdyne a incoming signal's frequency and the locally
measure of selectivity that is certainly fare generated frequency.
In the Etherdyne one valVe does both jobs.
above anything the average listener has ever

experienced. We give you, in a phrase, superhet selectivity.
The sort of selectivity that cuts out London
Regional and brings in Miihlacker clear of all
-trace of the home station. The sort of selectivity that clean cuts through the tangled skein
.

of the ether, picking out each strand that

represents a programme of entertainment
value.
Such selectivity has not been easily achieved.
Super -bets do not, just because they -are super-

A screen -grid valve acts at one and the same.

time as first detector (or mixer) and local
Naturally, before this great saving
can be effected great care must be taken in the
engineering of the complete stage.
oscillator.

The Etherdyne circuit includes a device
that plays a very important part-an

of

the

Remember

the Etherdyne is our big
Autumn receiver!

mixer stage, or sometimes rather inadequately
it is referred to as the first detector. Infused
into this stage are locally generated oscillations,
which combine or mix with the incoming signal

to produce a beat frequency.

Continued on page 728

great advantages of a

The Mixer Stage
the stage that performs this is called the

combinations of -the straight circuit.

We can do so in -the Etherdyne because it is an
exceptional super -het circuit and not a straight
type of circuit.

stations-one

in ermediate high -frequency amplifier.

through price considerations by the various

.It is not often that one can claim great

selectivity and 'sensitivity at the same trine..

can pick up scores of

.-

Ulf way to beinab clear of adjacent -station
interference. Indeed, if we have reduced the
_prSet sufficiently it will be quite clear, and
re
to be changed to the frequency of the

l\

selectivity.

member of the' family

43efore, then, our signal reaches the crucial
stage of the super -het circuit it is already, in a

,

So just bear that in mind you are getting

first-rate sensitivity without any sacrifice of

Tuning the Etherdyne is
simple that any

to o through the filtering process of a straight fo yard 'high -frequency stage. Actually this

-.4.k_.--_-__-:

it is feeding back into a circuit of fixed wavelength, the intermediate -amplifier wavelength.

so

arnp/lification-before that can happen it has
is, a, variable -mu screen -grid valve.

amplification on weak signals, and that is
why reaction has been introduced into the
detector stage. It is fixed reaction because

That incoming signal passes then from the
mixer stage into the intermediate -frequency
transformer, thence to the high -frequency
amplifying valve of the variable -mu type used
for intermediate -frequency amplification, and

so to the detector proper-often called the

second detector, though actually it is the first
anti -break -through filter taking the form of a - and only real detector in the ordinary sense
choke, so arranged that when the long waves of that term.
-are switched into circuit the choke conies in
Comes a tra nsformer-coupled pentode output
_series with the aerial tuning and when the valve, the fifth valve of a wonderful team com-
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At the outset, then, may we make the claim

that the Etherdyle really does bring better
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selectivity, mostly. Better range, so that, we.
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We make that claim knowing ful); well that

can bring in any foreigner that takes our
fancy-providing it is on the air. Better
control, --less fiddling with controls, affecting
selectivity, and range.

What Quality Depends On
Purposely. we do not mention better quality,
because that depends so much on the indiVidual
listener's tastes. Quality that pleases one

appalls another, mainly. because, no matter,

have beef)
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fixed reaction for boostIn wiring
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udderstand, lay listener and technical Atli alike.

We all want 'better radio, of enttc-we

erfiterigi view of

radio Within'thd immediate realms of. practical
we carejustify it by the -results youAyill obtain
when you build the Etherdyne for yourself:

Our task here,- or rather our pleasure, is to

explain - in simple terms exactly how the

Etherdyne brings: you better radio, assuming
that you are going on our definition.

First, how does the Etherdyne give you

bet* automatically give' .you- such wonderful
Better seleCtivity Ahab, solostivity. ;Indeed, the design of a super -het
what ? By what standard are wel--ju,dgind' that...justifies the name,is a very pretty problem
the Etherdyne when we say 'thsti it -gives) ferthe teclanitian.
'Vet- it .is a problem capable of solution-if
better selectivity? Well, we are quite justifisblek
taking the average set in. use to+day a :,to,W* you -go the tight way -about it.,. We have gone
amateurs as the standard of comparison -;.the: today ways,,to find that. Nth degree of .selec-,
tivity everyone desires.
three- or the four -valve straight set.
etthi,alie Ethertlyne we have found, that ,selecImspite of all this talk about super-hets, Abe
better selectivity. .
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,

fact is that at the moment.- all. but a few

tivitly by a :careful elimination of all the snags.

designs for the home constructor, though gives.
due prominence in our paaes for the past three
years, have necessarily -bseen far 'outweighed
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listeners- still rely -on a straight set, because
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dyne Super. On the left'

and right are the two
tuning

that set, and on the state of the batteries

knobs,

while

between them are the

driving it.
Leaving out quality, then, better radio means
to most of its better selectivity, more foreigners
within easy range and easy control.
.

wave -change switch (top)
and combined voluble
control andon-.off switch.

If we can get a set that will give us these
things we will see to the quality by the loud-

Although so amazingly
selective the. Etherdyne
is easy to control

speaker we, have on hand or the new, one we

(3) intermediate amplifier, (4) detector; and
(5) output.
You 'have in the Etherdyne plenty of amplifying power. There is the amplification of the
first variable -mu, and there is the amplification
of the intermediate -frequency stage, both
pulling- their weight. Because the need for
selectivity is to great at the beginning we lose '
some of the value 'of the high -frequency

Ate snag of the average super -het is whistles ----writ

berterWe liaye Conquered Whistles !
We have conquered the snag of the whistle.

only fourti NAWctave engineered a system that, while

controls on the Etherr

what set you.use, the quality depends to some
extent at least on the loud -speaker used with

prising- (i) first high -frequency stage, (2) mixer,

depending inherently on the local generation

of,, an, oscillation to produce the super -het

effect, generates no other oscillation that, is
audible in the reproduction. Nor is there any
latent instability in the set, nothing undermining' the -essential action of the complete
circuit.
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That is altteSt important point to remember
in suruming,upthe "how" of the Etherdyne's
selectivity. pie incoming signal comes first'
throngh a pre; set type of capacity, through a
special though quite simple and cheap anti break -through filter, into a simple aerial timing
circuit. Input is fully under control.
Before that incoming signal has a chance to

reach the' super -het part of the circuit--Lthe
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medium Waves are in circuit the choke is short
circuited out of action.
This special device also counteracts the

tendency for break -through inherit in the
iron -core type of coils. given this precaution;

do provide an
appreciable increase in -selectivity, and there;
fore they have been included.
You will appreciate now that the Etherdyne's
selectivity is gained at the expense of nothing

as in this set, iron -core.

--that it is real selectivity devoid of snags;
Super -het selectivity at its best !

part that converts the relatively high frequency
into a mitch lower frequency for intermediate

super -het

The completed Ether dyne Super seen from

the front.

This set

makes the best possible
use of a metallised-wood
A free twochassis.

colour wiring chart

is
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and all intending constructors'are advised to
consult it

frequency

is

This beat

the difference between the

Well, then, we offer in the Etherdyne a incoming signal's frequency and the locally
measure of selectivity that is certainly fare generated frequency.
In the Etherdyne one valVe does both jobs.
above anything the average listener has ever

experienced. We give you, in a phrase, superhet selectivity.
The sort of selectivity that cuts out London
Regional and brings in Miihlacker clear of all
-trace of the home station. The sort of selectivity that clean cuts through the tangled skein
.

of the ether, picking out each strand that

represents a programme of entertainment
value.
Such selectivity has not been easily achieved.
Super -bets do not, just because they -are super-

A screen -grid valve acts at one and the same.

time as first detector (or mixer) and local
Naturally, before this great saving
can be effected great care must be taken in the
engineering of the complete stage.
oscillator.

The Etherdyne circuit includes a device
that plays a very important part-an

of

the

Remember

the Etherdyne is our big
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mixer stage, or sometimes rather inadequately
it is referred to as the first detector. Infused
into this stage are locally generated oscillations,
which combine or mix with the incoming signal

to produce a beat frequency.
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great advantages of a

The Mixer Stage
the stage that performs this is called the

combinations of -the straight circuit.

We can do so in -the Etherdyne because it is an
exceptional super -het circuit and not a straight
type of circuit.

stations-one

in ermediate high -frequency amplifier.

through price considerations by the various

.It is not often that one can claim great

selectivity and 'sensitivity at the same trine..

can pick up scores of
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Ulf way to beinab clear of adjacent -station
interference. Indeed, if we have reduced the
_prSet sufficiently it will be quite clear, and
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to be changed to the frequency of the
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selectivity.

member of the' family

43efore, then, our signal reaches the crucial
stage of the super -het circuit it is already, in a

,

So just bear that in mind you are getting

first-rate sensitivity without any sacrifice of

Tuning the Etherdyne is
simple that any

to o through the filtering process of a straight fo yard 'high -frequency stage. Actually this
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it is feeding back into a circuit of fixed wavelength, the intermediate -amplifier wavelength.

so

arnp/lification-before that can happen it has
is, a, variable -mu screen -grid valve.

amplification on weak signals, and that is
why reaction has been introduced into the
detector stage. It is fixed reaction because

That incoming signal passes then from the
mixer stage into the intermediate -frequency
transformer, thence to the high -frequency
amplifying valve of the variable -mu type used
for intermediate -frequency amplification, and

so to the detector proper-often called the

second detector, though actually it is the first
anti -break -through filter taking the form of a - and only real detector in the ordinary sense
choke, so arranged that when the long waves of that term.
-are switched into circuit the choke conies in
Comes a tra nsformer-coupled pentode output
_series with the aerial tuning and when the valve, the fifth valve of a wonderful team com-
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Tabl.e Model or
Radlo G ramoho ne.Make Up Your Mind Now Which You Will Build !

ASSUMING that you are live enough to the r :ihinot, with the moving -coil lowl-speaker
decide that you simply must Etherdyne ala \
,1i int! the loud -speaker there is space, for
this winter ----'you will have to choose be,
tweet? a table-cabiOt-and a radio-gyamphone. batteries at least for the iOttemulator and
trio grid -bias batteri4:;:l;' As you grill
Foitunately, you ate offered the choice right
oh ably be using double- ft.:rtreble-capacity
at th4t beginning of the Etherdyne boom. We
have i purposely designed the chassis to he bat ti -rim with the Etherdyne. thQy will have
to It evternally rnnflected.
[Ii controls of thetablkAnoclel are quite
nestflt: laid out, as you 'can se. There arc the
t \ko tuning controls, on the left the two-g,ang
condenser for the aerial am! intervalve tunirg.
and Ira the right for the oscillatrn condenser.
Bet
these controls and their e:culcheon,,

come too

subsidiat%

ontrod-:,

the

clockwork motor, with a winder on the side.
Associated with the turntable will be the

gramophone pick-up and the one we recommend
includes a volume control for varying
the pick - up's input to the detector,
which

in the gramophone function of the

Etherdyne become the first amplifier
valve.
Small additional parts for the radio-gramop

On e in-

lude cups
for new and
nused

needles and

WLIVe-

Ch. mountsthe com-

dt t4;(' sVit
swilch for
bined volume and on -nit control
cutting out
Uruly a table set forthe faintly ! Quite east the gramo-

to operate anti compact enough to stand in

pl lonepick-up

some., corlyeuient corner.

NO doubt many

of

realising that the Etherdyne is
Looking down on the motor -board section of

the Etherdyne set built up as a

. radio -

a first-rate chassis and that it has

a large pentode power output

valve. wiU be tempted to run it
as a radio -gramophone. We can
equally- applicable to tlie two versats, as we assure you of -e*cellent results
know what a lot of listeners are now going in if you succumb to that temptafor the radio -gramophone type of installation. tion!
From the list of parts below
At the same time there,areprobably more who
want a straight set, and so to Meet all needs you will see that the-eittras -for'
the radio -gramophone version
we have planned for, both ideas.
On this page you can gain some idea from the are- quite few. YOu need, of
photographs just how the table -cabinet and course, a radio - gramophone
radio -gramophone versions compare, It is a cabinet to begin -with. On the top
compact table -cabinet set, as you can see. of that you will have your turnThe set clThssis is: housed in the -lower half of table driven by a double -spring
gramophone

Left, the Etherdyne Super
as a table -cabinet set and,
above, as a handsome looking radio -gramophone

with the winder shown on
the right.

COMPONENTS YOU NEED FOR THE ETHERDYNE SUPER
CHASSIS

-Peto-SeottMetaplexmetallised stood to specification

CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1 -British Radiogram, type Super -bet (or Bulgin
I-IF2o).

x-Telsen,type W34x (or Graham Farish,Bulgin HF9).

COILS

2-Lissen iron -cored screened aerial.
x-Lissen iron -cored screened rah -kilocycle oscillator.

CONDENSERS, FIXED

1 -Graham Farish .00005-microfarad mica (or Lissen,
Telsen),
2 -Graham Parish .000r-microfarad mica (or Lissen,
Telsen).
2 -Graham Parish .0005-microfarad mica (or Lissen,
Telsen).

1 -Graham Farish .002-microfarad mica (or Listen,
Telsen).

2 -Graham Farish .0}-microfarad mica (or Lissen,
Telsen).

3-Telsen .25-microfarad, type W229 (or Graham
Farish, Lissen).

2-Telsen 2-microfarad, type W227 Or Graham
Parish, Lissen).

x-Telsen 2-microfarad, type W226 (or Graham
Farish; Lissen).

PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
to -Belling -Lee wander plugs, marked:

H.T.+,
H.T.+r,
H.T.+3, H.T.-, G.B.-r,
.G.B.-a, G.B.-3, G.B.+ (two) (or Clix, Sties).

2-Belling-Lee spade terminals, marked:
L.T.- (or Clix, Eelex).

.0type W339
(or _Graham Farish; J.B.).'

2 -Sovereign .0003-miciptaradpre-s,t (or
I

Telsen).

HOLDERS, VALVE

4--Clix four -pin chassis -mounting.

2--Clix five pinhassil-mounting.
MISCELLANEOUS

1 --British Radiogram anti -break -through filter.

x-Varley battery economiser, type DP44.

1-Lissen 126 -kilocycle with reaction.

x-Lissen 226 -kilocycle without reaction.
TRANSFORMER, LOW -FREQUENCY

z-Varley NicoreII (or Lissen Hypernik,R.I.Hypermuj.

3-Lissen terminal blocks (or Telsen).

I -Belling -Lee wander fuse, marked: H.T.- (or
Bulgin S5 fuse holder).

RESISTANCES, FIXED

a -Graham Farish Soo -ohm (or Telsen, Lissen).
2 -Graham Farish 5,000 -ohm (or Telsen, Lissen).
2 -Graham Farish 40,00o -ohm (or Telsen, Lissen).
2 -Graham Farish x-megohm (or Telsen, Lissen).

RESISTANCES, VARIABLE

T ABLE -MODEL ACCESSORIES

BATTERIES
2-Lissen 6o -volt high-tension, type, Super Power
(or Ever Ready, Pertrix).
1-Lissen 26 -volt grid bias (or Ever Ready, Pertrix).
I-Lissen 9 -volt grid -bias (or Ever Ready, Pertrix).
x-Li;sen 2 -volt 40 -ampere -hour accumulator, type
LN20o5 (or Eitide Ever Ready).

2 -British Radiogram 2 -in. metal mounting bracket

CABINET
x-Peto Scott, type Etherdyne consolette.
LOUD -SPEAKER
2-Igranie permanent -magnet, type D9 (or W.B.,

2-Bulgin two-way battery cords.

MAINS UNIT (lo place of batteries)
I -Atlas, type T23, for A.C. (or Ekco, Regcntone

2 -Sovereign 5o,000 -ohm, with combined three-point
switch (or Bulgin VS5o).

SUNDRIES

for potentiometer).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos or Goltone).
2--A3ulgin three-way battery cord.
r"-Eulgio fthir-way battery cord.
2 yd. thin flex (Lewcos or Goltone).
2 ft. shielded sleeving (Lewcos or Goltone).

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE

x-Telsen twin -gang ..0005-naicrofarad, type
W306 (or Graham Farish, J.B.).
2-Telsen single 005-microfarad, '

TRANSFORMERS,
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

.

--

Six Sixty

--

=

---

.114
- ' D.1.
211)Dct

(Ekco, Regentoile.,CBIDC).

RADIO GRAMOPHONE ACCESSORIES
CABINET
Power
220 P F

HL2
PT240
PM215X*. -PM22*
HL2
Pei:1220A
L210
2220
HL210
PT240
HL2
, PT240210D
230PP

''------.
*Valves used during "A.W." tests.

-

CB/20), or' x -Atlas, type DC 15/2513, for' D.C. or

SUITABLE VALVES
1st 11.F . S.G.Inier. L1.1 .Make
Mel.
4VI.t.
f)sc,
Cossor ... 220VS',
22(ArsMarconi... VS24
VS21
5225
Mullard ... PM12111 PM12M
Mazda ... S215V
S215V
Hivac ...
Lissen ...
Qsram ... VS24
- VS24
S22

Amplioni R. & A.).

plain
--- P 'fir°OnSte.ott,-

type

Adaptagram

GRAMOPHONE: MOTOR
I -Garrard, type I1B.
LOUD -SPEAKER
2-W.B. permanent -magnet,
Igranic, R. & A.).

type.

A,

PM4A

with

(or

NEEDLE CUP. 1-Bulgin duplex, type NCI.
PICK-UP. 1-British 4tadioph,lie,tyPe 645.
SWITCH
x-Bulgin Single -pole rotary, type, S91LB.
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Ifs the LISS N
COILS that count -

INTERMEDIATE

FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS
"Amateur Wireless" have also
used two Lissen Intermediate.
frequency Transformers in the
"Etherdyne," so that the whole

coil assembly of the set is matched

and balanced in one factory and
made to the most exacting Standards. When you get your kit of

parts for the "Etherdyne," see

that LISSEN Intermediate.

frequency Transformers are supplied to you.
Lissen Intermediate fie-

MAW :Boom Set uses them!
" Amateur Wireless'[ designers to -day disclose the full details of their
" set of the year." And once again you will see that it is built around Lissen
Coils ! In a big band-pass superhet like this " Etherdyne " it is the coils

that count-and the "Etherdyne " scores heavily by having the exact
matching, the high efficiency, the supreme selectivity of Lissen Iron Cored
Coils throughout. These Lissen Iron Cored Coils have lower losses than
any previously produced coils. They are particularly efficient in triple gang, as in this set, being matched to dead accuracy. Shielding is complete,
with metal can and metal base supplied ; even the terminals are within the
screens.

quency Transformer with 8/6
reaction winding ..

Without reaction winding

7/6

Triple Gang of Lissen Iron Cored
Coils, as specified for the " Etherdyne."

12/6

EACH
COIL

LIS.1,EN
INTERnfDIA

r0.E.v.ve
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N CO ED COILS

THE COILS THAT COUNT
Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Aaentior
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adio Course

A

PA RiAlG 1R0A0PHS

This is the final instalment' ota-tromplete course in radio prepared specially for
4 Amateur Wireless " by J. H. REYNER, Et.sc.; AJCI.E.E. This week the controls
radio of a modern receiver are explained for the benefit of the beginner
..:

._

looked at lik set

i her,- \\ a, PI

1DETER
tuning control,pbout \\I:di he knew a

SUPtR-HETERODYNE

WHISTLES

r. little, thanks tithe previous c xjila natio:i.
What exactly were these other knobs for, he
wondered. Well, he :could easily. find out.

"How do I knew when to stop ?'' asked Peter.
"As you rotate, the
reaction control,"..
He switched on the set and said : "What is this answered,
strength of the signal
knob marked ' Reaction. ' for ?"
,lacy
ill -bit, that after a
cMeteptvdtiction gets
on the
REACTION

" Is this anything- to do with. super heterodynes ?" asked Peter.
'MAW ., ' h'e same," was the reply, "but

In a 'super -het the
of such a high frequency that
they are guile in' dible. The name really is
the aiD'pW'

beats are

:1'clifftrs.

thi'',citrrents are a contraction fort,

"To increase the strength of your signal,"

s 'n/ means above the au

replied the set, in its now familiar tones. further the circuit 4.tf
strengt

tire

of
rioite mixed

itself, and y611' Ni ill hear a

up 'with the speech' or Music.

HETERODYNING

" WIstat'is that due to?

An interference

rsonic heterodyne; which
le frequency. -

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
"The beat frequency is, in fact, so high that
it is a radio frequency, and we can build
amplifiers in which the circuits are actually
tuned to this intermediate frequency, as it i3
called. The intermediate frequency is fixed

between
tion Ach
t and the and the tuned circuits can be constructed
carrier).l-veav4 of &t
bro et
carefully and accurately to give a high ampliT.hesewilt
erfer
the fication and a large measure of selectivity-far
on 4,101
combined signaLwill by, Iternately.large and more than is practicable if the amplifier has
small. It wall bti l e ti'3hC t1:1.41111ip ,oscilla- to be tuned to the incoming signal each time.
tions,are botlA degle*stalrOtikketaSiing.together,

and it will be small when the currents are
flowing in oppositerdirentionk at 'the same

FREQUENCY CHANGER

BEATS

the frequency of the local oscillations, so that
the difference between this and the incoming
signal is equal to the intermediate frequency.

instant. This Is hetfrriclribig'

"How does one tune in, then? By altering

" Since the oscillations are occurring at
slightly different frequencies the currents

will'fall in and out of step. 'One moment they
will be ,adding up and thg next moment they
"I send some of the currents back to the
will be cancelling each other out, so that the
explained Ronnie
beginning again,"
strength of the combined oscillation will be
Reaction
rising -and falling regularly., This.ls -called the
between the oscillations, and this is
"Let Ronnie Reaction. tell you about it beat
responsible for the whistle you heat.
himself."
"According to the difference in frequency
"I make some of the currents work twice
the oscillations you hear a whistle
over," said a cheerful voice. "I take the between
which
Varies in pitch: As you rotate the
currents which have been amplified by the tuning knob
-and Alter. the ,frequency. .of the
detector 'valve arid send `partof therh back to self -oscillation
in the set you can alter the
the beginning so that they- are amplified .all note of the'whistle."
over again.

This is accomplished by rotating, a tuning
condenser so that the.process is, just the same
as with an ordinaryset, but instead of having

an ordinafytuned circuit and a detector you
use a continuously oscillating detector or
frequency changer which converts the in-

coming signals to the'intermediate'-freqtiency
at which the subsequent ampli6cation is
carded on:"

-

current is
increased because the currents .which k -Send
effective anode

back add to the currents ;already (there, and

if they are in the right direction; the total
current will be greater. Of course, if the

dissatisfied with. Me?"

" No, no," said Peter hastily. " Tell me,
what is this volume -control knob?'
" That is to adjust the volume crf the: signals

POTE.MTIOME.TE.1

coming ftom the loud-speake,r, to that you

SLIDCR,

may make the no4e loud or soft as you want.

currents are in the wrong direction the signal
strength will be reduced and we hay that the -

PRE -DETECTOR CONTROL

feedback is negative or reversed.

Does it operate on the loud -speaker?, It
cap do, and in some cases -does; but it is more
usual to Cut down the input to,- -the set by some
means.; 4rh, earlieeivalves in the receivet are
deSigned ,to be effective on 'weak signals and
will'bvcroad arid give.' distortion it too strong
a signal s applied To avoid this it is much
bsttier koiControl the voliiine by reducing the

SELF- OSGILLATI9N,

"How long .can I v on doing this? Well,
I have to belcareful. You sec, the strength
of the current has to increase and decrease
in accordance with the speech modulations

so that I can only feed back a small proportion
of the current. If I send back too much the

oscillations build up to such a large value

that they pay no attention to the speech
variations at all. This is called self -oscillation."

" Well, that's interesting;" ' slid Peter.
"Why aren't you a supef-het?"
" I have only three- valves," said the set
with a smile, " whereas a slip4r-thet usually

requires rather more.Surely -you are not

FEEDBACK

"Thus the

'VOLUME CONTR0i);

15

amplification of theeailier stages rather than

GRID B'AS 13AT1ENY
By moving the potentiometer slider round
anYinterinediate potintial can be obtained

Ilosvirid them to .ei/elop their full amplificalion and :the n' ,cuttilig down the results at the

.

4Oud:spealcen

Continued on page 710
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AND AT ONCE YOUR SET
DEMANDS A BIG INCREASE IN
CURRENT FROM YOUR BATTERY
ONLY the battery
with NEGLIGIBLE
INTERNAL RESISTANCE

can stand up to the
sudden current drains

of modern Transient

Load Circuits/

In modern Transient Load circuits-which have made possible the
claim " Mains Power from Battery Sets "-the amount of high-tension

current used depends upon the " noise -value " of the programme.
Thus, as the music gets louder and louder, the drain upon your battery
gets heavier and heavier. And if beneath this drain the voltage of the
battery drops, you get distorted reproduction and lose all the benefits
of your modern Class -B or Q.P.P. output.
The cells of a Lissen Battery stand up notably to these sudden drains;
they give the required current without volt drop. The big oxygen
content of the Lissen cells reduces internal resistance so that the battery
can respond instantly to any demand. All the time the current flow
is smooth and silent, giving distortionless reproduction which really
justifies the claim " Mains power from battery sets."

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."

AV

Onitattif*twi
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The Beginners' How and Why of the New Radio-Continued from page 708
connected across the loud -speaker. As you

"T

the
valve
"1

a condenser will allow alternating or
t to flow through it, and the

e

t

us w4

k

ses them depends upo
Vihratj ns

loing, 11-1

N :I rialit-!th
by
ebtor totell us abo at- t 0 -:.

gramophone can be extremely good, especially
wi
wins receiver. \Vhat is that? Just
ich is arranged to obtain
ordin
- and low-tension voltages
'the nee,
hting mains.

-

,,,,seree,htrid,*alyt,': , sails ffee t dr,
'Ileticr: am/Ain-Cation, but I am

"for
so m e'that my amplification factor depends
upon Ile grid bias which you put on me. With
a small grid bias I give a large amplification,

and with a large grid bias nv amplifiCatiOn

B\ -PASS CONDENSE

"It

---/-------

..

i,

have n COderow --aeross t /,' 1-udknown
he most -common type of supp
e: neniles: IRP, Os alternating
speaker it has no effect at ing first
current, the current
-pin cut. an one direction
as the frequency ri;'S 501 - :13
find then in the other, like an
:cuts oscillation. This'usually
starts to:,,Q ihrougli the c,pri_
takes place fifty times'
,-s
hl.P-the
down the respoase of t
how effect. a second hence the terha ' 5o cycles.' We can
upper fin -4 ieueies , -arid. produ
v, ,./

transformers.' on such a supply just as we
It must not be overdone or it makes the it-/
-a wireless
.in with the speech oscillations
In some cases the set,
and step the valtage up Or do-wn as we
condenser is made variable or an equivalent require.
d so that the amount of top cut
circuit ,is
speech sound ' wooffy.'
may.

thd-vser."

A.C. VALVES

teiNr E- CHANG E SWITCH

good idea,"

agre,2 I: l'ct er,

ere isonly one more knob this

"ancrriqw

stave-cliaafkswat h

'

-3a) u
that dot's." tl1a set
replied., "It alters,the coils- inside the :,'t

I

sii

thnt they will, tune
wavelength'S.

Ate cliffercitt r alley

oh'

"Special valves are made to operate off A.C.
mains.,, These valves have special filaments or

heaters which are supplied: with current at
4 volts, obtained from a transfotinpr. The
filament is made rather massive' so that the
fluctuations of the current have no effect and
mission of electrons remains steady.

t lc.

the /6.Jr§ are ,titked- tip on

tiltAPIXtrilat
together. There is also at tkirel- positilon on

this switch whielk.ehtinges the ikOnnections over
TONE
CONTROL

for gratimplionc.*rodliction

WAVECHANCE
SWITCH

RADIOC RAM
_

.

A typical' receiver, showing how the norMal

"What do J. mean by that

Surely von
know that xou can playLagraroophone through
-wirelix,s_set? 'An ordinary gramophone
falls off -to ,-something Aituite small.- -Con- Yonr
contains S, gidove which runs from" the
sequently you can control the amplification record
outside
to the inside of the record, and as it
in the set. quite easily by merely altering the does so it
wobbles front side, to side. The
grid bias.
amount of the wobble is wade to. correspond
*rating controls'are arranged

exactly to speech waves-' in the recording

POTENTIOMETER

"How is that done?

studio.

By a potentiometer,'

which, is. a high resistance connected across a
battery. Current flows through the resistance

ELECTRICAL PICK-UP
'! An electrical pick-up is usod,.fitted with a

so that -the voltage at any point ,on the needle just like an ordinary. soundbox. The

resistance is dependent on. its distance from motion of the needle in the groove from side
the end,. By. having a sliding contact which to side produces electrical currents- which are
can be moved over the surface of the resistance more or less exact replicas _of
original
you can tap off, any -voltage you like within current picked up on the microphone at the:
the extreme values.
recording studio. These cyrents arc intrO"The volume control in this set is made like duced into the detector valve of the receiver
that, /and as ypu rotate it you vary the grid and are amplified and applied to .the loudbias hetween r.5 volts for weak signals and , -speaker, lust as the ordinary speech currents
20 volts for strong signals. I give about in radio reception.
one -thousandth times, less amplification on a
strong signal as on a weak one.
MAINS. SETS
.

_

.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL

An cleaved photograph -of ammtlie restin;
the groo.o.3 of a gramophone record

RECTIFIERS.
-the -high-tension supply,the current

has firSttb be made to flow alll in pne direction,
which is done by passing it throtigh a rectifier.

This may, be a special form of valve or an
assembly of specially treated copper discs
may be used: The current 'is then 'passed
through filters_which remove the irregularities,

leaving a steady supply just like a battery.

"The quality of the music with an cleCt ie

D.C. SUPPLY

"This process can be made automatic. The
voltage developed at the detector valve by the

"Some supplies arc direct current, meaning

-signal itself can be turned into a grid -bias
voltage, which is fed back on to the high -

that the current always flows in the same

frequency valve. With a strong signal coming

direetion.

in the bias voltage produced is large so that
the amplification is cut, down.

remove irregularities.

detectoris small, the bias on the high -frequency'
valve is small, and the set develops full alhplification. Consequently the whole process is
automatic."

been discussing."

Such current does not need to be
rectified but it. does require to be filtered to
" These points, however, are all matters of
Mains sets are no different in general
principles from the better sets which we have

" On a weak ' signal the- voltage at the.

Peter lit a cigarette. "Well," he remarked,
" this has all been most interesting. I certainly

understand much more about you than I ever
did before. Thank you."
" You're welcome," answered the set, and all
the parts joined in. " You're welcome .
WELCOME . . . WEE ELCOME .
." until the

TONE CONTROL
"I see,"- said Peter. "Thank you, Hector.

.

Tell me," he continued, addressing the set
again, "what is this switch at the back

'noise became a continuous -shriek.

-

That is a tone control," answered the set,

"to enable you to adjust the quality of the
reproduction. It consists of a condenser

Tightening up the grub -screws which hold
the control knobs of a set on th2ir spindles

With a start Peter woke up. "Cuss that
alarm," he murmured, "I was having such an
interesting dream."
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KIT IN
costa CAN
GIVE

littltiotto

0:EU ROPg

;50

MISTRAL/

as this new All -wave
COMPLETE

WITH FOUR
VALVES

"Slaiscrapee does I

WORLD EWI DE NEWS
2p 512. 6 AND ENTERTAINMENT

for Home Constructors ONLY!
At last the day of All -World Radio has arrived, and you can build with your own hands the
first receiver to give you not only England and Europe, but America and Australia direct.
The Lissen All -Wave All -World " Skyscraper " 4 tunes from 12 to 2,000 metres. It brings

two complete new wavelength ranges within reach of the ordinary listener-stations and
p_ogrammes which before he was never able to receive-Ultra Short and Short -Wave
transmissions from the ends of the earth. And remember you get these stations through
Double -Balanced Pentode Output, giving brilliant reproduction on a Moving -Coil Speaker
-as much power as a Mains Set from ordinary high-tension batteries.
Lissen have made this All -Wave All -World Radio available to Home Constructors first,
because it brings back the thrill of conquest to hear America and Australia direct on a set
you have built yourself, it makes you an enthusiast to realise what a wonderful thing you
have created !

When you see the Great Free Chart of the

The Thrill of

Distance -the

Satisfaction of
Pioneer Achievement
The Certainty

WITH WALNUT

CABINET and

of Success/

MOVING COIL
LOUDSPEAKER

D OUBLE BALANCED
P ENTODE IDIUTPlif

All -Wave All -World " Skyscraper " 4, which

tells you how to build it and how to work it
and why it gives such marvellous results, you
will agree at once that it will be wise of you to

build for yourself rather than buy a factory -

assembled receiver which cannot give you these
new and intriguing short-wave stations. The
FREE CHART simplifies everything ; there are
pictures of every part, with every wire numbered,

every hole lettered, every terminal identified.
YOU CANT GO WRONG ! But get the Chart
and see for yourself-then build the Lissen All Wave All -World " Skyscraper " 4, the SET THAT
SPANS THE WORLD !

AND MOVING COIL

WEAKER/

GREAT LISSEN CHART

To LISSEN, LTD.,
Publicity Dept., ISLEWORTH.
Please send me FREE copy of All Wave All -World "Skyscraper" Chart.

MAKES EVEN THE ULTRA

Name

SHORT WAVES SIMPLE!

Address

"SKYS RAPER'

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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Programme Items You Should Hear!
Wednesday, October IS
YOU should hear an outstanding performance
of the Beethoven Emperor concerto from the

Queen's Hall to -night. Josef Hofmann, the
great Polish pianist, is the soloist. Hofmann,
who has not been heard in England for many
years, is now on a world tour.
Thursday, October 19

Emmerich Kalman, the Hungarian composer, is conducting .a concert of his own
works with the Theatre Orchestra to -night.
First time here. Alternatively, you may
prefer to hear the first Halle Concert of the
season with Sir Thomas Beecham conducting.

Perhaps you might prefer a concert t)y the
Leeds Symphony Orchestra. It is being conducted to -night by John Barhirolli, who
has recently taken over from Julius Harrison.
The star item is Myra Hess playing the solo
part in Schumann's delightful piano concerto.
Sunday, October 22

Friday, October 20
Belfast listeners are

The performance will be relayed from Edinburgh.

A popular band concert by the R.A.F. Band

is on the air from London to -day.

Tuneful
stuff like the Coronation Bells March, selections
of Wilfred Sanderson's songs and Pagliacci are
in the programme.

A high spot in the Midland Regional pro,

music from Gloucester Cathedral. The famous
Fleet Street Choir is singing six unaccompanied

Midland Regional is relaying a variety programme from the Coventry Hippodrome this
evening.
The popular orchestra, which
frequently broadcasts, will be under the direction of Charles Shadwell and the artists include
the Southern Sisters and Herschel Henlere, the
comedian.

Wednesday, October 25

:You lave the choice to -night between a

vaudeville show and the second of the B.B.C.'s
Blest Pair of Sirens. This N\ ork will be accom- Winter Season of symphony concerts. In the
vaudeville Clarice Mayne, the famous music panied on the organ by \V. H. Sumsion.
hall star; Johnson Clarke, the Sportsman
Belfast is giving Mendelssohn a show in its Ventriloquist; Charles Hayes; Ben Osborne;
programmes to -day. Local talent, for the and Gretyl Vernon, the " Viennese Nightingchorus and artists, has been drawn upon for ale," are some of the leading lights.

motets and one of Parry's greatest works,

to hear a perfor-

mance of that old Ulster story, The Buried
Bride, to -night.

including _the Birkenhead episode, when
seventy-four men of the regiment went clown.
o

Programme rather dull, perhaps; it is purely gramme to -day is a relay of Sir Hubert Parry's
orchestral and includes three symphonies.

when the Men try to get away from the shell
hole the soldier questions the officer about the
Black Watch; four episodes are explained,

London listeners will be

.

the performance of the Hymn of Praise,
Adrian Boult is conducting the symphony
probably the best known of Mendelssohn's
works with the exception of Elijah. In this conert. It is a varied programme with items

programme will be two popular orchestral by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Strauss.
pieces, including the famous Ru:v Bias overture. Walter Geisiking is the soloist in the Mozart
work, the Piano Concerto No. 27 in B Flat.
Geisiking, the son of a German doctor, studied

Monday, October 23

at Hanover Conservatoire and is noted as a

A great day in the programmes. The pianist possessing a perfect execution.
Nationals are giving the first of two performances of Roger Quilter's light opera, The Thursday, October 26
Blue Boar, in which Amy Augarde, that
The Concert Hall at Broadcasting House
delightful stage artist, will be making her first will
be packed out to -night with musicians
broadcast appearance. Ina Souez, Raymond for the
performance of Emmerich Kalman's
Newell, Appleton Moore and Mark Raphael Circus Princess.
The orchestra will be in its
are in the cast. Stanford Robinson is conducting the B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra and the show.
will 13e produced by Gordon McConnel. "The
Blue Boar," by the way, is the name of an inn

out i i the wilds of Hampstead.
be a good show.

usual place on the ground floor and a military
band will occupy the gallery. John Hendrik

will be heard in his first "star" part; .he has
several times before.
Harriet
It should broadcast
Bennet, the leading lady, is making her first
appearance in this country. Miss Bennct has a

An interesting organ broadcast is being
given in the West Regional programme
to -day. It comes from the famous Downside

big following in America and Australia, inhere
she sung in Rose Marie for two years.

The band that won the much -coveted
Abbey and will be played by Dom Gregory Crystal
Palace championship this year for the
time in succession-Foden's Motor
to the organ in the Concert Hall at Broad- second
Works Band, is broadcasting in the North
casting House. It will give listeners an eye- Regional
programme to -night. A concert of
opener regarding the acoustics of, organ broad- first-rate interest;
it is bound to be gocd.
casting. It will be interesting to compare the
acoustics of the Downside organ in open
Friday, October 27
Murray. Downside Abbey organ is very similar

First steps in radio! A very young listener
tunes in the controls of a MarcomPhorte
portable receiver

entertained by the first Chamber Concert from
the Concert Hall at Broadcasting House.

Haydn, Reger and Beethoven played by the
Busch String Quartet at 8.3o p.m.; not very
thrilling.

Saturday, October 2r
To -night is popular night, as usual. Plenty
of real light-hearted entertainment that

everyone will enjoy. Dance fans will listen to

Ambrose and his boys from the studio at
10.30 p.m.

Listen for real good dance tunes

with fine vocal choruses by Elsie Carlisle,
Sam Browne, and Reilly and Comfort, the
famous American duettists. You know that
Ambrose's band now plays at the Embassy
Club?,

North Regional is giving a snappy light

programme entitled Syncopation. The artists

are Thomas Kay, xylophone; James Armstrong, saxophone; John Llewellyn, banjo;
and Thomas Johnson, syncopated pianist.
Surprising what jolly entertainment can be
given by a group of artists like these.

surroundings against the B.B.C. instrument in
its comparatively confined space.

There are four good things in

programmes.

to -day's

The Royal Marines Band from
North Regional is keen on its brass -band Chatham in the West Regional programme;
concerts. Every year a contest is held at Belle another relay from the Birkenhead Argyle from
Vue and to -night the winner of the 1933 North Regional; European dance tunes played
contest is giving a broadcast concert. These by the Wireless Military Band in the London
Northern bands can play
programme; and, on the National, the first of
two repeat performances of Lance Sieyeking's
Tuesday, October 24
famous radio play, Kaleidoscope.
If you missed the first broadcast of Roger Saturday, October 28
Quitter's Blue Boar yesterday, tune in to the
Regional programme to -night; a repeat
"Music Hall" to -night, and a good show it is,
performance is being broadcast.
too. The leading lights are Jack Hylton and
his boys, supported by Marie Burke, Charles
The National transmitters are putting out Heslop, Rupert Hazel' and Elsie Day.
an anniversary programme dealing with the
history of the famous Black Watch Regiment.
Sir Walford Davies and Joseph Lewis are in
The Black Watch has been written by John Wales to -day helping along a concert that is
Gough and is founded on actual fact except, being given by 375 unemployed men *drawn
of course, that small liberties have been taken from various clubs in the Rhondda Valley.
here and there for dramatic effect.
Sir Walford is playing the piano and Joe Lewis
The prologue is written round an incident is conducting. Some solos will be given by
which is assumed to have taken place in the Arthur Cranmer. The concert is being relayed
Great War, when an officer and a soldier are from the Central Hall, Tonypandy, in tocut off in a shell hole. The war atmosphere night's West Regional programme. Quite a
will be

portrayed and between attempts homely affair, we imagine !
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PETO-SCOTT ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE
Peto-Scott have advertised in " Amateur Wireless " since No. I issue. For fourteen years, without a break, we
have supplied KITS OF PARTS direct to the Home Constructor. We claim and have the satisfaction of knowing

that PILOT AUTHOR KITS are the only safe Kits on the market to -day. They are always exm.t to
specification and "Fit the Author's Blueprint exactly and remove all doubt."

ETHERDYVE

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

YOURS FOR

0 Contains parts only as chosen and first
specified by the author.

Officially approved, therefore, by Authorities you can trust implicitly.
Complete down to the last screw and
piece of wire.

The only Kit of Parts that guarantees
strict adherence to Author's first specified
components and enables the Author's

P1.11yr 00'
iterapAttimoR if it I

published set to be duplicated in every

way.

All panels and terminal strips accurately
drilled to specification.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/6

PETO-SCOTT
ETHERDYNE

CONSOLETTE
EXCLUSIVELY
SPECIFIED
Regd. No. Applied
Fur.

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION
These are the parts the Author used :PETO-SCOTT Metaplex chassis, 16 by 10 by 3i in.
BRITISH RADIOGRAM standard H.F. choke, type No. 40..
TELSEN, type W341, H.F. choke
..
..
LISSEN ironcored screened coils, type No. 5321, and N0.5192 1
1 LISSEN iron -cored screened coil, 126 kilocycles, oscillator

s. d.
3
3
2
5

Beautify your Set with this soundly constructed Walnut Consolette Cabinet with
Maccasar Veneered Front. Designed
Baffle Baseboard, 3 6 extra.

PETO-SCOTT

WALNUT
ETHERDYNE
ADAPTAG RAM
in.
In.

Speaker

high,
wide,
deep.

40,000 01,100 and 1 megolim
.

1 BRITISH RADIOGRAM 2 -in. metal mounting bracket for
potentiometer
..
Connecting wire and sleeving, screws, 5 yds. thin fies, 2 ft.
shielded sleeving
..
1 VARLET N icore II L.F. transformer
1 LINEN 126 -kilocycle intermediate -frequency transformer
..
with reaction, No. 5305
1 LISSEN 125 -kilocycle intermediate-frequeney transformer
without reaction, No. 5391

2
1

1

KIT " B." As Kit

4
3

" A " but with

2
1

Valves only. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, £11/7,'6.

12
7
1

4

SEND
2019
ONLY

5
15
1

Balance In 11 monthly payments of 20,9.

3
1

0

KIT " CR."

4

SPECIFIED
MODEL " B."

As model

" A " lout with Double Spring
Motor, 12 -in.
Turntable
and Automatic Stop, Pick-up

dyne Walnut Consolette
Cabinet, with Baffle

Assembly, without

Speaker.
Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

SEND 241

ONLY

Balance In 11 monthly payments of 24/-.

As Kit " A " but with Valves and Peto-

Scott Etherdyne Radiogram Cabinet, including full Gramo

Equipment, less speaker.
Cash or C.O.D.
Paid, or Deposit, 12/1316.

Carriage £17 : 13 : 6

2
11

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 30,'-.

1GRANIC D.9. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker if required,

7

add 29/6 Cash on C.O.D. prices, or 2/9 to each monthly

8
6

payment.

ETHERDYNE, completely assembled from Specified Parts
with Valves and Speaker and Consolette Cabinet. Aerial tested.
Cash or C.O.D.

KIT "CC." As Kit
A " but with Valves
and Pets -Scott Ether -

1113i0i6.

FINISHED INSTRUMENTOR

by

EXCLUSIVELY

"i1"

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14:6

1

HIT " A." CASH or CAD, if 17

partment; 17in.

MODEL
As illustrated.

.

.

Com-

by 19 in.
14 in.

.

1 SOVEREIGN 59,009 -oboe variable resistance with combined
3-1x,int switch

1416

PLEX Chassis, but less valves, cabinet
and speaker. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 27/17,1.

1

1 VARLET battery economiser, type D.P.44
.
BELLING LEE marked wander plugs .
BELLING LEE spade terminals, marked : L.T.,+ L.T.3 LISSEN terminal blocks
1 BELLING LEE wander lone, marked H T.4 GRAHAM PARISH fixed resistances -500 ohms, 5,000 ohms,

C.O.D.Carriage paid.

]5} in.

..

4 CIA% four -pin chassis -mounting valve holders
1 CUE five -pin chassis -mounting valve holder ..

1 BRITISH RADIOGRAM anti-breakthru unit and switch

at the request of "A.W." Cash or

38
22

1 TELSEN Single .0005 -mid, type W.339, variable condenser
1 SOVEREIGN .0(103 -mid. pre-set variable condenser ..

YOURS FOR

Author's Kit of FIRST SPECIFIED
Parts, including Pets -Scott META-

12

1 GRAHAM PARISH .00005 -mid. mica fixed condenser
2 GRAHAM PARISH .0001 -mid. mica fixed condensers
1 GRAHAM PARISH .0003 -mid. mica fixed condenser
1 GRAHAM PARISH .001 -mid. mica fixed condenser ..
..
TELSEN .23 -mid., type W.229. fixed condensers
..
2 TELSEN 1 -mid., type W 1'27, fixed condensers
1 TELSEN 2 -mid., type W 226, fixed condenser
1 GRAHAM PARISH .01 -mid. mica fixed condenser ..
1 TELSEN, type W.306, twin -gang .00115-mfd variable con..
denser
..

K I T "A"

Carriage paid. £16 : 15 :

0

SEND
ONLY

3150

Balance in It monthly payments of 261-.

-

IMPORTANT.-Parts, Kits, MiscelPETO-SCOTT CO. LTD., 77 City Rd., London, E.C.1 Tel.: Clerkenwell 9406/7.
laneous Components, Finished ReWest End Showrooms; 62 High Hol born, W.C.2. Tel.: Holborn 3248.
Carriage 2, 6 extra.
and Volume Control, com- ceivers or Accessories for Cash,
Dear Sirs, Please send me Cash, C.O.D./1LP
fir 8;3 Deposit and 11
C.O.D. or H.P. on our own System
G
plete with Automatic
monthly Payments of 5/9. Needle Cup, as spent- 6N of Easy Payments. Send us a list of
d CASH/ R.P./Deposit.
.s
for which I enclose £
(Carriage Paid.)
S. your wants. We will quote you by
fled. Cash or C.O.D.
NAME
C.O.D.
orders
value
over
return.
Or
12
monthly
payments
IN OAK OR MAHOGANY
A.W. 21110/33
101- sent carriage and post charges I ADDRESS
of 121,
NO EXTRA.
-SEND FOR 1934 CABINET CATALOGUE- paid. Easy terms on orders over E2.
Cash or C.O.D.

SEND DIRECT to AVOID DELAY

CASH, C.O.D. or EASIWAY

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

1

(1'1' \V" -4T
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Pottering Round
the Ether

Broadcasting Stations
Wavelengths are brought up to date week by week. For the purpose
of better comparison, the power in icated is that of the carrier wave.
Station and Call
KiloSign
Metres cycles
16.8617,790 Daventry (GSG) ...
16.8817,775 Eindhoven (PHI) ...
19.5615,330 Schenectady
...

(W2XAD)

19.7315,200
25.2511,880
25.28 11,865
25.4 11,810
25.5111,760
25.5311,750

Zeesen10.113)

Paris (Coloniale) ...
Daventry (GSE)
Rome (2R0)

...

Zeesen (DM)
Daventry (GSD) ...
25.6311,705 Paris (Coloniale) ...
30.0 10,000 Madrid (EAQ)
31.25 9,598 Lisbon (CTIAA)......
9,585 Daventry (GSC) ...
31.3

Power

(Kw.)
Great Britain
20.0
20.0
Holland
United States ... 20.0
Country

Germany

8.0

France

15.0

Great Britain
Italy

20.0

Germany
Great Britain

8.0
20.0

France
Spain

20.0

15.0
15.0

2.0
20.0

31.38 9,560
31.55 9.510

Zeesen (DM)
Daventry (GSB)

Portugal
Great Britain
Germany
Great Britain

31.6

Poznan (SRI)

Poland

1.0

Rabat (CNR)
Radio Nations

Morocco

6.0

9,490

37.33 8,036
38.47 7,799

42.86 7,602
45.38 6,610
46.69 6,425
48.86 6,140
48.94 6,130
49.02 6,120
49.18 6,110.

49.34 6,080

(HBP)
Oslo (Tests)
Moscow

50.0

Mexico (XETE)

Chicago (W9XF) ...

Chicago (W9XAA)

Moscow (RNE)

50.26 5.969 Vatican (HVJ)
202.5 1,481.3 Kristinehamn
209.8 1,429 Miskolcz
209.8 1,429 Magyarovar
209.8
211.3
211.3
214.3

1,429
1,420
1,420
1,400

I,395
215.6 1,391

215

217.1
217.1

1,382
1,382
1,373
1,373

Pecs

Antwerp
Newcastle
Aberdeen
Liege (Reg)

Chatelineau (EL) ...
Konigsberg
Dublin
Salzburg
Plymouth

218.5
218.5
219.9 1,364.3 Beziers
220.3 1.362 Binche
222.3 1,354 Liege-Cointe

224.4 1,337

Cork (6CK)

225.9 1,327.3 Fecamp
227.4 1,319 Flensburg

Hanover
Malmo
231.7 1,294.6 Kiel
233
1,287 Wallonia
235.
1,283 Lodz
235.5 1,274 Kriscianssand

227.4 1,319
231

236

1,301

1,271

237.2 1,265

Bordeaux (S.0.) ...
Nimes

238.9 1,256

Nurnberg

240.6 1,247

245.9 1,220

Stavanger
Belfast
Liege
Line
Schaerbeek

247.7

1,111

Trieste

250.1

1,199.5 Juan-les-Pins

250.9

1,196

242.3 1,238
242.7 1,236
245.9 1,220

253
1,185
254.6 1,178
257.3 1,166
259.3 1,157
259.3 1,157
259.3 1,157
261.6 1,147
261.6 1,147
263.8 1,137
265.4 1,130

267.6 1,121
267.6 1,121
268

1,119
269.8 1,112

271.3
273.7
276.5
279.7
281.2
282.2
283.6
283.6

Barcelona (EAU'S)...

Treves (Trier)
Frankfurt AM

Cassel

London National ...
West National
Morayska-Ostrava.
Lille (PIT)
Nyiregyhaza
Valencia
Bremen

Turin (Torino)

283.6 1,058

Magdeburg

291

293

Stettin

1,053.6 Radio Lyons

307.1

307.6
309.9

995
986
977
977
975
968

Hungary
Hungary
Hungary
Belgium
Great Britain
Great Britain
Belgium
Belgium
Germany
Irish Free State...
Austria
Great Britain
France

Belgium
.
Belgium
Irish Free State...
France

Germany
Germany
Sweden

Germany
Belgium
Poland

Norway

Bordeaux (P17)
Falun

Zagreb
Vitus (Paris)
West Regional
-

1.0

40.0
2.0

North Ireland ...
Belgium.

Austria
Belgium

Italy
France
Spain

Germany
Germany
Germany
Great Britain
Great Britain
Czechoslovakia...

.5
.5

3E0.7
385.1

.5

389.6
394.2
398.9

.5

20.0
10.0
2.0.0
10.0
.25
1,25
1.25
1,2
.4
1.0

941

939
932

869
857
852

843
832
825
824
815
815
815
815
812
806
797
788
779
770
761

752
743
734
725
707
707
698
680

.3

2.2

518.1

.5

525.4
532.9
539.8
550.5
559.7
559.7
559.7

571
571

.2
1.0

0.15
1.2

10.0
.5
1.5
1.25

.25

1.0
.5

1.0
.3
.5
.15
10.0
1.0

6.0
5.0
.7

10.0
2.3
17.0

0.5
50.0
50.0
I 1.0
1.3

3.0
IS

20.0
1.3

7.0
75.0
14.0
.75

2.0
.5
.5

.5
.5
1.0
.9
1.0

50.0
Finland
13.2
Czechoslovakia... 2.5
.7

Holland
Estonia
Great Britain

20.0

France
Sweden
Jugoslavia
France

13.0

Great Britain

50.0

11.0

50.0
.5

0.8
1.0

563
565

570.3
577.5
582
690
720
743
760
833
840
848.7

Sofia (Rodno Radio)
Dresden

Bulgaria
Germany
Italy
Sweden
Germany

Naples

Goteborg

North Africa

Algiers (PIT)

.229.5 244
.239.7 242

,554.4
,620
,634.9
.725
.760
,796
.875
,875
,910.8
,935

1.0
1.0

Finland

13.2

Spain
Spain
France

1-5

Germany
Great Britain

1.5

Santiago (EA.14)

Radio LL (Paris)
Hamburg

Scottish Regional ...
Lwow
Radio Toulouse

Germany
Roumania
Great Britain
Switzerland

Midland Regional ...
Sottens

Katowice
Athlone

Belgrade
Rome (Roma)
Paris (PTT)
Danzig
Agen
Madona

Yugoslavia

.

Beromuenster
Lyons (PTT)
Lisbon (tests)
North Regional
Prague

Trondheim
Florence
Brussels (No. I )
Vienna
Riga

Kaiserslautern
Augsburg
Freiburg

Wilno

Geneva

Daventry National
Norddeich (KVA)...

174

Radio Paris

170.45Moscow (RAX)
167
Lahti
160
160
157
155

Kootwijk
Moscow (RCZ)
Sverdlovsk (RHX)
Kaunas

3.0
100.0

2.8
60.0
7.0
.5
.2
15.05

Latvia

Langenberg

183.5 Zeesen

12.0

France

Italy
Spain

Kiev (RAG)

25.0
25.0

Dantzig

San Sebastian

Boden

150.0
12.0

France

U.S.S.R

Reykjavik

8.0

Italy

Odessa (RDH)
Klagenfurt

Istanbul

16.0

Irish Free State... 80.0
Morocco
6.0
Germany
1.5
Spain
U.S.S.R

Budapest (2)

50.0

Poland

Madrid (EA17)
Moscow (ROZ)

Milan (Vigentino)

.2
.8

Poland
France

Leipzig
Bucharest

239
230

193
185

13.0

Norway
Italy

Vienna (Exp.)
Moscow (RCY)
222.5 Motala
,41I.8 212.5 Warsaw
,445.8 207.5 Eiffel Tower
,481
202.6 Moscow (RTC)
,538
195 Ankara

,255
,304
,348

8.0
7.0
50.0
60.0

Helsinki
Seville (EA15)

360.1 Heston Airport

250
250

11.5

Bergen
Bolzano

353.5 Rostov (RAO)
857.1
350 Leningrad (RHP) ...
937.5
320 Kharkov (RMD) ...
,000
300 Moscow (ROZ)
,034.5 290 Kiev (RER)
.071.4 280 Tiflis (RDK)
.083
277 Oslo
,105
271.5 Minsk (RMG)
,126.6 265.75 Monte Ceneri
,I53.8 260 Kalundborg
,170
256.4 Tashkend (RAU) ...
.190.5 252 Luxembourg
,200
.200

15.0

Austria
Great Britain
Germany

Grenoble (PTT)
519.4 Ljubljana
515.4 Tartu
434.7 Oulu
416.7 Moscow (RMO)
404 Ostersund
357

10.0

Belgium
Spain

526

395

1.6
.5
.25
1.5

Czechoslovakia... 32.0

Graz
London Regional
Muhlacker

15.0
.5

Switzerland

5.0
60.0

France

15.0

Germany
60.0
Portugal
20.0
Great Britain
50.0
Czechoslovakia...120.0
Norway
1.0
Italy
20.0
Belgium
15.0
Austria
100.0
Latvia
15.0
Germany
60.0
Italy
3.5
Hungary
18.5
Finland
1.0
Germany
1.5
Germany
.25
Germany
.25

Norway
Switzerland
Great Britain
Hungary
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R

Norway
U.S.S.R

Switzerland
Denmark

22.0
15.0

7.5
'

.5
1.2

200
0.6
1.25

5.0
3.0
4.0

- Austria
U.S.S.R
Sweden
Poland
France
U.S.S.R.

Turkey
Great Britain
Germany
Germany
France
U.S.S.R.
Finland

Holland
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.

Lithuania

becoming easier nightly.

This winter should

prove a bumper season for radio, as we are
now reaping the benefit of the increased power
used by many foreign transmitters..

As a rule, following a preliminary rapid run

over the dials in orer to ascertain general

conditions, and also to find out what is on the
air, I make a point of searching on one small
portion of the band.

Careful tuning usually brings in some lesser heard transmission and equally careful logging
of the condenser -dial readings facilitates the

capture of this broadcast at a later date.
Besides, many new transmitters are still

seeking more favourable channels, and conse-

quently may be found on slightly varying
wavelengths.

Change of Wavelength
As an example, Monte Ceneri (Lugano),

although generally advertised on 1,145 metres,

may now be clearly heard on 1,126 metres-.
to be exact, 1,126.6 metres -and is not spoilt

by Kalundborg.
The latter station also, since its increase in
power, is well received, providing care is taken

to keep Radio Luxembourg out of the background.

A transmitter seldom mentioned is Vienna
Experimental, which relays the main Austrian
programme from 7 p.m. G.M.T. on 1,255
metres. It is only a 3-kilowatter, but nevertheless a good signal.

As regards Kootwijk taking the Huizen
broadcasts, although statements have been
made to the effect that the transmissions on

1,875 metres have been spoilt by experimental
broadcasts on the same wavelength emanating
from Brasov, in Rumania, there is little doubt

that the main interference is caused by

Moscow, as on several occasions I have heard
Russian speech distinctly, and not Rumanian.

By the way, it will soon be possible to
ascertain, without hearing the call, which
programme is broadcast on the lower Dutch
channel (296.1 metres) from Hilversum, as the
V.A.R.A. are shortly adopting a special
musical interval signal. This association is the

one which usually closes down its evening
programme by playing the Internationale, as
heard from Moscow and Leningrad.

100.0

20.0
100.0
100.0

35.0
60.0
35.0
25.0
30.0

Gd. Duchyof Lux.200.0
Turkey
5.0
Iceland
Sweden
U.S.S.R.

remarkable improvement in atmospheric

conditions, and the reception .of t4jok.pore
distant or weaker Continental staldeins is

4.0

Austria

Poland
France
Jugoslavia
Estonia
Finland
U.S.S.R

time this year has coincided with a

2.0

Strasbourg (PTT)...France
Barcelona (EAJI) ...

HE change back from summer to winter

10.0

Poland

Italy

536 Tampere

531

(Kw.)

60.0
60.0
50.0
2.0

France

563 Munich
555.7 Palermo
545 Budapest (I)
536
536
533

Ccuitry

Poland
France

721.1 Rabat
716 Berlin

664
664
663
662
662
657
653
644
635
629
625
614
605
599
589

.5
1.2
1.5

Italy

923 Breslau
914 Poste Parisien
905 Milan (Siziano)
896 Poznan
887 Brussels (No. 2)
877 Brunn (Brno)

671
671

6.3

France

408.7
413
416
419.9
424.3
424.3
429.8
441.2

941

By Jay Coote

Power

Sign

Genoa
Cracow
952.5 Marseilles

452
452
452.8
453.2
453.2
456.6
459.4
465.8
472.4
476.9
480
488.6
495.8
500.8
509.3

.25

Spain

Italy
Germany
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Portugal
Austria
Germany
Germany
Germany

403

Station and Call

960
959

447.1
447.1

1.0

0.3

Hungary

France

364.1
368.1
368.1
368.1
368.1

5.0

France

Germany
Italy

312.5
312.8
315
318.8
318.8
320
321.9
325
328.2
331.5
335
338.2
342.1
345.2
350
352.1
355.9
360.6
363.6

369.5
372.2
376.4

1.0

2.0

Great Britain
Great Britain

North National

0.5
10.0

Germany
Norway

Bournemouth
Scottish National ...
Kosice

20.0

3.0

France
France

Viipuri

20.0

France
France

Montpellier

294.2 1,019.6 Limoges (PTT)
296.1 1,013 Hilversum
298.8 1,004 Tallinn
301.5
304.3
307

Sweden

France
Sweden

Berlin (E)

1,049
1,040
1,040
1,031
1,022

Italy

Toulouse (PTT)
Horby

Heilsberg
1,072.5 Bratislava
1,067
Copenhagen
1,063 Lisbon (CTIAA)
1,058
Innsbruck
1,058

U.S.S.R

Germany

1,058

283.6
284.7
286
298.5
288.5

United States
United States
Denmark
Kenya Colony
Austria
Great Britain
Germany

Gleiwitz

Bari
1,105.6 Rennes (PTT)

1,096
1,085

Mexico

Wayne (W2XE) ... United States

6,073
6,060

6,000

U.S.S.R

Boundbrcok (W3XL) United States
Pittsburgh (W8XK) United States

Skamlebaek (OXY)
Nairobi IVQ7LO)...
49.55 6,055 Vienna (VORZ) ...
49.59 6,050 Daventry (GSA) ...
49.83 6,020 Zeesen (DX)
49.4
49.5

Switzerland
Norway

8.0

KiloMetres cycles

21.0
.6
10.0

3.0
100.0
30.0
120.0
13.5

500.0
7.0
30.0
10.0

60.0
75.0
30.0
54.0
50.0
100.0

40,0
7.0

Excellent Strength of Strasbourg
In the medium waveband, of the French
stations I consider that the best is Radio
Strasbourg, which, during the last ten days,
has been heard at excellent strength. Not
only are its local entertainments interesting,

but it appears to be the best medium for
the B.T.T. programmes, which it regularly relays.

I am informed that early in the New Year
steps are'to be taken to increase the power of
this transmitter, and it may eventually become
one of the most important of the stations in
the French State network.
If you tune in just below London you cannot
fail to separate it from Brno or Graz, and will

identify it quickly by its peculiar booming
buzzer, used both as opening and interval

signal.

Further, similarly to Radio Luxembourg, all
announcements are made in both French and
German.

The

main

evening

programme

appears to start at about 8.3o p.m. G.M.T.
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IRON* CORED COILS
the smallest, most convenient and
most efficient coils ever designed
THE sensational " Iron -Cored " prin.

ciple has never been so brilliantly
applied as in these amazing TELSEN

Iron -Cored Coils. Only 2" high-occupying the minimum of valuable baseboard space-they are more selective,
more convenient and more efficient than

any other tuning coils ever produced.
They do not incorporate switching (since
incorporated switching has proved to be
much less efficient than a well designed
external switch, in addition to considerably increasing the size, and restricting

the symmetrical arrangement of con trols), and consequently take the fuliest
advantage of all the benefits that the
" Iron -Cored " principle provides. Insist
on TELSEN Iron -Cored Coils for greater
selectivity and amplification.

8/6

Single

IRON CORED COIL

This illustration shows the
actual size of the wonderful

Twin

Matched

1 71'

IRON -CORED COIL

Telsen Iron Cored Coil.

Triple

Matched

IRON -CORED COIL

2516

TELSEN COVER EVERY COIL REQUIREMENT

TELSEN

TELSEN

BAND-

SUPERHET COILS

PASS & OSCILLATOR COIL

(Type No. S 330)

Unit

-

-

21 6

2116

TELSEN

SCREENED TUNING COILS
Single

-

7

Twin Matched 14/6
Triple Matched 21'6

TELSEN
BAND-PASS

TELSEN
DUAL -RANGE

COIL UNIT

AERIAL COIL

19;6

5, 6

1 ELSEN H.F.

IELSEN

TRANSFORMER
COIL

OSCILLA TO.:2

4,6

7, 6

COIL

TELSEN FOR EVERYTHING IN RADIO
BIRMINGHAM

ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

Co

LTD.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order

ASTON,

ematzur WitrelT
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Sets of the Season Tested

Brief Specification
tikers : Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
Model : 464.

Price : £9 9s.

0

-eft.t,:,,ts of this in% I el .,:ii act have

show a that, in spite of its low .cOA., it
gives a fine performance. Telaen always.
give good value for money. This 464 is an

The on -off switch a neat toggle type,
is on the bark of the chassis frame.
There are only two tuned circuits-a loosely

coupled aerial coil with a selectivity adjust-

gll-electric apt with three valves of the in- ment and tuned -transformer coupling -between
type supplied with high the high-frequenty stage and detector.
A high -frequency pentode is used in the
tension by a valve tectifier--four valves in all.
Two things interested us when we first set screen -grid stage -and an-Osram Catkin for the
eyes on the set : its small size and the five detector,. which is:transformer-coupled to the

direc tl y-heate..h

Combination : Screen -grid high frequency amplifier (Mullard SP4),
detector (Osram Catkin MH4), pentode
output (Mazda AC/Pen) and valve
rectifier (Micromesh R2).
Power Supply and Consumption : A.C.
mains, zoo -25o volts. Consumption,
48 watts.
Type: A consolette A.C. three-valver
Valve

:.tovitk h.

-

needing only aerial and earth.
It is not exactly a output pentode by the parallel -feed system.
Remarks : Excellent value for money.
You can sec from the back -view photograph
midget job though it is almost small enough
Both selectivity and quality are comthat inside the box is crammed full with
to stand on the mantelp'e e.
mendable.
" works." The set is built
up on a two-tier metal
chassis. On- the top tier to the tone -control setting, was really good.
are.the four valves in line . There is plenty of volume; more than most
control knobs -On the front.

-

at, the back, the Telsen people will, need. You can adjust it from a
iron -cored coils, two -gang brilliant tone to that mellow note, which is

condenser and mains the more popular.
transformer.

Several small parts are
underneath 'this tier. At
the bibtfont is the energised -moving-coil loudspaker surrounded by the
"smoothing gear; a choke

Selectivity is well above the average for a
set with only two tuned circuits, no doubt due
to the efficient little iron -core cods. You can
accomplish really notable feats of station
separation by correct handling of the aerial input and reaction controls.

For instance,' we got Brussels No. 2 and
and- two . -8 --microfarad Scottish Regional quite clear of London
electrolytic condensers.
One thing commendable

These photographs show clearly the attractive appearance of the
Telsen model 464 receiver, an efficient three -valve mains set

Regional by keeping the reaction control
advanced until it was on the verge of oscil-

about this layout is that lation and adjusting volume with the selector
every part is accessible, control.
even to the eight fixed
Twenty Good Medium -wavers
resistances on the bakelite

strip at the bottom. Usual
During a quick run round the medium
sockets for pick-up, mains waveband we easily logged twenty programmes
The size of the cabinet is 1112 in. wide, aerial, external loud -speaker, besides the plug worth hearing. That's very good, you know.
8% in. deep by. I.4% in. high, finished in a for the mains connection, are mounted on Long waves were equally good. The usual
the strip at the bottom.
eight or nine stations were easily brought in
shade of walnut.
Now for some practical results of interest, by sacrificing volume. Berlin could be heard
Now about those knobs. As we said, there
are five of them, not counting the super- which we noted during our tests in South clear of neighbourly interference.
Results in daylight more than satisfied us.
imposed trimmer on the main tuning control London on a normal outdoor wire, 35 ft. long.
in the centre. All, except the tuner, have neat First, we ran over the controls; they all Ten stations on the medium band is good
worked smoothly.
We compliment the going ! One of the most commendable features
ivorine discs appropriately engraved.
On the left is the aerial -input control, named makers on their tone -control system. It is we noticed was the entire absence of mains
selector, above the tone control; and on the not a mere top -note cutter; it emphasises either hum.
One final word ! We recommend a pick-up;
right is the reaction knob above the wave - top or bottom according to the position of the
the set is worth it, but you must use an external
change switch. It is very interesting to note knob.
Quality, which is, of course, closely related volume control.
that Telsen have not used a single combination

Latest News for the Set Buyer
AREMARKABLY cheap car -radio set will
shortly be introduced by Sunbeam
Electric, Ltd., of Sunbeam Road, North

The price of £7 7s. will
include the 'valves, but not batteries. The
Acton, N.W.ro.

circuit is a straightforward four -valuer with

screen -grid high -frequency and detector stages,
one stage of low -frequency amplification and a

pentode output. Four Tungsram 4 -volt valves
are used and the set, which is quite a midget
job, is fitted with a moving -coil loud -speaker.

to be used on wavelengths between 25 and 7o

metres can be had for 6s. 6d. extra. Price,
£7 19s. 6d.

lem of accommodation that often confronts the
owner of a table set and should appeal alike to

those who have bought the set and to those

who are thinking of doing so.

Fox Industrial, Ltd., announce an interest-.
ing new super-het-a three -stage set with two
Pressland Products have entered the set
high-frequency-pentodes and a power output market with three receivers, which include an
pentode. There is a fourth valve for the mains all -electric transportable-the Palnitree-at
rectification, the set being designed for A.C. £12 12S.
supplies.

A high standard of quality has been the aim

A moderately priced set for D.C. mains that

received details of a 1933-4 set marketed by
Most, set .buyers must now be familiar with
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., which the attractively designed McMichael Twin
will suit these people. The set, known as the Supervox, a table -cabinet set with two moving model 5322, is designed to work on A.C. mains coil loud -speakers, one at each end. Now
between roo and 25o volts. It is housed comes news of a useful attachment for this set,
in an attractive walnut cabinet with the a specially -made table in good quality walnut
moving -coil loud -speaker at the top and the to match the cabinet.
tuning knob in the centre underneath.
This table. costs £2 2S. and conveniently

Two very popular Marconiphone sets,. the
models 276 and 272, which have only been

Low-tension supply is obtained from the

in designing this set, which has seven tuned gives good results is the Philips model 83oC,
circuits, with band -passing to prevent cutting priced at E,r2 12s. The set is housed in one of
of the high notes.
Philips' attractive arbolite cabinets and the
Automatic volume control is incorporated, circuit uses two high -frequency pentodes and
as well as the usual manual volume control. two low -frequency pentodes, the latter in
We have frequently received letters from . Another special feature is a progressive tone parallel in the output stage. Current consumpreaders asking for details of a reasonably control.
tion is reasonable, being about 5o watts on
priced A.C. two-valyer. These sets are few
The type is No. 401, and the price is E13 13s. 220 -volt mains.
car battery and high tension from the ordinary
dry battery. A converter priced at
can be
fitted if the user prefers it to dry batteries.

and far between this year, but we have

The set appears to be very simple to operate.
A special feature is that a coil enabling the set

available for use on A.C. mains, will have their
counterparts in D.C. models from October 16.
The model 276DC is a seven -valve super -het

table model with built-in moving -coil loudspeaker, and the model 278DC, as the D.C.
model of the 272 is designated, is a four -valve

converts the table cabinet set into what is super -het with a rather fine full -vision scale
virtually a pedestal model.

It solves a prob- calibrated in stations and wavelengths.
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CONSTRUCTOR
.ONSTRUCTOR
KIT

GUARANTEED, TESTED and MATCHED COMPONENTS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
la

Having just acquired a large, modern component Factory, we are able to assist
Etherdyne constructors considerably by supplying them direct, eliminating,
therefore, the usual middleman's profits. This saves you up to 33 per cent.
on the cost of building your Etherdyne. Build with complete confidence an
N.T.S. Easibilt Constructor Kit. In addition to these advantageous features,
every component part is matched, tested, fully guaranteed, and complete down
to the last screw.

THIS LIST OF PARTS SAVES
YOU MORE THAN ONE GUINEA
All
Manufacturers' Kits,
Speakers, Eliminators and Ac-

Any items supplied separately, CASH or C.O.D.

cessories, etc., etc., on our
famous EASY WAY TERMS
as usual.
See our previous
advertisements in " Amateur

Wireless."

THIS WEEK'S

RECOM MENDATION
FERRANTI CLASS 'B'

=RR CONVERTOR

Orders over 10/-, C.O.D. Charges Paid. Parcel of
Components value 41 or over. EASY WAY TERMS.
Send for quotation.
1

choke
1 N.T.S. standard type
.
...
1 N.T.S. H.F. choke...
2 LISSEN Iron -cured coils, screened aerial (1) No.
..
.
5321; (1) 5392
LISSEN iron -cored. coil, 126. kilocycles, oscillator

1 N.T.S.00065-mfd. mica fixed condenser
2 N.T.S. .0001-nifd. mica fixed condensers
...
1 N.T.13..0005-ntfd. mica fixed condenser
1 GRAHAM FARISH .001-Infd. mica fixed con -

Comprising

e.

PETO-SCOTT " Metaplex " chassis, 16 by 10

3
2
1

1

0
6
6

5

0

12

6
6
0
6

1

this ready assembled unit

...
3 N.T.S..25-mfd. fixed condensers._
2 N.T.S. 1-mfd. fixed condensers
...
...
1 N.T.S. 2-mfd. fixed condensers
N.T.S..01-mfd. mica fixed condenser ...
1 N.T.S. twin -gang .0005-mfd. variable condenser
1 N.T.S. single -gang .0005-mfd. variable condenser
1 SOVEREIGN .0003-mfd. pre-set variable condenser

4 CLIX four -pin chassis -mounting valve holders
1 CLIX five -pin chassis -mounting valve holder...

3

0
9
0

and switch coupler
1 VARLEY battery economiser, type D.P.44
8 BELLING -LEE wander plugs, marked :

11.T.+2, H.T.

2 BELLING -LEE

SEND FUR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
This

completely

assembled

Unit with C'ass "B" Valve Send 5'- for 7
enables you to convert you Days' Trial. If
present battery set to Class satisfied, pay
"B" immediately. increases balance in 1/
power seven times with very monthly paylittle difference in present ments of 6/- (Cash
Con- in 7 days) 63'-,
H.T. Consumption.
nected in a few seconds.
Carriage Paid.

------LISSEN
KITS----NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL With
WAVE CHASSIS MODEL, complete kit cornlig all components, including set,of Lissen
Valves.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
25/12/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 10/3.
NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER FOUR ALL ;

WAVE CONSOLETTE CABINET MODEL,
complete kit, comprising all components,
including set of Lissen Valves, Cabinet and
Moving Coil Speaker. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 88/2!6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 15h.
NEW LIMN 7 -VALVE SUPER -H ET, Chassis
Model, complete with Listen Valves in Sealed
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
Carton.
28/1716.

1...Balanee lull monthly payments of 16/6.

10/3
order

With

15/ order

With

15/nrder

...

spade

'terminals,

Connecting wire and sleeving, screws, 5 yds.
...
...
thin flex, 2 ft. shielded sleeving ...
...
...
1 N.T.S. super L.P. transformer _.
1 LISSEN

AsI Kit
Kit and with I
I KIT Valves
No
Peto1 but with Valves I Scott Etherdyne Walnut I
Consolette Cabinet, less
, only,Cash or C.O.D. 1 I Speaker. Cash or C.O.D.

KIT 2

10

0

I

5

6

s

1

3

4

8

L .Plment!

1

3

5
16

0
6

1

0

1

4
6

1

0

1

0
0
0

1

1

4

6
3

2

0
6

5

-SPECIAL EASY TERMSLISSEN

SET

OF COILS
Lissen Iron -cored Coils
(5321 and 5392), 1 Lissen
Oscillator Coil (5381), 1
I.P. Transformer
Lissen
(5305), 1 Lissen I.F. TransCash or
former (5391).
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 53/6.

OR YOURS FOR

t

Carriage Paid, 1111/111/0. I

I

21/9'

With

With
order 1 8/9 Is o Balance in 11 monthly
Balance in 11 monthly s I payments of 21/9.

I

J E.
As Kit. No. 2 with Peto-

With

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £16/11, 0

order

KIT 4

Scott Model "B"Adapta,gram with fitted Gramo Equipment. £3.11.0

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 26:-.
If Igronic

D.9. P.M. Speaker required, add
29/- to Cash Price, or 2i9 to each monthly
payment.

FINISHED INSTRUMENT
COMPLETE ETHERDYNE CONSOLETTE

With

Speaker, factory -built and broadcast
tested. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
114/17/6.

12.17.6

RECEIVER, with 5 B.V.A. Valves and

order

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 24'-.

6

1 LISSEN

ETHERDYNE OFFER

t10 5 O.

I

126 -kilocycle intermediate -frequency

...
7
..
transformer with reaction, No. 5305
126 -kilocycle intermediate -frequency
...
8
transformer without reaction, No. 5391
KIT " I " CASH or C.O.D. £6 15

g

i Carriage Paid, I

3

marked

...
3 TELSEN terminal blocks
1 N.T.S. fixed resistance, 500 ohms
...
...
I N.T.S. fixed resistance, 5,000 ohms
...
...
1 N.T.S. fixed resistance, 40,000 ohms
1 N.T.S. fixed resistance, 1 megohm
1 SOVEREIGN 50,000 -ohm variable iedstant:. e
...
with combined 3 -point switch ...
...
...
1 N.T.S. 2 -in. metal mounting bracket ...

12/6

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £6 15s. Od.

1

1,

and

Valves, Cabinetand Speaker
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 12 6.

0

3, G.13.-1, G.B.-2, G.B.-3,

Tested

Parts,

3
2

1 BRITISH RADIOGRAM anti-break-thru unit

WITH ORDER

including
Metaplex Chassis, but less
Matched

1

Seven times the power from

KIT 1

Miscellaneous

Components,

Accessories etc.,

etc., supplied CASH, C.O.D., or H.P. on our
own Private System of Easy Payments. Any
items advertised in this journal sent C.O.D.
If value over 101- sent all C.O.D. charges paid.

New 'Tunes Saks
I 56 Ludgate Hill, Londan, E.C.4.

Telephote

terry 5516

I Dear Sirs, Please send me

2

for which I enclose Deposit of

Balance

in 11
monthly payments
of

I

NAME
111

ADDRESS

5/,

1

Mi

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order

RIM

!
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Conducted by J. H. Reyner, , B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

We Test for You
p;,sit ion, the aerial can be picket p dirot or
via the condenser, while the ear conrfttion

VAR1ABLE-CONDENSER LOSSES

goes straight through to the receiver,

M4 NY people -regard a variable con- .fnore,and they object to doing so: Conkedenser as having little to do with the r quenly they must be freed to move and this
selectivity of a circuit. As long as it will requires energy. If we force current through
tune to a signal that is all there is to it, they a resistance we also expend energy and so
say. Actually a variable condenser contri- we say that the insulation of a condenser
butes very largely to the performance of a has an effective resistance at high frequencies.

receiver.

Variable condensers submitted for test
have their high frequency loss measured and
this is spec:fie:el- in- terms of the effective
series resistance introduced into the circuit.
A good condenser has an effective resistance
at 750 kilocycles (4.00 metres) of less than
ohm. Nowadays it seems that we are not
prepared to pay the price or are more easily
satisfied. At any rate few condensers reach

The selectivity of the ordinary circuit is

dependent on its effective resistance measured

at a high frequency equivalent to that at
which it will be used. A good deal of this

effective resistance is contributed by the coil,

but a surprisingly large proportion comes
from the tuning condenser.

The fixed plates of a modern condenser

are held in position by small blocks of insulating material. When the set is working the

.The capatity of the pre-set condenser, which

is of the familiar compression type, varied
from a few picofarads to .00015 microfarad.
The action of the switch was quite smooth
and a good contact was obtained.

The casing

is provided with three lugs for fixing the

component in some convenient position fear
to the aerial read -in.
Makers: Vernon Lockwood Mnfg. Co., Ltd.

Price: 3s. 6d.

this standard and the general run of con-

condenser is subjected to rapid changes of
voltage the electrons in the material have to

densers introduce a resistance of between 2
and 4 ohms into the circuit, a loss nearly as
great as that intrc duced by the coil itself.

dance about a million times a second or even

UTILITY MITE CONDENSER

TELSEN MAINS TRANSFORMER
'THIS Telsen transformer type No. W36o is

THE Utility three -gang Mite condenser is a
remarkably compact instrument intended

of the totally enclosed variety, the end
plates being in the form of shields giving

primarily for chassis mounting. The three

sections of the condenser are built into a complete protection and. covering to the
die-cast metal chassis 3% in. long by 2% in. windings. The various terminals are mounted
in height and width. Both fixed and moving on a bakelite panel, at the top of the transplate assemblies are die-cast in position, which former, in small recesses which are approached
keeps them very- rigid and enables close by channels in the moulding to facilitate neat
Each section is and rapid wiring. A neat moulded cover is
provided with a mica -dielectric trimmer.
provided, giving complete protection to all
The vanes are of a semi -circular type but connections.
the fixed plates are cut away to give an
The transformer is rated for use on 200 to
approximately logarithmic law. For super -het 25o volts at 4o to too cycles mains and has
spacing to

the

poSitibn the leads to the- rece
are
opened and the aerialshorted direct to earth.
Test Results
off

A bakelite cover for the input and output

terminals is fitted to the new- Telsen mains
transformer

be adopted.

three secondary windings.

The high-tension

DUBILIER NON -INDUCTIVE
CONDENSER
THIS type 9200 condenser is a newcomer
to Dubilier's extensive range.of condensers.

winding is rated at 275-0-275 volts, 50 It is of the upright cylindrical type, the housing
milliamperes, and the low-tension winding

can being of metal and arranged so that it can
be screwed into a small metal cap, which can
The third winding, for a rectifier, is rated to be fixed to the baseboard or chassis by screws
give 2-3 amperes at 4 volts; this is not centre - or bolts. Incidentally, the thread of this cap
tapped.
is greased to prevent sticking.
The two terminals are mounted on the
Test Results
The instrument was tested with an input slightly conical -shaped moulded top. This,
voltage of 234 on the 230 -volt tap. With full though a small point, is one which should be
load on all the windings the voltages were appreciated a s it enables a much easier access
260, 3.9 and 3.7 volts respectively. The to the terminals. The case is r IA in. diameter,
no-load loss was commendably low, being only the height depending on the capacity.
2.3 watts. Regulation (rise in voltage on Test Results
no-load) was only 12 per cent., again a good
The condenser received for test was rated
5 amperes at 4 volts, this being centre -tapped.

-

at .5 microfarad and the actual value was
The transformer is a good job and can be found to be .53. Insulation was tested at 500
recommended.
volts but no sign of leakage was obtained.
Makers : Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
The peak working
Price: LI I25. 6d.
voltage is 25o volts
figure.

D.C.

The new Utility Mite ganged condenser is
particularly compact, being only 21 M. square

work one section can be obtained with specially
shaped plates.
A slow-motion friction drive is available for

VERLOC SAFETY LIGHTNING
SWITCH

THIS is a new combination aerial condenser
and on -off switch having several interest ing

Makers :

Dubilier

Condenser Co:
(1925), Ltd.

Price : as.

the condenser, the ivorine scale of which is features. The varicalibrated in degrees and wavelengths, the ous components are
latter being suitable for use with 157- and all housed in a neat
1,900-microhenry coils.

moulded casing, 2

was 535 picofarads as against a. rating of Soo;

ing

trimmers was approximately 100 picofarads.
The high -frequency resistance of one section
was measured and found to be only 1.3 ohms,
a commendably low figure.

The contacts consist of two long
pieces of spring,
wl It move across
brass stubs con-

in. in diameter, the
Test Results
The maximum capacity of the condenser switching action beobtained

by

the minimum figure was approximately 35 rotating the top
picofarads. The maximum capacity of the half of the casing.

The condenser is a thoroughly sound and

attractive job.
Makers: Wilkins & Wright, Ltd.
Price : 59$., without dial.

nected to the terminals.
'With the
switch in the "on"

Left. --The Verloc safety

lightning switch, a useful
component.
Above.-The

n:w Dubilier model 9200
condenser
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AMAZING OFFERS To CASH CUSTOMERS

1 O DA YS

BUY

1934 Receivers

direct from
AND
IN YOUR
Designers
OWN HOME
to users
SAVE POUNDS
FREE TRIAL
E.M. PLUS 4.

A new stiwi.ri,t-four

employing the moat efficient coils that can
poasibly be Blade. These
rots exinnot be obtained

hi any other set --they

are exclusive to the E.M.
]'his 4. (lives super -let
selectivity without: ;any

of the usual diaadvan-

Amazing -cane,
,tisitivity with beantif al
quality. Very easy to
mges.

bads.' operate. Beautiful cabinet of moderii
dedgft with sisice for
M.C. speaker and batteries.

the E.)1. Plus 4 and try it for 10 days-if you are .not
cum hired that ii is Gm finest four -valves'' obtainable, return it
and we will refund your money in full.
The design of this rettovskabre set is based on the famous
El cayman 4.
PRICES

KIT "A." Complete Kit of Parts, 64/5/0.
moiety Kit of Parts, with four Valves, £6 6 6.

Kin
Kit C. --t '.,110.1cte Kit of Parts. with Valves and Cabinet, £7:14 0.

Direct Radio

All- Electric
(P.C.)
Super -Het.

',Macs, ,in eluding recti5

fier.) Employs

a new circuit

possessing

many special
features. B.G.
el.or-oscillator, variable.mu
amplifier. S.G. second
detector and pentode output combine to give maximum efficiency

obtainable and superior to many seta employing more valves.
Special I.F. circuit eliminates second -channel interference.
Amazing range and selectivity with 2 watts speech power ia
moving -roil speaker. In beautiful e.bina, of superb finish and
modern design, fitted with high -quality M.C. speaker.
Only 10} GIRL in oak cabinet. In walnut, mahogany or limed
Also available as a battery model at
oak cabiuet, 10/- extra.
SIAM

price.

DIRECT RADIO

SUPER -HET
RADIO -GRAM.
ALL -ELECTRIC A.G.
Possesses all the special
features described above

and fitted with electric

gramophone equipment
and high-grade pick-up
giving most realistic
tone. All controls concealed when cabinet is
closed.

Only 15 guineas in oak
In walnut,
cabinet.
mahogany or limed oak
cabinet, 1 plinca e,t

DIRECT

Here is the greatest offer ever made to the Radio
New Sets of outstanding design and possessing
all the latest improvements and many exclusive features
at amazingly low prices. Why ? Because we offer you
the opportunity of buying direct so that you are saved
all the usual middleman's profits.
Never has such
Public.

wonderful value been offered; never have such remarkable

Sets and Kits been, available at such astonishingly low
prices.

And you can prove it for yourself with complete safety
and confidence. If you are unable to call at our Showrooms

at London Bridge to see, hear and test these wonderful
sets for yourself, we offer them to you for 10 days' free
trial in your own home.
This unique offer is proof of our supreme confidence
that you will be delighted with the Set you choose and
want to keep it. If for any reason you wish to return it
to us, carriage paid, within 10 days, your money will
be refunded in full without question.

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
If in London, call at our Showrooms at 159 Borough
High Street (2 minutes' from London Bridge Station)
for a demonstration of any of these models or any other
Set in which you are interested.
If unable to call, send order at once.
PROMPT DISPATCH
There will be a big demand for these Sets. First come
-first served. Order at once for prompt delivery.

ETHERDYNE KITS
a 18 6
Kit A
(less

and cabinet)

Kit B
Kit C

(2 valve plus rectifier). Easy
to operate, very selective.
High
Beautiful cabinet.
quality speaker, giving exceptkmal tone.
(LC.) Model.
All -Electric

Only65/19/6 in oak cot loot.

In walnut, mahogany or limed
oak cabinet, £817/8.

fill a house or a hall with
ants and hotels, or for the
bone.

3

6
0
6

..

12
1

6
0

..

2

U

1 Graham Parish .0003-mfd. fixed condensers
1 Graham Parish .001-mfd fixed condenser
3 T.C.C. 23 -mid. fixed condenSers
..
2 T.C.C. 1.rnfd., type 30, fixed condensers
..
1 T.T.C. 2-mfd., type 10, fixed condenser
..
..
1 Graham Parish 01-mfd. fixed condenser
1 Jackson Bros. twin -gang .0063 -mid variable condenser
1 Jackson Bros..0005-mid. variable condenser..
..

1

0
0
9

1 Lissen iron -cored coil, 120 kilocycles ..
1 Graham Parish .00005-mfd. fixed condenser
2 Oration, Parish .0001-mfd. fixed condensers

1

2

S

..

6

9
0

s.

15
1

1 Sovereign .0003-mfd pre -met condenser
4 Clix 4 -pin chassis mounting valve holders
1 Clix 3 -pin chassis mounting valve holder

I British Radiogram anti -break unit
1 Varlet' battery economiser DP44
..
8 Wander plugs

1
6

0
6
6
6
9
3

5
3
1

18
10

..
..

2 Belling -Lee spade terminals
3 Belling -Lee terminal blocks
..
1 Belling -Lee wander fuse
1 Reuly Radio 500 -ohm Thermiunt resistance ..

I Ready Radio u,000-ohni Theimium resistancs
1 Ready Radio 40,000-Mun Thermion) resistance
Ready Radio 1-megobra Thermion, resistance

1
1

6

4
4
6
0
6

..

1 SovereIgn,50.1910-ohm Variable resistance wilds 3 -point
4

12 -in. metal mounting bracket for potentiometer ..
Flex, wire and sleeving
2 ft. shielded steering

66

1

.

1 Varlet' Nicore 2 transformer
1 Lissen 126 -kilocycle I F .transformer with reaction..
Lissen 126 -kilocycle I F transformer without reaction

11
7

6
6

7

6

£7 18 6
I Set of valves as specified
1 Cabinet Etherdyne consolette

1 Baker Justone " speaker, P.M. type ..
..
1 Atlas T.25 A.C. mains unit
1 Atlas D.C. 13/23.B D.C. mains unit ..

.. 2 14

6

.. 2

0

0

.. 4 10

0

.. 1 19

159 Borough High Street, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1

To DIRECIT59Riik3Dorlo0u,gill.Tri.i,gh

Street, S.E.1.

ORDER FORM

As I am unable to call at your Showrooms, please send me full details of the

Please dispatch to me at once

Please fill in name of Kit. or Set in which you are interested.
Please state if you require particulars of our Easy Payment Term,

I enclose full Cash Payment of £

Name

£ a. a.

1 Wooden chassis and foil to speeiticatio0
I Ready Radio super -het choke .
1 Ready Radio reaction choke
2 Lissen iron -cored aerial Mils
.

irect Radio

13 valves plus rectifier). Will

music as loud as the original.
Ideal for dance -halls, restaur-

INQUIRY COUPON

£10 13 0
£12 13 0

ETHERDYNE

Recommended Accessories for the Etherdyne

ALL ELECTRIC

walnut cabinet, 1. VtlilleS extra

less cabinet)

(with valves
and cabinet)

1 Pertris 320 -volt ultra -capacity H.T. battery
I Pertrix 120 -volt standard H.T. battery
1 Pertrix 9 -volt grid -bias battery

DIRECT RADIO

Only 111 guineas in oak
cabinet.
In mahogany, limed oak or

(with valves

(Dust Cover for Twin Gong Condenser, 2/- extra.)

.

DIRECT RADIO 3 VALVE MAINS SET

valves

PARTS FOR THE

To DIRECT RADIO, LTD.,
159 Borough High Street, S.E.1.

Please state voltage required.

This order is sent on the strict understanding that if I return the goods supplied
in good condition within ten days you will refund my money in full.
Name

Address

Address

Amateur Wireless. 21110/3a.

Amateur Wireles.s,

2I/10/33
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First Experiments with the Cathode-ray Tube
This is the fourth of a series of articles explaining in 'the simplest possible manner the use of
the cathode-ray tube for television or other purposes
OW that the exciter unit has been

it is as.. well to start by
emphasising, the points ' to be
attended to if a-? long and satisfactory
A..Nbuilt,

service is to be had iron' the
cathode-ray tube.
(i) Always operate

tube at

As explained in the first artidt- of thi. the voltae drop across the condenser will
diner in phase from that 'across the
resistance. One potential will be zero at
in a straight line, the length of which- 1, the iiitant 55iien the other is at maximum.
series, if a low A.C. potential is applied to
one pair of deflectors, the beam will swine

."`a cordingly, if one pair of
deflector plates is connected
across the condenser, and .thd

the

otlwr

its raie,i Cathode
current. In some cases it

acrosa the resistance,

the potentials applied to the

been:running for some time.
This its all to- tie good, :aml

beam will appear as in Fig. 2.
At a certain tunic from the
commencement, one wave has
the value. shown by the dotted
line; And theother has a value

does notarise; the mi it i in ulli

bined effect of the two volt-

may, -be found that the currentt,-; may be slightly de-

creAed after the tube has

proviidt4fthaI loi, of focus .

similarly_ shown.

cathede iclirktit--,. should.
alwayls be aitnecl:at -. If for
some reason the tube cannot
is

com-

ages Will therefore be to move \the 'beaM over as shown.
Similar voltage values for

be got to focus at the rated
current, and the spot

The

different time intervals can be
measured, and if their result-

'

blurred in spite of adjust-

ant is plotted, it will be seen

that the beam will swing round
and round in a circle. To
photograph
shows
how
the
beam
deflector
is
connected
to
the
cautiously increased, but only
make . a true circle; the imcathode-ray
tube
a very little -5 per cent.,
pedancg of the condenser most
say. After running at the higher -Mu -rent determined by the A.C. volts applied. be equal:to the value of the resistance, or in
for a period it may be possible to reduce Under normal conditionS'about 3o-5ov, is symbols :
ment of anode volts'and bias,

the cathode current may be

sufficient fully to deflect the beam, but no
harm will be done if this is ;exceeded as
the beam will simply hit the deflector plates.

It will be more interesting,' however, to
produce a figure by applying two potentials

-

50.

-

2 71 f.0

a high -value resistance is usually ccinvenient

The circuit is shown 'assembled on a panel
in the photograph of Fig. 3. The resistance

has been made semi -variable so that the

u

SINE
Fig. 1.-A circuit of a simple beam deflector
to normal again, and this should always
be tried:

-

.Any value of R and c may_ be. chosen,
but since the :current taken is negligible,

WAVE FORM

voltage drop across it may be varied within
limits (Fig. 4). Referring to Fig.
if th2
resistance value is reduced the vcRage
across the vertical deflector plates will fail
and the figure Will alter to an ellipse having
its long axis in the horizontal plane.
Another interesting variation is the inclusion
of an L.F. choke in series with the condenser
to alter the phase between the two
Continued on page 722

(2) Don't use excessive anode volts.
For ordinary observations in a darkened
room, -Goo volts is usually ample, and
good results can be obtained on as low
as 400. Keep the 90o for television work
when an audience is present. " At the end

of last .week's article it was stated that
the' spot should not be left too long in
one place on the screen. .If this is done,
there is a possibility of burning the screen

material owing to the intense electron
bombardment, and a little brown patch Fig. Z.-How a true circle is formed by the
will appear where the beam has rested.

'
application of two sine waves
So after the tube has been switched on
and the preliminary focus obtained, to the plates and making them differ in Fig. 3.-Here is an under -panel view of a
switch it off again and proceed to rig up phase. If an A.C. voltage is applied to simple beam deflector of which the circuit
a simple circuit for deflecting the beam. a condenser and resistance in series (Fig. r)
and values are given by Fig. 4
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TELSEN
GANGED CONDENSERS
specified for the AW.

66

99

Illustration above shows the position occupied by the Telsen
Ganged Condensers in the built-up " Etherdyne Super."

EXPERT designer and home
constructor

alike

concur

in

their choice of Telsen Ganged
Condenser Units. A pressed steel
frame of exceptional rigidity entirely

obviates distortion, the rotor and stator

vanes being let into one-piece highpressure

die

castings

to

ensure

permanent accuracy of spacing. All
sections are very carefully matched by

means of split end vanes, individual.

trimmers compensating for differences
in stray capacities. (In the twin -gang
TELSEN COVER EVERY CONDENSER REQUIREMENT model, the front section carries a

variable trimmer operated by a knob
concentric with the main tuning control). Complete with disc drive,
escutcheon plate, pilot light holder,

el
TELSEN
TELSEN
VARIABLE
TRIPLE GANGED
CONDENSER
CONDENSER
17/6

horn 2/6

TELSEN
TUNING
CONDENSER

2/.

TELSEN
REACTION
CONDENSER

from 1/9

TELSEN

TELSEN

CONDENSER

CONDENSER

DIFFERENTIAL AERIAL SERIES
1/9 and 2/.

knob and two alternative tuning scales.
SINGLE CONDENSER UNIT
TWIN GANG CONDENSER

2/.

(dust cover 2/. extra).

7/6
12/6

TELSEN FOR EVERYTHING
IN
RADIO
ELECTRIC
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN

CO.,

LTD.,

You will Delp Yourself and Heir, Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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ri.n."rtel..nrvivvvi.evi.evIn.n..-vvvi...-vievi..-NrvvwnAeiAevFirst Experiments with the Cathode-ray Tube-Continued from page 720
from the output transformer of an ordinary
receiver. The set should be disconnected
2.5 MFD.
In 31 ii-tWae-flaT Ind the iiia7U-i5filiiiiTT
until 301,wIse trt in. gnie Aillistt orm of
howl in die sri*er w th , bikteproditt
,
beVt Fig.:
6,
on tic,Sorbet. ifft i
the ellip,Se is *de
so
li the: :best
swings well off il, ie sc

n,

'-.,:"

;-,,,,

j

i

To- obtain A staliwittry wtsve: trace, th
frequeialy of the howl will have to be
carefully adjusted to be an exact multiple
of 50 cycles. For example, 0 the howl
frequency is 1,000 cycles, twenty little
naves will appear round the ellipse. The
tub( can thus be used as a frequency meter,
provided that the waves; are not too
numerous to cause difficulty in counting.
If the frequeney is slightly different from

50,000
VAR,AB

0
10,00012

art

esst

multiple,. t,he wa,Ves:-will crawl
Fig. 6.-The wave form of a howl if the ellipse

Fig. 4.-The circuit and values of the beam
deflOctor shown by the photographs.
includes a variable resistance

potentials.

is widened so that it swings off the screen
way round the circular path will therefore

This

su=ing

The ellipse will then lie over .]

in and out as the sensitivity

altered, and the result will be as Fig. 7s -

at an angle to the vertical which

is

The voltage obtained from the ordinary

depend on the amount of inductance in

output transformer of the set should be

the circuit.
The simple resistance -capacity circuit of
Fig. I can be used as a time base on which

sufficient to produce a satisfactory 4eflec-

tions but if not, a 2

:

r

step-up may be

interposed in the cathode-ray H.T. circuit.
Relnember that the tranSfornier terminals
'On the tube side will be "live" with Ooov.,
and don't make adjustments when the tube

to observe waves of a higher frequency.

If a transformer is connected in series with
a lead to one of the vertical deflector plates
and a small A.C. voltage is applied, it will
is running !
have the effect of increasing or decreasing
Next week the construction of a linear
the 1- potential producing the elliptical Fig. 5.-The figure produced by connecting a turn' base will be described, which actually
deflection and will thus appear as a ripple transformer in series with one of the leads to is the seccnd step for using the tube for
on top of the elliptical trace (Fig. 5). A the vertical plates of Fig.: i and applying an television reception
low 'Voltage only is required (about so for
A.C. voltage

a trial value) and this could be obtained

round on the ellipse at a speed whiCh
depends on the " out f -step " of the
frequencies. This is a very pretty effect,
particularly if the direction of rotation is

varied by careful adjustment of the 'howl.
Sincethe superimposed waves arc all in
the vertical plane (but try them horizontally

by putting the transformer in the other

0

deflector plate circuit !) the end wave forms
will be so cramped as to be indistinguishable
if the path of the beans is a circle (see Fig. 5
again). To make them all appear uniform,

it is better to superimpose _them radially -4
M.T.
on the circle as in Fig. 7., This is done by TO
SUPPLY

SO 0 0

"injecting" the wave form in the H.T.

supply to the anode of the tube as shown
in the circuit of Fig. 8. The effect of the
Fig. 7.-A figure produced by superimposing
the wave form radially

A.C. voltage will be to increase or decrease
the anode voltage and thus alter the

sensitivity of the tube.

The beam on its

TO RECEIVER

Fig. 8.-How the wave form is injected in the
H.T. supply to the anode of the tube

Scanning with a Stationary Mirror Drum

UP to the present the mirror drum number of scanning
has provided the best solution of the lines may be emproblem of mechanical scanning for ployed, and that
television receivers, but it is obvious that the power to drive
it has certain limitations. For instance, the apparatus and
if a greatly increased number of scanning also that required
lines over the present thirty were used it for synchronising
would be inconvenient, if not impracticable,
for this would mean increasing the number

are the minimum.

tion it is obvious that any reasonable

(Cont. on page 7241

Another advantage
of the mirrors and therefore the size of the is that once the
drum, so that more power would be mirrors of the renecessary to drive it and there would be versed drum are set
difficulty in synchronising because of the accurately in posiincreased weight.
tion there is no
Mihaly has got over these troubles in a likelihood of them
very ingenious way. He uses a stationary getting out of admirror drum with all the mirrors facing justment.
inwards, and the only moving part that is
The apparatus as
necessary is a small light plane mirror in conStructecloat
the centre of these. With this construc- present is only

The new

Mihaly re-

ceiver with

the stationary

mirror
drum
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W RELEASED

G.E.C. Superhet 8
FOR A.C. MAINS

The G.E.C. Superhet 8 embodies the most modern development in radio
technique. Range, selectivity, and quality of response are of the highest
order, while delayed automatic volume control and " noise suppression" give
an entirely new interpretation of radio enjoyment. Luminous station -by -name
tuning; oversize energised moving coil speaker; tone control ; loud -speaker
silencing key ; internal aerial; pick-up jack; pro vision for external speaker. Modern cabinet in
richly figured walnut.

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS: Deposit

£1 17 6 and 12 monthly payments of £1 17 6.

21

GNS.

Including OSRAM VALVES

G.E.C. Superhet 8 for A.C. Mains, CONSOLE MODEL. Price, including OSRAM VALVES,
24 Guineas. HIRE PURCHASE TERMS: Deposit £2 2 0 and 12 monthly payments of a 2 0.

G.E.C. Superhet 6, BATTERY MODEL-with moving coil loud speaker, Class " B" output

RADIO

and embodying all modern features. Cabinet finished in highly polished figured walnut. Price,
complete with batteries and including OSRAM VALVES, £14 17 6. FORE PURCHASE TERMS :
Deposit 11 5 6 and 12 monthly payments of L1 5 6.

WRITE FOR FOLDER BC.6671

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Radio Dealers

The sets with the his name behind them
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Head Office & Public Showrooms, Magnet House,Kingsway, London, IV .C.2
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Scanning- with a Stationary Mirror Drum-Continued from page 722
r second. Its disadvantages are
aon tg, but it there will be no reflection, but the time is pictu
o ont
-to the number of reflections
cl a thatft note ' adapted-, so brief that there is no appreciable loss. tha
amount of light loss, and
rtical c n'ling $+'tltg le inodifica-" Another feature of the Mihaly receiver is thelse
in tle,SVq jn ceinsi raw how the that as the rotating mirror is silvered on that in some positions of the plane mirror
Mihaly receiver works it is necessary to both:40es it need only rotate at half the the angle of .teflection is very acute with a
clvan,fiffirlinalsriniithq-rfirst *ace that the speed that would be required for a mirror slight resulting loss of defiriltiogat the
.rotating mirror is,s4Vorak 00 both side, drum projecting the same number of edges of the picture.

,.

A Novel Kerr Cell

ELEVIS1ON components allow of a Manchester. These demonstrations
considerable amount of ingenuity in attracted a large amount of attention and
their construction, and quite a variety proved what excellent results are possible
of articles can be pressed into service. An with amateur -constructed apparatus.
example of this is the novel Kerr cell
mad&by:g:teader of "A.W.- Examination

T.

of the photogSaPh will show that this has
been made out`*a bakelite condenser cave

A diagram showing the 'working principle
of the Mihaly receiver

from which the coritieaSetbayeMp

Both sides of the ca46c: ''
:gr
arid _that whatever is the angle of incidence with a circular hole a'
is
of the light, the angle of reflection will be are four small holes in eac zside of tt case
the 'gairie. The diagram will iriate4;''the to take the small screws whiCh by,ineans of

'

working principle clear. The modulated brass washers and nuts clamp- -the glass
beam of light a from either a neon lamp A, windows to the case. Microscope cover
or a Kerr cell, is in the first place caused laspee,\144;ttaAah/e ft hip any .,optielaig, ark-ulTabe
to pass under the circle of mirrors, and it is
for tte windows, sdine soft
fec,used by -means of a lens c on to the packing materialr--.:such as wafer 'cork

bottom part of the plane mirror in the being intttlio.4.d to male a liquid -tight
centre. Owing 'to the angle at which it joint. The cover can be a piece of fibre

strikes this mirror it is reflected back on to or ebonite, and the Oectrode '§ystem: is
the mirrors forming the circular reversed supported 1).\ this, .a hole being provided
drum which again reflect it on to the centre (and fitted w it'll a cor10 so that the- nitro mirror but this time at the top. From 'this benzoic .can -be introduced.
mirror it passes through a lens as which
This cell gives excellent results, and
projects it on to the screen.
actually it is the tyPe thatiwas used in the -

There are, of course, two positions in television'clemoitstrations' which were given

,each revolution of the centre mirror where at the recent Wireless Exhibition in

The novel Kerr cell made by Mr. A. Kay
of Rochdale

ETHERDYNE

MAN-MADE STATIC
SUPPRESSED
Mains

BELLING -LEE AGAIN SPECIFIED

IN "AMATEUR WIRELESS" BOOM SET

Disturbance
Suppressor
Will not cut out

Belling -Lee Radio Connections have a promin-

Atmospherics

ent place in the author's .specilication of parts
reqUired for the
Etherdyne.
The
best plugs have

No. 1028
,

the form of ten
Midget type let-

tered HT+ ,HT+

Midget:
Wanderplug
1019 ... 2d.

1/-

Spare Fuse 1053 6d.

We show a Belling -Lee Wanderfuse,
which is generally fitted to the H.T.lead and plugs into the H.T. battery.
A fuse so fitted is essential for the protection of valves, in event of overload,
e.g., as caused by a shoit.

been called for in

HT+2, HT+3,
HT-,
GB -2, GB -3,

-

SPECIAL NOTE

GB+, GB+ ; also Sprint Grip
two Belling -Lee TSpade1

Spring Grip Spade 102e5 m..in. 2d.
n 0.1 s LT+,
Termini's;
LT-, and one Wanderfuse.
The Midget Wanderplug .has three prongs of
hard -drawn segmental wire, which are nearly
indestructible; they are so resilient that they
can adjust themselves to make perfect contact
in battery sockets of varying diameters and,
once, in-, they stay put.
The Wanderfuse needs little introduttioit'; it
is the most economical means of protecting the
valves by fuses and the easiest to fit.
Al Belling -Lee Radio Connections mentioned
in the article may be loaded with flex without
the, use of tools, And in such. a manner .that
conductor rubber and fray are securely gripped
'

to ensure an, efficient -and permanent con -

In his description the

author of the Etherdyne

stresses the importance of
fitting an -Anode Connec-

the possibility.of.the H.T.
lead to the valve becoming loose and earthing on
metal, screaming with
disastrous results. The
illustration shows the'
most popular Belling -Lee

turbances

which

are

carried by the lighting

mains to every room in
your home. To suppress these, it is necessary to stop them either
at their source or where
the mains come into
your house, i.e., by the

SEND
FOR

FREE
BOOKLET

List No. 1118- 10/6

model.

=

sizzling noises in your
receiver are H.F. dis-

meter -board.
The -Belling Lee Suppressor is designed in
accordance with Post
Office
recommendations.

tor as protection against

NO. 1030

per cent. of the
crackling, buzzing, and
90

Name

441

A SUGGESTION

If you don't mind, spend -Mg an extra shilling

Address....... ....... ..... .......

on your Etherdyne, equip it with the most
widely specified Terminals in the industry;
Belling -Lee R type, at 3d. each.

Indications

required, A, E, LS+, LS-, and two Belling Lee Terminal MouritS at 6d. each.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMSRIDCE APTRiAL ROAD, 51111510,

I

1
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
LOL FG EE R

For every eleven shillings you pay

for a Hi -Life battery you get 416
worth free -50.2% longer life. This
figure is the result of an impartial test
bya famous British set-maker,a test that
has proved that only the Hi -Life battery

can give you this extra life. No other
battery can equal this performance, no
other manufacturer has the experience of
more than 40 years battery manufacture.
The new Hi -Life batteries are the latest

addition to the Hellesen range. They
have set a new standard of battery
performance and they sell at a price
competitive with any other quality battery.

BRITISH MADE BY BRITISH LABOUR

Hellesens

HI
-LIFE
Limited,
Morden

Road,

BATTERY
Wimbledon,
London,

S.W.19,

APOLOGY

Arks

You may be disappointed by a little delay in obtaining your AvoMinor,
but we ask your indulgence. It is entirely due to the overwhelming

rush of orders for the first accurate combination testing instrument
that has ever been put on the market at a reasonable price.
We anticipated, and made provision for, an exceptional demand
but the success of the AvoMinor has surpassed our highest expectations.

Orders are being filled in strict rotation, whilst energetic measures
are being adopted to increase production.

We would like to point out that, as the whole world has waited
so long for an instrument capable of accurately carrying out so
many tests as the AvoMinor, it is surely better to wait a little longer
for the perfect, than to purchase a less reliable product.

TRADE MARK

gives you the testing facilities of the most expert technical
engineer. It is an ACCURATE moving coil combination
Ming instrument giving ten different rang of readings
in milliamps, volts and ohms. It tests everythesin g. It means

Complete its handsome
rase ivith pair of leads
soil interchangeable
tocodile clips and
testing prods.

1

quick, accurate, easy, detection of .every possible fault. No
other similar instrument makes so many tests With such
accuracy. Ask your dealer about the AvoMinor, or write
direct for descriptive literature.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD., Winder House, Douglas St., London, S.W. I

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order

Deferred Terms if
desired

Phone : Victoria 3405-7
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am motte than satisfied and shall not scrap the
irr.9f the strper-hets. It's a

Listeners'
A ONE -VALVE RFC

eo s,

THE 1VIASC T SET

D?

SI l-34-44.0orpitt in AMATEUR WI*E1)S*
s jki telt re ,...4*-KJ W. I1 's
' J. WV o
I take' a little oo valuable Mascot,
I fA.,el I must write aulJiegrtilkendiirse
ifitne and spaue.. 1 Atli sure- VI °Bowing
his i-: aterrOts. As he st tiii, volume anal tone
be of interest to your leaders f.
ec on,. taco I..E. set.
4
lily set is not very selective ( .ondon spreads
to scores of times on
,to 20 degrees on tin- dial). I have logged titt
f tpdech, end have a
rivr thirty -Ave stations. 1 have verified the one and c
onf,r kb. are receivable
reciiirtion of two medium -wave American log of f y-sev
thy Editor, AMATE1 R Al IRE

S'

I

1

eile.

stations, a third being unidentified. WGV ate

n station last
m
r,,,
was "received on June 24 Iii broad daylight.
about z -, a.m.. which,
not very exceptional, belt con- Sunda,, tti in
A11 this
ndon Regional
sider the circumstances. My set is an ordinary although it was not at
strength, was plainly audible. But in modernstraightfOrWard one -'tamper.
Incidentally, the basic circuit is that of your isirig the set, there -I do not agree with your
wonderful B.B.C. One-valver. A leg -up- for correspondent, as I filid selectivity much
bettei'Ahan
on some well-known first-class
you! A record for Me ?
.
1 eceivers
4 hat I have heard. Well anyway I
I wonder,if any reader can beat this?:
11. W. EVANS.
Tufnell Park, N.7.
!

Another Free Gift Next

THREE -VALVE SUPER WANTED

have read your "Experimenters"

Week !

page; in AMATEUR WIRELESS With great

enjoyment and have noticed that they are
Gordian 7i not .

I wondcr if I can provoke them into producing a thee -valve super -het- for A.C. mains'
I believe this has been done on the Continent.

two colours. This will prove indispensable to
evy keeit listener.

Stroud Road, Glocdtester. H. EIDISON Fox.
[En. Notri;,-We will certainly,try, to "proL

Another point to note about the next issue
is that a full-size blueprint of the underside
of the F.thertlyne chassis will appear on the

yoke" those " Experimenters" as requested

inside ecevers.

IR,-I hope you will soon be able to go fOr,
ward with the Battery Super 3 set. It seenis
obvious from the "Experimenters" article in a

.

_

Tell all your friends about these two special
gifts

and order a

copy

of

AMATEUR

,yVITZELESS from your newsagent in advance
if you want to make certain of getting Otte !

recent issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS" that a new

type two -in -one valve is much needed.
W. H. MEAn.
Bow, E.3.

first
you

'

Therm ii

tints.
ER 'S THANKM

introduced

recently

t, ry
Recently Thermion wanted
jogged v r the name of an obsolete valve. What

stout thit "Myers"? I think that was the
one he had in mind.
By the way, I am in a position most
decidedly to support him re backless receivers.

Dust does get in-chassis built or not.
May I say I obtain more enjoyment from

your paper than any other; and especially

read the test reports, which really are "test,"

as you always give inductance, impedaneeiand
suchlike, very useful indeed when comparing
components.
E. WALTER:
Cathcart, Glasgow.

AMERICANS IN DAYLIGHT
I have been getting of American broad-

casters from when I rise, at 6 a.m., until I
leave for work at 7 a.m., and sometimes at
7.3o a.m, they have been loading the lOudspeaker.

The stations I received were all but one

above 25o metres, and one that I had no time

to identify about 47o metres. WCAU and

\VABC came in very loud, and several betWeen
London National and Midland Regional.
The receiver I used was a six-valye class -B
super -het, using a Westector -as a second
detector.. I would like to know if any others

of your readers try for the Ainericahs_on
medium waves in broad daylight.
TunSta.11; Stoke-on-Trent.

.

F. BfioAn.

ETHERDYNE
COMBINED VOLUME CONTROL

and

3 -POINT SWITCH

ENTRUSTED TO SOVEREIGN ALONE
In their greatest masterpiece of Radio Construction, the designers of
the ETHERDYNE have chosen SOVEREIGN to serve a key position

in this wonderful circuit.
But if the QUALITY alone is sufficient
recommendation for inclusion of the Sovereign Combined Volume
Control and 3 -point Switch in this set, how much greater is its
value when you consider the price. Here is a soundly constructed
component, both electrically and mechanically perfect that you can
rely on completely-ecause it is made by Sovereign and backed
by "A.W." Use Sovereign wherever you can when building your
ETHERDYNE, there is a wide range of suitable components.
Combined 50,000 ohms, Volume Control

3 -point on -off Toggle Switch as
Volume
specified for the Etherdyne.
Control incorporates potent spring diaand
accurately
set
arm
phragm contact
to operate switch.
Complete with
and

pointer -knob

cases of difficulty, send
direct 'together with your
In

ft

N
1111111111111114111N1111)

also
specified
I

SOVEREIGN PRESET

CONDENSER (Type.).

.0003 mfd.) famous in all

important sets.

Its inclu-

in this set is further
guarantee of Sover- 113
sion

sign quality.

I

usual

Dealer's

name

and

address; also for Free Components Catalogue to --

ij

stuff is the most inte est* and,

-they more
Experimentor

secondly,

r

the
-:reader since
is the first letter I have sent
trout the Usual to isica1 aata,

I would like to remark on the reception

Int-holed 131 every copy of next week's
AtaT:11s WIttELESS there will be a large.
size station - identificatien chart, printed in

easily Ficii-oked to settle down and untie the

A
vIt

,oiiti et

2 Sovereign Terminal
Blocks, useful adjuncts to
every Set.
Each,

6c1

SOVEREIGN- PRODUCTS, LTD_ Sovereign House, 57 James St., Camden Town, London, N.W.I

.
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e mat"' WiretT

From
every
point

THE

NEW J.B.
LINATUNE

of view
Prices (with cover).2-,gang, as illustrated,
2216

27;6

3 -gang

Whatever the circuit, the experienced constructor will always
choose " J.B." For tuning iron cored coils, in particular, the

accurate matching found in J.B.
Gangs becomes imperative ; and
the mechanical rigidity of " J.B."
ensures the permanence of this matching.

Illustrated is the new J.B. LINATUNE with cne trimmer paneloperated by a knob concentric with
the Main tuning control. It is fitted
with the new J.B. Straight -Line Dial,
the whole scale being always on view
and illuminated by a lamp -holder
which travels with the cursor.

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Adel. of Joeson Bros. (London) Ltd., 72, St. Thomas' St., London, S.E.1.

Telephone: Bop 1837

CONVERT YOUR SET INTO

ALL WAVE

AN

the Alpha ledds
The R. & A. ' Alpha ' Reproducer, to quote "The

SET

Wireless World," " is a distinct advance in the reliability
of M.C. Units."

With ordinary speakers, chassis distortion or damage
affects the diaphragm, and may cause the speech coil
to foul the gap.

only

for

In the ' Alpha,' the unique and patented method of
mounting the diaphragm independently of the chassis
ensures complete freedom from the effects of chassis
distortion.

All wavelengths

from

14.5

to

metres
covered by this
British General

2,000

All -wave Tuner.

Diaphragm and speech coil are mounted to a pressed
steel member which is secured to the centre pole piece
of the magnet by a single nut. Accurate centring of
the speech coil in the gap is thus assured, resulting in
permanent and trouble -free operation.

Free wiring

diagrams,showing how you
can build or
convert your
set,
supplied

Free. State
circuit when
ordering.

Two models are available, viz., STANDARD, with 6 -ratio
Transformer, and

MODEL " B," with Universal Transformer for Class B
operation.

526

Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and write us for a copy
of new 1934 leaflet.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS LTD., WOLVERI-PAMPTON

From all dealers or direct from the manufacturers-

BRITISH

ENERAL

ALPHA

PM.MOVING COIL REPRODUCER DE -LUXE

MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., BROCKLEY WORKS, LONDON, S.E.4
303

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

-o dens

IMPO
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-

and the other directional, for the
selection of particular sounds.

A Non -directional

poses,

An adjustable tone corrector for pick-ups

Loud -speaker

was another gadget of interest. On the panel

are two knobs; the one on the leftfhand side
turned adjusts the ainphtudetpf correct.
By a Special Correspondent when
lion, the one on the right shifts the position
the peak absorption. , The price of the
ISPENT an interesting afternoon at the of
I littents and Inventions Exhibition at standard model is is 'OS..
Further details of any 61 these exhibits can
Central Hall, Westminster, inspecting the
obtained from Voigt Patents, Limited,
various radio inventions. One of the most be
interesting exhibits, from a technical point of The Courts, Silverdale, London, S.E. 26.
view, was the Voigt stand, on which they had
some remarkable looking apparatus producing
very pleasant music.
One exhibit was a household loud -speaker

of each valve to the lowest possible amount
on4istent with the results it was de -Sired to
e.chleve.

In the output stage, for example, we have

introduced a new economiser scheme already

succeSsfully tried out in other sets.

This

system has 'the effect of class ,B or ( ).P.P., in
that it reduces the anode ctmhen of the

pentode valve to a very low value mien the

signal is itself low in amplitude. As the signal
increases so the system automatically reduces

the grid bias and permits a greater current

How the Etherdyne Super Brings You
Better Radio

for use in large rooms and for use in small

type, such 'as we recommend for the
Etherdyne. In this set we have. 4yren very
full precautiotis to keep down the anode current

variation.
On an evening's programme the result is an

Continued from page 705

cinemas where there is little or no room behind
Although selectivity and sensitivity are,
the screen.
One of the advantages of this loud -speaker of course, paramount attributes of any super -

appreciable saving of the battery current.
If also the volume control is judiciously reduced

when listening to the stronger signals the

drain is quite surprisingly small; and
is that you get equal strength in all directions het, there are other things not much less overall
at a given distance. It is also claimed to give, important. For instance, there is the question a double -capacity battery will last a lon..time.
for a given input, four times as much output of running cost. Can a super -het be run
How andWhy of Success
economically from batteries?
A natural
as a baffle -type moving -coil loud -speaker.
Such, then, is the "how and why " of the
question, and one that we are not afraid to
Etherdyne's success. In its finished fdfm,
answer in relation to the Etherdyne.
Matching the Furniture
Of course, with five valves you must expect as a wooden -chassis set of simple layout,
Delving into the inside of the loud -speaker
appreciable milliampere current consump- it cannot fail to appeal to you.
one sees a concrete block in the bend of the an
We want you to believe that in building the
But you need not expect an undue
horn acting as a reflector plate. A second tion.
you will be opening up a royal way
reflectOr plate at the top of the cabinet is drain on a J battery of the double -capacity Etherdyne
to reception pleasure. Never since we began
shaped to reflect the sound waves evenly
designing sets for the constructor have we
through' the five grilles. This loud -speaker
been so really sure of having produced a
measures approximately 5 ft. high by 4 ft.
inner."
Another Free Gift Next " wThe
wide by 2 ft. deep. It can be supplied in any
Etherdyne Super does not depend fcr its
casework to match any furnishing scheme.

Week !

Another loud -speaker of the moving -coil horn

type was absolutely waterproof. 'Yet another
loud -speaker consisted of four moving -coil

units attached to a single horn. This is for
use in cinemas, large dance halls or for
public-address work, and is capable of handling

an undistorted output of 4o watts.
I also noticed two microphones; one was
non -directional, being used for general pur-

Included

in every copy of next

week's AMATEUR WIRELESS there will

be a large -size station identification
chart, printed in two colours. This
will prove indispensable to every
listener. Tell your friends about it !

success en ephemeral claims. Its performance
is its recommendation.
On that performance, as tested and re -tested
by ourselves and entirely unbiased critics, we

rest serene-content to let you judge this
effort for yourself.
We await your verdict with smiling hearts,
for we know beforehand what it is going to be :

Guilty-of producing a "super" set among
super-hets !

° THERE'S A TUNGSRAM VALVE FOR EVERY RADIO
NEED

° TUNGSRAM'S VIVID TONE PUTS NEW LIFE

INTO

OLD SETS

FULL RANGE OF UNIVERSAL

° IF
I

got

YOU'VE

A

A.C./D.C.

RADIO PROBLEM, WM DIA

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT AND THEY WILL

but
you to grin, wasn't
YOU GLADLY
that
Im a
for
valve

SPEAKS

'HE sllOOS.SOTE

whether
with a
"' S alright
night!"
on't know
up

HELP

txti.S FROA,

I
mixed
or a stormy
Now
Tungsram
whistle,

violins'

VALKS

penny

oks\
\woo°

TUNICSRAM

BARIUM VALVES

Advt. of Tungsram Electric Lamp Works (9t. Britain) Ltd.,72 Oxford St., Wa
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Clatuteur Nruete..m,

CHOSEN

NEW DESIGNS

FOR ITS MUSICAL QUALITY
Everything that a perfect

AND EXTREME

INCREASED OUTPUTS

pick-up should be, because

it is designed on the best

SENSITIVITY

musical as well as the best
electrical principles.

NO INCREASE IN PRICE

FOR THE QUALITY SET

MARK IV PICK-UP
Dearer, perhaps, but the difference in cost is lost
in

the amazing QUALITY performance of this

outstanding pick-up. To ears long accustomed to

electrical reproduction it brings a new thrill; to
the most critical it brings true satisfaction. Here

COMBINED TONE AND

a pick-up designed from the very beginning to
achieve perfection, and in gaining its object, the
BOWYER-LOWE MARK IV PICK-UP has wcn
unstinted praise everywhere. This is the pick-up
to use if you value QUALITY.
is

VOLUME CONTROL
affords separate and perfect adjustment of volume and tone. Is indispensable to users of Bowyer -Lowe
and all

pick-ups.

In

Matched Response Pick-

bakelite case.

up (rotating head) with
swivel arm on ball bearings, base and support.

Connects in an instant.

10/ -

421 -

In Florentine bronze and
brown Bakelite to match

Pick -ups from 19/6. Send for Lists.

In cases of difficulty scud direct with Itallte of your usual Dealer.

BOWYERADWE & A.E.O. LTD., DIAMOND WORKS, BRIGHTON

\

'LDER
:41-4;
r'

S

I

,

,

,

No wonder the Author
specifies ATLAS for the
ETHERDYNE SUPER
The new "ATLAS" Units, for supplying H.T., or
H.T. and L.T. from the Mains, now give you even

7.,,,o

ONP,k.CT S

More and better radio for less than a shilling a year.
New designs, increased outputs, improved smoothing

and regulation-for "Q.P.P." and "CLASS B"-

R \BETT'ERIRAD,10

without any increase in price, make "ATLAS" Units
supreme for the "ETHERDYNE SUPER" and every
other battery set.
Follow the experts' choice and insist on "ATLAS" or
ask your dealer-he knows.

po,

ei

Soldered contacts give

the best results

it

Do your Soldering electrically.

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IS

TRADE

SOLON

MARK.

Patent No. 243928

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (54;cr), Ltd., Atlas Works, Patricroft,
Manchester.

Obtainable from Leading Stores, Radio
Dealers, Electricians, Ironmongers, etc.

I/6

39'6 Cash, or 10/- down.

H. CLARKE & Co. (111/CR), Ltd., PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER.
London Office Bush House, W.C.2.

FOR ALL STANDARD VOLTAGES
A

90/- Cash, or 10/- down.

tiASK YOUR DEALER - HE KNOWS

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON

PRODUCT

120v. or 150v. Trickle Charger
2v. at 0.5 amps. Westinghouse

AT
L
MAINS UNITS MIAS)

No jobs spoiled through bit cooling off
15 hours use for 1 ,m3

ECONOMICAL.

i

(Min., Med. and Max.), 120v.
and 150v. Output 25 m/A at

GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS

CLEAN. No flame-hence no dirt
EFFICIENT. Constant heat maintained in the bit
RELIABLE.

MODEL D.C.15/25B.
Tappings
For D.C. Mains.
00/80v. (MM. and Max.). 50/90v.
(MM., Med. and Max.), and
120/150v. Alternative outputs
15 or 25 m/A at 150v.

Rectifiers.

Switch on -ready in four minutes*''

SPEEDY.

MODEL T.25.

For A.C. Mains.
Tappings
60/80v. (Min. and Max.). 50/90v.

Please send me full details of the new "ATLAS" Units.

NAME

Write to makers for FREE BOOKLET
W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO., LTD.
DEPT, 1.1112, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1

ADDRESS
(20/4)
I -

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."

Ep 4

attur Wuetts1
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Notes and Jottings

"ray" was deflected on to a selenium cell,

which, in turn, operated a relay.toth,rmv open
the main doors.
'

A correspondent informs us
at on a
STE PHEN DE LAZLO, B.A., managing
In our issue of October 7 we mentioned that
director of the High Vacuum Valve Co., a late news Milletin is broadcast every night recent Sunday he' picked up a t nsmission
Ltd., will lecture on "Technique in Valve from Radio Normandie, better known-% as from Holland on or around 245 metres. This
Manufacture" at a meeting of the Radio Fecamp, at 12.15 a.m. We have been informed is somewhat remarkable-although not neces,Society of Great Britain to be held at the by the International Broadcasting Co., Ltd., sarily impossible-as the only station which
Institute of Electrical Engineers on October zo. that the bulletin is given at 12.5 a.m.
A short film demonstrating the key processes
will be shown. Mr. Lazio will deal with probIf you go to Denmark you will learn that
lems of bulb evacuation and also the principles young people's dances are given M the studio
of filament emission.
at Copenhagen once a month from 9 p.m. to
e
a.m. For the first two hours music is provided
We have received a copy of the latest by the Wireless Orchestra and during the rest

could be held responsible for7the-btoadcast is
that of Bloemendaal on 24.5;9 ,mares (1,22o

are several features that will interest listeners. Broadcasting House

relays a sacred service from the local church.

kilocycles).

It is situated in a suburb of Haarlem, roughly

four miles from the Dutch coast and about
twelve miles west of Amsterdam. It is
probably the least worked station in Europe,
edition of The Handbook of the Wireless League, of the time music is relayed to the dancers inasmuch as it limits itself to two transmisthe head office of which is at 12 Grosvenor from three restaurants in the city,. Why not sions, both on Sundays, namely, at 9.4o a.m.
Crescent, S.W.r. In the handbook (price 6d.) dances on the same line in the Concert Hall at and at 4.4o p.m. B.S.T.; in each instance it

The aims and benefits derived from the

League are explained and there are several
The opening of the recent Chicago ExhibiWithout Fear or Favour
interesting articles on topics that affect the tion was marked by a distinctly ingenious
Continued from page 703
listener.
scheme. Thirty years previously an exhibition had been held in the same city to com- impossible to get past the power of Sir Henry's
A short-wave station is being erected to memorate the four hundredth anniversary of personality.
provide the new station at Vads6, in the far the landing of Columbus, and the idea was to
The Proms are his, and they are thoroughly
north of Norway, with programmes from the link the two shows together. Some astronom- English. We can all afford to congratulate
Oslo studios. The new Vadsci station has been ically -inclined person calculated that a ray of him on the great work he has done for London
erected to provide a good radio service light leaving the star Arcturus at the time the And its music, and to wish him many happy
to the population, scattered in the North first show closed down would reach the earth returns of the Last Prom of the Season.
Norwegian districts. Its power will be ro just as the new show was due to open.
kilowatts.
After having made a bad beginning with the
A telescope was accordingly levelled at the
star, and at the right second the trapped Bach Cantatas, it was refreshinvb to hear one

On Thursday, November 2, the go-ahead

Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society are

A FREE GIFT I

heading of "Music from the Air." The demonstration will include a recital of music played

issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS there will

arranging a unique demonstration under the

by Martin Taubman on the new valve electronic musical instrument. He will be accompanied by Percy Kahn. A few seats are available to "A.W." readers and early application,
enclosing a stamped -addressed envelope, is
essential.

Included in every copy of our next

be a large -size station identification
chart, printed in two colours. This will prove indispensable to every
listener. Tell all your friends about
this special gift.

of the best-Sleepers, Wake !-done so well.
Dorothy Silk sounded to me as though she

stood a foot or so too far back from the
microphone. In the duet she was slightly
smothered. Otherwise a very good rendering,
all the soloists being really good.

America is calling again on November 56

and 57.

I guess some of you guys won't know

your own language by the time they are
through with it.

The ONLY Pick-up Specified for the
"A. W." ETHERDYNE
is

BRITISH RADIOPHONE

THE British Radiophone Pick-up is a worthy representative of
a famous range of components and embodies many refinements which are the outcome of careful research. This combined

Pick-up, Tone Arm and Volume Control reproduces recorded
voice and music with the utmost fidelity-giving clarity to each
syllable of speech and bringing out all the rich variations of
orchestral and instrumental music. The Radiophone Pick-up

enables you to get real music from your records.-As specified for
the " A.W." Etherdyne, standard model, mottled brown finish,
type 645. Price 30/-.

Obtainable also in the
following finishes for
an additional ,charge
of 1/-. Old Gold, Oxidised Silver, Oxidised
Copper and Bronze.

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TO:

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD., ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2
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Postcard Radio

E DESIGNERS
KNOW!

Literature
Here" Observer" reviews the latest booklets and
folders
by well-known manufacturers. .1j
copies, of any or all of them FREE OF
CTIA 'E,juSt send a postcard giving the itulev
float
Of the catalogues required (shown at
she end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio

Literature," AMATEUR WIRELESS, $8161
Fetter -Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" Will see that
write your name and address in block letter;.

you get all the literature you desire. Mass

The Lancastria Super -het
IWAS particularly interested to read about
the latest range of Ferranti super -bets in

their new set catalogue. Of particular interest
is the Lancastria, a consolette set. Moderately

priced, an attractive burr -walnut cabinet, a
well -designed super -het circuit with an output
of 2.5 watts, are just some of its fine features.
Ferranti make extension loud -speakers for all
their sets.
70

Pots and Switches by Kabi
All kinds and types of potentiometers and

switches are described in an eight -page folder

have received about Kabi components.
There is a particularly interesting range of
midget components that will interest those
I

constructors who may feel inclined to try their
hand at the new style of "compressed" sets.

71

Blue Spot's Latest
When one thinks about loud -speakers,
somehow or other the name of Blue Spot
always comes to mind. I have just found
a copy of the latest catalogue, a comprehensive affair.
moving -coil

and

All types of loud -speaker,
balanced -armature,

and

pick-ups are fully described. A copy of this
publication should certainly be amongst your

A superlative speaker accurately matched to the

An Instrument for Everyone

The new Avominor is capable of doing nine set is better than a good speaker approximately
measuring jobs. In milliamperes o to 6, 3o
Brilliance, attack and sensitivity
and zo ; volts from o to 6, izo and Soo; and matched.
ohms from o to io,000, 6o,000 and 1,200,000. depend largely on magnet, speech coil, and cone

The meter is supplied in a neat case with
ought to go under the heading of radio

Even balance of reproduction depends
bargains.
73 on the matching. That is why the W.B.
" Microlode " is specified for the "Ether Atlas and Mains Units
Some little time back I commented on dyne Super." That is why designers of nearly
Atlas' all -colour catalogue of their range of
sets. Nov comes a neat little twelve -page every important constructor set this year have
coknrr booklet about their mains units. Here specified the " Microlode." Hear one at
they give full details and nice pictures of their
range, which can be obtained for A.C. and D.C. your dealer's and realise the difference. Meanmains with a wide assortment of outputs.
There is some useful information on how to while, write for the new. W.B. folder.
testing prods and leads. Really I think this design.

use them.

74

Modern, Distinctive and Elegant
A rather welcome surprise in the form of a

MICROLODE'

TYPE

Peto-Scott cabinet list arrived on my desk
this morning. Uptil that. moment, I did not

PM 4a 42/-

types of cabinet. Models for this set and
models for that, radiograms, some complete

With the new " Microlode " feature and the

realise that this famous kit firm made so many
with -pick-up and motors and all of them very
I recommend these
tastefully designed.
" boxeS- to all constructors. They will give
that finishing touch to your outfit,
75

Belling -Lee's Latest

PM 6 32/6

famous " Mansfield " Magnetic system.

"MICROCODE"

The new Belling -Lee. catalogue is one of the
most interesting this firm has produced. There
Regd. Trade Mark
are twepty-four pages- really crammed full of
interesting information. There are five pages
about theraiage of pick-ups, some very handy
and practical news about electrical interference
III
IIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIII
and, of course, pages of news about the fa:nious
. Belling -Lee range of connections, - You should
76 Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd., Dept. A, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
all get a copy of this.

MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS

1111111111

04,00403
Oft

low

-3(
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to men who

Potted Biographies -7

S. P. B. Mais

Want careers

in

ADIO

L.A.!

CLIX

get right is the correct prommeiatiott,of
his name. it is pronounced Na.y, not
Mayss
if you want it all spread out it

" ETHERDYNE
SUPER"

good Devonian.
He -will tell yon.-Iiis. fatbef did him a goOd

The designer has chosen

amounts to Stuart Petro Brod'e Mais and
according to him, the surname is perfectly

and you require these
CLIX CHASSIS MOUNTING

turn in choosing such initials, as everyone
seems to be able to remember the correct
order of them. He is generally known at

Lem

T

Specified for the

THE first -Ailing about him: you had better

VALVEHOLDERS

Broadcasting House as S. P. B.
Air. Mais says that, in common with many
country parsons sons, be devoted most of his
time at Oxford to athletics. He hoped to get

1

/10miki...immumur

Ma /.

his Blue for cricket, or else for rugger, but

they- gave him a half -Blue for running. He
seems to have fallen down twice in a run of
three irides, but eventually secured a full Bine
for a cross-country run.

STANDARD TYPE
4, Four -Pm

8d. each

.,AIRSPRUNG"TYPE
I. F.ve-Pm

1/3

-

Clix New Atrsprung"
A nti-mic rophonk Valve -

In the sign language
of the
Broadcasting Room

holder is designed to-

-Damp cut actual physical shccks to the valve.

this symbol means

-Insulate the valve from consistent vibration
set up by the transformer on the chassis.

"Announcement."

-Counteract and absorb the air pulsations set
up by the increased acoustic cutput of modern

1
"A MATTER OF CONNECTION"
receivers.

The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase of
radio work, from the requirements of the youth
who wishes to make wireless engineering his

Clix New Folder -A" gives details of over 30 Components for
Perfect Contact. Write for a copy now.

career to the man who wants to construct and
maintain a broadcasting set for his home.

The Radio industry is progressing with amazing
rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly the

ol!1*.1=1111/:.74..1.1-744(41lillfitii
LEC-1120 LIN X LTD., 79a Rochester Row. 5.11-.1

basic principles can pace be kept with it. Our
instruction includeS American broadcasting as
well as -British- wireless practice. It is a modern
education, covering every department of the
industry.

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS

OUR COURSES

S. G. BROWN'S BATTERY SUPERSEDER
makes H.T. Irons your L.T. 2 -volt battery
rectified and smoothed.
3 tappings. A

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses dealing
with the Installing of radio sets and, in particular,

with their Servicing, which to -day intimately

S. P. B. Mais at the microphone in a B.B.C.

concerns every wireless dealer and his employees.
The Operating Course is vital to mastery of
operating and transmitting.

.

.

There is also a Course for the Wireless Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the art of
salesmanship,' provides that knowledge 'Which
enables the salesman to hold his own with the
most technical of his customers.
We will be pleased to send you details of any
or all of these subjects. Just fill in; and post the
coupon; or write in any other way, stating which
branch of Wireless interests you-the information
you require will be forwarded at once.

----

-----------

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 36 International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C2,

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full
information about the Course I have marked X
13 COMPLETE RADIO
13 RADIO SERVICING
13 RADIO EQUIPMENT
13 RADIO SERVICING AND
SALESMANSHIP
13 WIRELESS ENGINEERING
WIRELESS OPERATORS'
Name
Address

boon to these who are not on the mains
Reduced from 13;15/...
New and Guaranteed.

talks Studio

37/6

The first part of his cal -e'er was given to

schoolmastering. He was at Rossall, Sherborne,

and Tonbridge in turn, where he devoted a
good deal of his time to taking games. He
was later connected with the R.A.F. Cadet Corps.

.

Mr. Mais is, as you know, a novelist. He
says his novels make him shudder now, but
he seems to regard his books on the English
countryside with warmer feelings. He never
tires of trying. to discover fresh beauties in
England. You will remember his talks on
the subject last year.

He has been right through the journalistic
mill, and has written on boxing, cinema stars
and yachting. He has even essayed to gossip
about Society.

MICROPHONE BUTTONS for all

PHOTO CELLS. £5 Photo Cells for Talkies, Lien
Tests, Timing Controls, etc., at bargain prices. Response to light, 50 microamps. per lumen, 40 -watt

75 can. King B.T.P., 15/-; R.C.A., 251.;
Holders. 1'-; Beck Prisms, 5;6; Focus Lens,

lamp,

THE DIX-ONEMETER
The ic'eal of mu:ti-.-ange, moving --oil
meters.
Built to first -grade Bntish
engineering Standard, 50 ranges on
one meter. Measures Microamps to 20
amps, millivolts to 1,00 volts, 50 ohms to
megohms., Six Terminals, Two cl ar
teaks, mirror, and knife-edge pointer
for accurate reading.

Broadcasting is the breath of life to him.
He is never happier than when broadcasting
to the schools. He loves trying to interest
children in sport and in being. sportsmanlike.

Mr. Mais has been-poor soul 1-a critic in

his time. He was literary critic to the Evening
News in 1918; to the Daily Express from 1921

Complete in case

60/-

to 1923; to the Daily Graphic from 1923 to
1926.

or
Prunellb, or Perissa, or Orange Street, or
Frolic Lady? If not, you should.
At all events, Mr. Mais is again in the
prO,grammes as' the Modern Columbus. His

-series of broadeasts -from America began Am

October 13, but if you missed the first there
will be other opportunities every Friday for
some time to come, for he will speak across
Continued on page 734

D.C.

(Multipliers extra.)

Have you read his Breaking Cover,

Age

purposes.

Volume Controls. 6d. No. 11 Mikes, 2 -in.
case, 5/3; Announcers, 11B Mikes, '7/6: Pedestal
type, 12/6 and 18/6. Microphone Carbon Granules.
Ml
PHONE In glass capsule, for four buttons. Grade No. 1.
.; Ivo. 2, Medium, 1,'-; No. 3, Fine, 1/6; Carbon, solid back,
blocks, 3d. Mouthpieces, curved or straight, 10d. Carbon dia.
plaragm, 55 m/m., 4d. Panel Brackets, pivoted,
Reed Receiver
Unit for Amplifier making. 3/... Headphones, 21 pair.
All grades and types of microphone in stock.

Test Book'et "P" Free.

I

THE DIXMIPANTA

A total A.C. Test M -t -r that is

really a VEST POCKET TESTER.
A wonderful'y versa de no/11141,M,

mol i-ranle meter fo
on A.C. lobs.

cervix 19/6

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES STREET E,C.4:
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At th-e-13-.11,.e.-

Chtiutc,;- Wtietti

CIASSI
SEVEN TIMES THE VOLUME

'-SPEAKER

The Truth
About the

AMPLIFIER

13a.C. Organ

AMAZING 5 -WAY AUTO ADAPTOR

FITTED WITH THE

SENSATIONAL OFFER

Here is the truth about the B.B.C.'s

new organ as seen by Mr. Noel

10

Bonavia-Hunt, M.A . Mr. BonaviaHunt is one of the best known organ
experts in the country and this contribution- of his on the controversy
which hat arisen over the olgan. at
Broadcasting House will be welcomed
by all listeners.

what

ALLOWED ON

cbout this Kit on
Page 668 of last

rim YOUR

week's issue, and
build it now to
Class -B"
reception

enjoy

PRESEN1 SPEAKER

Vv trout "Class -13" amplification your present Battery Set
is obsolete. Realising this, we

HEN it was - announced that :I
Wonderful new organ was going to hi,
erected in the Concert Hall at Broadcasting House, people were all agog to know
what it would sound like.

for yourself
" Amateur
Wireless "
says
See

produced this marvellous
self-contained Unit, comprising
have

SEND FOR IT NOW
ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL

guaranteed Peto-Scott "Class -B" Send
your
present
Moving -Coil Speaker, "Class -B"
Transformer and Output Choke, Speaker Carriage Paid
B.V.A. "Class -B" Valve. Gives with 5,'- P.O.
If ap7 times the volume .. with mains proved, balance payquality and power. Low H.T. con10
monthly
sumption.
SIMPLE TO CON- able in

,

Extraordinary statements were allowed to
find their way in print about the cost of this
instrument; even now the general idea is that
the builders were paid the sum of L20,000 for
it, and more than one man has told me that
it really cost as much as L4.0,000 ! wen, I
understand that the contract price was
&3,000. So, in future let us call it the

NECT. JUST PLUG IN the payments of 5,-.
amazing S -WAY Automatic
Connector and get better

Radio NOW. We have made
easy for you to buy.
If you have a Speaker worth more
than 10'- send us full particulars
for special quotation.

FULL CASH PRICE

C.

Carr. Paid.

inable in

zo,000 organ until someone in authority

Without a Speaker
Part Exchange
SEND ONLY

contradicts us.

A False Impression
Of course, what the purchaser agrees to pay
for an article is no business of ours, but there
is no reason why a false impression should be

AP

fm,

If

of

I0/- for your old speaker

approved,
5/6.

balance

and complete with B.V.A. "Class -B" Ou'put Yates.

If desired, i/o'

CASH
or 59,6
0.0.

Less

Already Mounted on acoustic Battle Board as illustrated,

pay-

II monthly payments
Carriage Paid to
your door.

FIER

le

1,1et

bab,AbA

handsome polished
Cabinet illustrated.

"Clues -B" SPEAK ER AMPLIthe

Walnut
With

fretted back fur perfect bow?,
free Tone.

Cash or
e. O. D.

69/6

Or 10s. for your present
peaker, 61- with order and
if opprored balance in DJ

mouthly payments of 6/.,
Without Speaker in
port

ereluage, 6t. frith ordvr and,
if unmoved, balance in 11
monthly payments

NewerimesSalesCo

allowed to take root in the minds of the

56 Ludgate Hill, LONDON, E C.4

Telephone

Cny 5518

public, who contribute their licence money
towards the support of the excellent B.B.C.

Now that the organ has materialised and
been - duly "opened," one hears on all sides
complaints that it is far too infrequently used.

Various reasons are alleged for this, and I *Tir'YTIFTTY'IV
have not read a single one that is correct.
We are told, for instance, that the instrument
is so complicated in its various controls and

YTYYVT

ETHERDIINE
EXCLUSIVE SPECIFICATIONS

so difficult to manage that only a very few
organists are capable of handling it, and that
it requires several hours' assiduous practice
on the player's part to accustom him to the
novel arrangements which he finds displayed
before his bewildered eyes.

We are also informed, with some show of

authority, that the console-which is that

B.

portion of the organ containing the keyboards

R.

G.

ANTI - BREAK - THRU

and controls-is a "cinema console" and can

cinema organists. It is accordingly suggested
that cinema organists instead of church

DESIGNED

since the man who is accustomed to the

"cinema console" would be more capable of
extracting the real qualities from the B.B.C.

wonderful set.

organ.

into action, and he jerks the tab up again to
its original position when he wants to knock

R.

G.

n

d

alue.

cellophane
shield.
by

Use it

wherever
you

I

can.

4
4

lrt cast's of difficulty send direct
with name of your usual dealer.

means of draw -stops which work like the

New Metaplex Baseboards.

Continued on next page

indic-tive of

wavelengths. Tr e wind ngs

3.R.G. 2 in. Metal Brackets for Potentiometer ... 62.

Appointed Sole

push inLpull out switch so often found on our
wireless panels. But there is a large nuinber
of church organs that have the cinema step -

constan.y

600

are fully protect:4

a

it off.

The church organ is usually controlled by

enure

znd reliable. An exclusive product of

quality

In

the B.B.C. organ. Cinema consoles have
stop -keys or "tabs" for controlling the various
stops. The player pushes the tab down
lever -fashion when he wants the stop to come

wound on bakelite in sections to

oser

B.

is rio cinema organ in this counfry that I know

ACCURATELY

Guaranteed accurate
B.R.G.

There

of that possesses a console similar to that of

and

developed by
B.R.G. experts
specially for this

organists should be invited to perform on it,

A Unique Console
Let me dispose of this matter first.

TYPE No. 40

UNIT

therefore only be properly understood by

B. R. G. STANDARD H.F. CHOKE I

Wholesalers of the

BRITISH-)

Appointed Sole

Wholesale Distribu-

tors of till Peto-Scott

Pilot Author Kits.

BRITISH RADIOGRAMOPHONE CO. LTD. Pilot House, Church Street, Stoke Newington, London, N.16
Telephone: CLISSOLD 6287-6288

I

*AA,A.A.A.AAAAAAAAA Appointed TELSEN 'NHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS ,A,A,Akg,,AAAAAA,AAA.
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The Truth About the B.B.C. Organ
Ccntinued from preceding page

Free Gift Next Week !

keys or tabs, so that, a church organ console:
mar be the same as a cinema console.
The console of the organ in Broadcasting

NEXT week we shall present every reader
with an identification chart for use with
any radio set --it will be of particular value to
Etherdyne constructors, though.
The wiring of the underside of the Ether dyne chassis will be shown in a further fullsize blueprint to he found inside the cover of
next WeJnesday's issue.

House has what is called the piston knob
system instead of the usual push, -pull knob
or lever tablet above described. 'The organist
touches the knob, which brings on the :stop,

I50v. at 25 ma. KIT
It's a

Why not build your own Mains Unit?
simple job-if you use the Heayberd Assembled Kit. All com ponents are ready assem bled

and mounted on a metal base-you simply
wire -up, taking a wire from one screw terminal to another. Simple blueprints and
Model C.I50
full instructions provided.

Kit is for A.C. mains and incorporates
Westinghouse rectifier. Guaranteed Three Years
Outputs: 25 ma. at 120v. or 150v.
Tappings: 40/110v. Var., 60/130v. Var., 76and 150v.

Fixed

Price

Build this during the long evenings!

COUPON............

enclose 3d. stamps for 36pp. booklet packed with hints,
tips and circuit diagrams an mains working.
I

Mr

required and at the same time lights up a,
small torch bulb inside the knob -head. A'

second touch reverses the action and takes the that enclosure damps the lower frequencies
stop and the light off.
much mole than the middle.. The result is
Now this method is peculiar to the firm that one does not heat the lowest fundamentals
that built the organ, and so far is only to be on the -loud-speaker, but only the overtones.

found in other church organs built by them.
In my opinion the whole organ suffers to
The statement, therefore, that the console is a considerable' extent- from this total enclosure
of the cinema type is incorrect.
of its pipes in a small chamber at the far end
Is the B.B.C. organ the highly complicated' of the hall. Not only is there a very noticeable
affair that we have been led to suppose? lack of radiation of tone from the pipes,.' but
I halic both seen it and placed my hands on it was also necessary for the builders to force
its keys as well as on other organs built on the pipes to speak with greater intensity than
the same principle by the same firm. I have would have been needed under more favourable
had the pleasure of watching a well-known conditions.
church organist giving a broadcast recital in
I do not see that any blame attaches to the
Broadcasting House, and I can assure my firm who built the instrument, for they were
readers that he had no difficulty whatever in compelled to make the best of the site provided.
handling the various stops and controls.
Lastly, there is one good reason why the
This gentleman plays regularly on an B.B.C. organ cannot be used as frequently as
old-fashioned pneumatic organ with an obsolete might be wished.

Address

A.W.
F. C.
HEAYBERD

& Co.,
10 FINSBURY
STREET,

LONDON
E.C.2.

One minute from
Moorgate Station.

WIREWOUHD

with air through specially constructed ventilating shafts. I understand that at present
the sounds from the organ radiate up through

allowed them.

Another criticism levelled at this B.B.C.

another studio.
Until this unforeseen difficulty is overcome

church and cinema organs. The reason for
this is the fact that all the pipes are shut up

other performances, and the organ must take
its turn without unduly interfering with the

anywhere with a reasonable time for practice

soVita"THEHYWATT
A resistance that will not break down, one that
will stand high overloading, is moisture -proof
and noiscicrs.
The 11/watt is a definite advance in Resistance
manufacture.

Due to its wire element it is unchangeable in
operation, has a much closer tolerance than the
carbon type and a fixed resistance value.

This is why so many set manufacturers have
chosen the Hywatt for their 1934 'sets.

Made in all values from 1-59,000 ohms.
Par full details please writ, to :

WATMEL WIRELESS CO. LTD.,

these ventilating shafts and interfere 'with
performances that may be taking place in

organ is the weakness of the deep pedal notes. it is not possible to arrange organ recitals at
It is quite true that these, pedal notes do not frequent intervals. Moreover, the Concert
come through so well as those of many outside Hall is obviously required for all sorts of
in a chamber, and it is well known to physicists

S. P. B. Mais
Continued from page732

ATMEL KNEW
WHAT YOU WANTED

The Concert Hall is supplied

type of console; he told me that the B.B.C.
console was delightfully simple to use. In
fact, all organists who are worth their salt
are prepared to give a recital on any organ

general arrangements.

for Unemployed Men's Clubs, some little time
ago,

I was struck by his keenness for his

the Atlantic to listeners in this country and

subject.
Microphone

journey ever undertaken in the cause of
broadcasting.
Only an enthusiast like Mr. Mais would
undertake such a journey. That is what I
like about him-his enthesiasm. When he

Living Dan.erously. I .recall that those two,

personalities

can

never

be

will describe his American experiences. He created when enthusiasm is absent. To hold
will have to be. careful what he says because an audience is not an easy task at any time;
the Yanks will be listening as well, and he to hold one unseen is doubly difficult. Yet
will be bumped off or something if he goes too Mr. S. P. B. Mais has learnt the secret of it.
far.
His talks on America promise to be more
Mr. Mais did not go to America as you and more interesting as they go on, for you
would expect Mr.- Vernon Bartlett to have may be certain that Mr. Mais himself will get
gone. There is no political significance in his more and. more enthusiastic.
movements; he is just a visitor who records
I believe he would go to the North Pole and
his impressions. He will cover a fair distance; broadcast a talk on fhe necessity for founding
in fact, he will travel frOm end -to end of 'the a North Polar Regional station if the B.B.C.
American continent-from Jamestown, circling gave him half a chance,. or dash off to the
the continent via San Francisco, back to New Tropics and write a play called Sitting on the
York. This is, of course, by, far the longest Equator.

broadcast on behalf of the voluntary movement

He displayed daring sentiments when be

broadcast a discussion With Holt Marvell on

between them, very nearly converted me to
trying it as an experiment.
W. -W.

IMPROVE YOUR SHORT WAVE RESULTS
SHORT-WAVE ENTHUSIASTS will welcome
this " EDDYSTONE
high efficiency lead-in
device. It Makes sure that weak shunt -wave signals

from thousands of miles away are carried safely
to the set without loss at the point of lead-in
-usually the weakest link of any aerial system.

II:lava:jai Works, High St., Edgware, Leaden

" EDDYSTONE " LOW
LOSS LEAD IN
CAT. No. 946,

Price 2'6.

Latest list of " EDDYSTONE" short

wave parts now ready, free on request.

rdipacae: Edgware 0323 (e.R.,93)

The special outside insulator of th- lead-in is of aareou'
teased pcncelain, made to 'cabstand weather and to give
long leakage path to earth-it mill not hold Wet or moisture. TO' insulating tube itself is high tensile strength
plass of elee'rical quality. All metal parts are poliscel
and nickel plated. Also suitable for Use with transmiuers.

STRATTON & CO., LTD.,

Bromsgrove St., BIRMINGHAM

LONDON SERVICE DEPOT -WEBB'S RADIO STORES, 181, Charing Cross Rd , W.C.2

EDDYSTON
LOW LOSS

LEAD IN
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BE ASSURED OF SUCCESS
Build with the Bulgin quality products as listed below.
Discriminating designers and home constructors realise
that for super results one must build with the best.

Description
Super -het Choke
H.. F. Choke
Single Fuseholders
6o mA Fuse.

LIST NO.

H.F.10 .. ..
H.F.12 .. ..
I'm Mr. Ohms himself, chief of the new tribe of
Reliable Ohms. I stand for the stability of Erie
Accuracy, Consistency, Efficiency, are
my watchwords. ERIES are the last word of the
OHMICANS.
Resistors.

Fit your set or refit it with ERIES. Made of solid
carbon and specially impregnated so that they will
never crackle or break down.

ERIES ARE SAFE.

F.5
A.

W.E.
W.E

..... .....

M.0
V.S.50

L.F.12
B.0
B.0

ERIE
IMPREGNATED

RESISTORS

B.0
S.99

PRICE
5/6

2/6d.
6d.
9d.

5no ohm Resistor

5,000 ohm Resistor

40,000 ohm Resistor
a 'meg. Grid Leak
50,000 Potentiometer, with. conibilked_ 3 -point _switch

l'/ -

1/5/.6

Nickel Alloy Transformer
2 2 -way' Battery Cords.
1 3 -way Battery Cord
I 4 -way Battery Cord.
Lightning Switch

6/ir.:
1/3

1/3

2/6

From all leading dealers ; in
case of difficulty write direct.

PER WAI

IN All

From all leading dealers ; in
case of difficulty write direct

BULGIH

Send for 80 -page
catalogue
No.
153.A. Enclose
21.

postage.

VAWS

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

Write for new Colour Code Chart, Free.

London Showrooms :
9. 10. 11, Car.sitor Street, Chancery Lane. E.C.I.

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO.,

Grangoo..d 3200 d 7.

Teleplo ne.

Holbot tt 2072

1, Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus. London, W.1

Always use
"Eclipse" Hack

Saw Blades

UPHOLDING THE ECLIPSE TRADITION OF QUALITY
Obtainable from all 'Tool Dealers
JAMES NEILL & CO. (SHEFFIELD) LTD., COMPOSITE STEEL WORKS, SHEFFIELD, 11

Sole NIcinufacturers

To Ensure Jpeedy Delivery, Mentioa !* A.W." to Advertisers

Ornately Wiretezy
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

LESLIES supply

',lid

6,500

leen:Inflator-0,

1'20 -volt,

lint pa nurut of 7.6.

lin

Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Lists free. Leslie. pay duty to ]rich Free Stale:--Radio, Cation'. London. S.E.6.
articular; Free,
MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS, permanent inadne( type

As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

sensitive, work ott any set; three -radii transformer; 19/6,
post free. .Motley refunded if -speaker returned within
seven days..-5111ton Manufacturing Co., 511Iton Street,
Coventry.
GRAMOPHONES, Itudiograies, 510tors, Arms, l'iek-ups,
Loudspeaker, Borns, Springs. Needlis, Repairs, cheapest.
- Catalogue, Regeeteni, 12o
Sti crt I c radon, 1:,c.1.
WANTED, NEW OR SECOND -HAND. --N ireless Parts for
cash, Large,Or Brush Quantities, Dealers' Obsolete StOcks

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

large quantity a vailatile; 5 iii. diameter chassis, highly

purchraserlart -Exchange fir New Goods specialised.

In addition Will Cell London -Distrlets.---A.W. Dept., 51ildmay Radio
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of LI Exchange; 24 Mildinay Grove, London, N.1.
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of LI, to cover ,ACCUMULATORS. --Don't scrap that accumulator, if it
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases won't hold its charge. Re -fill it with " Cellectro," the new
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double scientific Self -charge Electrolite Liquid, which re -energises
fees are charged.
the. plates and removes every trace of sulphation, giving
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
instant. lasting results. Send '- per 2 volts. State size of
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be accumulator,--" Cellectro," 2 Mainstone Road, Hove.
accepted), addressed to
M.S.S. CO. OFFER GUARANTEED SURPLUS LINES, " Amateur Wireless," Advertisement Department, Carriage paid or call. Dur-Anisso .0005 three -gang,
58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
trimthers drum drive-in wavelengths, 7/0. Radiophone
wirewotuffi potentiometers. 10,000, 15,000, with mains
switch, 2/0.
Benjamin 5 -pin chassis or 4 -pin sprung
PATENTS -Trade Marks, " Advice Handbook " free. - valve holders, 4d.; 1/6 half dozen. Polymet condensers
B. T. King; Regd.- Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victur:a and resistances as last week. Formo .0003 reaction
condensers, Sat. -Mains Radio Development Company,
Street, London. REPAIRS to Loud -speakers, TranstOrtners, and Head- 4 Musweli 11111 Road, London, E.G.
Moving
Coils
a
speci" MOTOR " P.M. SPEAKERS.-Ciiiversal tapping, made
phones, 4/- each; Blue Spots, 5/,
ality. Cones fitted, Eliminators and Sets quoted for. by Baker Selliiirst, 211- each. Amplion .0005 dielectrics
Inquiries and .0003 differentials, 9d. each. Hydra 2-mfd. 500 V.D.C.,
Satisfaction' guaranteed." Prompt service.
invited. Terms to trade. -Loud -speaker Repair Service, 1/3. Siemens 4 -odd., 500 5".1).C., 213. Erie and Dubilier
resistances', --all sizes, 4/6 per dozen.
5 Battu/in Grove, London; 8:W.12. Battersea 1321. H.M.V. 4 -Watt,
CHARGING WITHOUT -MAINS 1 -Thousands are charging 50,000 and. 10O,090, 9d. each. Centrals]) volume controls
their own accumulators, why ,don't you? " Tonic " with switch, -117 each. One only, R.K. Junior speaker,
trickle -charger kits keep 2 -volt accumulators fully charged. 6-12 volts; new condition, at 17/6 (carriage extra). Ideal for remote districts. From, 7/-, postage 9d. Full Woburn Radio Co., 7 Woburn Building.s, W.C.1.
particulars, stamp. -Williams, Netherend, -Cradley, Mr. A.C. ELIMINATOR KITS WITH DIAGRAM. -120 volts,
Birmingham.
20 We., 28/-;-250 volts, 60 zula., with 4 -amp. L.T. tapping,
USED AND NEW- RADIO COMPONENTS AND SETS 28/-.- T.C.C. fixed condensers, Sd. per infil.-Rickards,
L.F. Trans- 97 Turberville, Maesteg.
ON EASY TERMS. -Dual -wave Coil,
TELEVISION APPARATUS.--111ustrated catalogue free.formers, 4/11. -Arlin, 41 Ranelagh Road, Westminster,

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor.

BRYCE PRODUCTS. --Unbroken public service. Stains
transformers and chokes to specification within -48 hours.
Patent transforinets nod Went aerial system. to eliminate
interaction and -man-made. static. Send now for lists. \V, Andrew Bryte' & Co., Woodfield Works, Bury, Lanes.
Phone 1251.

QUALIFIED RADIO ENGINEERS are always in demand,

and our Home Study Course enables you to qualify for
a good post.

Prospectus
Preston.

Many students already placed this season.

free. -Northern Counties Wireless School;

Aneel- Television, 230 High Street, Camden Town.
FULL-SIZE PRINTS OF TESTED CIRCUITS. -2, 3, 4 and
5 -valve sets, post free, 1/-. Special circuits drawn to
customer's own specification.

INFORMATION SERVICE. -All amateur queries and
technical information answered by return, post free, on
receipt of shilling p/o, to Associated Photoprints, 134
Ptitiv.rnav Run& T.ondon, E.15.
Rsan11 ebtUli esrlreeKsti kr*. - N1 is specialise in all com-

ponents. Illustrated list free. -Sanders, 4 Grays Inn Road,
London, 'IV C.1. .

WANTED. -Bankrupt and Clearance Stocks of Proprietary

SALE! Rallar

Famous Makers'

Sets, Kits, Components, Speakers, for ertah.-" Corlic,"
44 Hawesside Street, Southport.

13 8 0 reduced to 1A lt) 6
., 22 19 6
1500

RYALLS RADIO, 33 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2,
offer a large stack of new and modern first-class used

21 15 0

Components, all guaranteed. Fine range of new A.C. and
D.C. Meters, Resistances, Condensers, Mains Transformers,
Chokei, Speakers, at half the usual prices.

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
calla New as supplied to B.B.C.
LIST FR BB
heal Bargains

CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME. Combination trickle. Charges efficiently 1 to 12 H.T.
10 -volt accumulators, 10/6. Postage 6d. Diagram only,
1/6.-R. Fox, 188 Camberwell. Grove, S.E.5.
CLASS -B CONVERSION 'KITS, full instructions slid blueprint, 19/6. Meteor 3 sets, E1/1010. Full range of Telsen
and Lissen kits in stock. Old sets taken in part exchange

Furlong Road. Goldthorpe. Yorks.

SEND US YOUR RECEIVER for tree quotation; overhauling, rebuilding, repairing or conversion to Class B. -

'Unit Radio. 12 Pulteney Street. Barnsburv, London. N.1.
itAUIU IMPS AND PANTS. stater your wants.. e will
mote. List Free.s-Fieldlues, E ng Street, Great Yarmouth,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS REWOUND.-Yrompt service,
satisfaction guaranteed. Prices on request.The Sturdy
Effirtrie Co.. Wesley Terrace, Dipton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
REPAIRS 10 ANT RADIO APPARATUS, -Quick service,
guaranteed laboratory tested. Loud -speakers, etc., from
4/-; Blue Spots, 5/-. Cones fitted to moving coils, sets,
liminators, volt/amp. meters quoted for. Repairers to the
trade.---Earlhain Radio Services, 185 Earlham Grove,
London. E.7 'Phone`: hfaryffind 4344.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List free with 3-v. diagram.
S.T.300 kits, 35,-; S.T.400, 45/-; 3-v., 17/6; Meteor 863,
25/, Ready Radio 303 with Consolette cabinet and P.M.,

MX., 35/-; 303 cabinet only 10/-. Screened dual coil, 2/6.
Transformers from 1/6. S.T.400 coils, 5/6 pair. All S.T.
parts in stock also most parts for S.T.500. All Class 13 parts in stock. M.C. speaker, P.51. from 12/6. Triotron
valves, 3/6; power, 4/6. S.G. 9/-. A.C. eliminators..
Westinghouse, 28/6. Class 33 units, 16/6. Large stock of
M.C. speakers at keen prices: Part exchange. Let me
know requirements and what you have for disposal. Large
stock.--Rntlin, 143b Preston Road, Brighton. 'Phone
Preston. 40311.

(A.M.) ALBION RD., BEXLEYHEATEI

OPENING S
ENGINEERS!

Never before has engineering offered such magnificent

chances. With the rise of the depression the industry is
literally teeming with first-lassopportun it ies Our 250 -page
hand -book,

" ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES,',

thows where the opportunities lie, and the easiest way to
prepare for them. The handbook gives details of A.M.I.
Meeb.E., A.M.LE.E, A.M.I.C.E., G.P.O., etc.,
maims,
outlines Lcme-study courses in all
branches

of Civil, Meek., Elec., Motor,

Radio, and "Talkie" Engineering,
Building, etc., end explains cur unique
Send for this
Employment Dept.

valuable handbook to -day -FREE!

BRITTEN INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

409 Shakespeare Rouse,

29 Oxford Street. London. W.1

MAKE A RADIOGRAM OR GRAMOPHONE

Our 64 -page Illustrated List for 3d.

m otet's. W
FEE 1'-

CRYSTAL' SET (6d.)
1531 Crystal Set

..

..

..

..

..

AW303

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

TI.B.C. One-valver
Portable Short-wave Ona

..

.. AW387
.. AW354

..

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

Clarion -voice 2 (S0 Det, Pen) ..
Home Station A.C. 2 (D, Pen) ..
13.11.0. National Two (D, Trans)
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)

..
..
..

.. AW371
.. AW374
.. AW377
.. AW388
.. - AW392

Full -volume 2 (SG Det, Pen) ...
"A.W." Iron -core Two (D, Trans)
"A.W." Iron -core 'Two with Q.P.P.
Consolectric Two (D; Pen) :: ..

.. AW395
.. AW396
.. AW403

Screen -grid TwO (SG Det,Trans)
A Two for 7 Metres (D, Trans)
New -style Radiogram (D, Tram)
A.C. Quality Gem (D, Trans)

.. WM2189
.. W51295

.. WM299
.. WM312

THREE -VALVE SETS .(1s. each)
lames Push -push Three (SG, D, Q.P.P.) (1/61

A\V373

Everybody's Hume Radiogram (SG, D, 'Frans) MUM
1 tome -lover's New All -electric 3 for A.C. mains

Our Up-to-the-minuteTrans)-the-ninute
LF, Trans)

AW383
(SG, We'steCtoV,

.

'

'

Class -I3 Three (D, Trans, Class 11)

AW334
AVV386

S.S.3 (AC.) (SG, SGDet, Pen)
AW390
"Up-to-the-minute Three" Witt; 'Class 11, 1/6.. AW38413
New Britain's Favourite Three (D, LF, Class 13) AW394
Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) .."
AW399
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, D, Tram)
.. WM305
Harris Ethergram (SO, D, Pen)
WN1303
A.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Pen)
Narrow -pass Three (SG, SO Det, Pen).
r
1\%'11133°149
L:6 6s. Radiogram (D, P.C. Teens)
N\VN513311
Simple -tune Three (SG, SG Det, Pen)
Tyers Iron -core 'Three (SG, SG Det, Pen);
, W51330
I.C.B. Three (D. LF. Class.131
WM333
Economy Pentode Three (S.G, 0, Pen)
.. WM337
Three -range Three (SG; D, Pen)
..
WM336
Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SG, D, Pen)
.. W54338
;

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

W'Trans).

Meody Ranger (SG, D, RC,

of "A,." 4d, Postage

with copy

"AC. Melody Ranger" (SG, D,.
Trans) .. AW380
Signpost Four (SG, D ,LF, Class B)
AW398
"A.W." Ideal Four (2SG, D, Pen)
NAvW04030,i

Table Quad (SO, D, -RC, Trans)
"Words and Music" Radiogram (2SG, D, Trans) WM307
Home Short -waver (SG, D, RC, 'Trans)
.. WM311 " Words end Music " Radiogram de Luxe (SG,
D, RC, Q.P.P.)
..WM307a
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC, Trani)
WM313
Calibrator de Luxe (SG, D, R.C. 'Trans)
.. WM316
D.C. Calibrator (SG, D. Push-pull Pen)
WM328
All -metal A.C. Four (2 SG, D. Pen)
WM329
All -progress Four (Battery Super-Itet)
WM33.5

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

James Short-wave Super (Super -het)
Simple Super (Super -het)
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D. RC, 'Trans)
Ideal Home Super (Super -bet)
Easytune 60 (Super -het)

A\V328
AW340

.. W51320
.. WA 280

.. WM281

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

New Century Super (Super -het) with copy of
"A.W.." 4d., post free
New A.C. Century Super (A.C. Super -het)
1932 Super 60 (Super -het)

1932 A.C. Super 60 (AC. Super -het)
James Class -I3 Super (Super -bet)

AW363

AW36i

W111269

..

WM272

W111326

Connoisseur's Super (A.C. Super -het)

51334

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (19. 6c1. each)
Super Senior (Super -het)
Seventy-seven Super (A.C. Super -bet)
Q.P.P. Super 60 (Super -het)

.. WM256

.

WM305

.. WM319

PORTABLES (1s. 6d. each)
General-purpose Portable (SG, D, RC, Tram)
Midget Class -B Portable ( SG, D, LF, Class 13)
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF, Class B)

AW351
AW389
AW393

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)

A.W.'s Push -push Amplifier
..
Universal Push-pull Amplifier ..
" A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pulh
Battery -operated Amplifier
Class -B Gramophone Amplifier
Five Q.P.P. Output Circuits
..

.. AW376
AW300
AW319

.

Aw362
AW391

.. WM315

will tell you, how and show you a great
variety of Spring and Electric Motors,

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

Horns, Loudspeakers, Pickups,Cablnets,
hinges, lidstays, door -lucks, knobs,
bandies, and catches. Also Receivers,
Kits, complete Gramophones, accessories, springs, needles, and repair parts

" A.W." Trickle Charger
AW352
Add-on Band-pass Unit ..
AW359
Short-wave Adaptor for New Century Super .. AW367
Plug-in Short-wave Adaptor
Three Class -B Units
T
..
.. AW400

.

Turntables, Tune arms, soundtoxes.

at lowest prices; wholesale or retail.
THE REGENT FITTINGS CO., (A.W).

Voltage
ol .e,, RegulTelevaitsoiron

(EAR -Wished 30 Years)

120 OLD ST

RADIO SUPPLIES

Kits, Parts,
Itadi, stocked. Prompt delivery;

Send your Ilst of Radio needs for out quotation.
Sets,

eta.

Receiver, (Is.)

A1, x401

LONDON E C 1

Everything

in

Sena days' approval. catalogue free. Taylor sad Standard

FINEST AMERICAN VALVES, all types, 6/-, 8/-, etc. Evans, 26 Moss Grove, Ernkon.

0

PICKETTS Pargil,(44E

FREE
LIST

for 1934 models. Keenest prices quoted for anything
wireless.-Servwell Wireless Supplies, 64 Prestbury Road,
London, E.7.

LET US QUOTE FOR A.W." SPECIFIED COMPONENTS,
speakers, eliminators, valves. Keenest prices; quality
counts.
Skyscraper kits. -Childs', 29 Moray Road,
London, N.4.
MEW AND SECOND-HAND SETS, lots, and parts bought,
sold, exchanged ; best prices allowed. -It. Wigfield,

21 5 0

Cash or Deferred

FULL - SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order. NOT -STAMPS. Quote the
blueprint number shown below ; not the number 61 this issue.'

Wet 11.T. replacements stocked.

A. TAYLOR, 9 GROVE ROAD, BALSAM, S.M.12,

Copies of the "Wireless Magazine" and of "Amateur Wireless" con.
taming descriptions of most of these sets can be obtained at Is, ad,
and dd. respectively, post tree, Index letters "A.M.' refer to

"Amateur Wireless" :eta and " W.M."
Address letters :

to

"Wireless

Magazine."

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept, Ul.F!ltrEltei

INFORMATION BUREAU
ireksjCOUPON

Printed for the Proprietors and Publishers, BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD..

Available until Saturday,
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BUY
BLUE SPOT
SPEAKERS
for their unequalled

QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION
PERFORMANCE

.`?

NEVER forget that your speaker is the keystone
of your wireless entertainment. The quality of
your speaker controls the measure of your enjoy-

The Blue Spot Pick -Up illus..
.,ated (right) is a new and highly

ment. It is How you hear that counts. Blue Spot
quality is the best guarantee of satisfaction that
exists. There is nothing to equal Blue Spot.
Test Blue Spot Speakers for yourself. On any
point of comparison-appearance, design, construction, performance-Blue Spot Speakers will

successful Blue Spot achieve-

questioned. Not for nothing are Blue Spot
Speakers known as "the best obtainable."

needle changing - wire wound

at once show a superiority too obvious to be
MOVING IRON SPEAKERS

FREE

.

OUT FOR
In
CUT - THIS
CATALOGUE
unsealed encame readdress
Write your post to Illustrated
arin.
the
(d stanapBlue SP° lines
velope
of -all return.
catalogue free by
-

ment. The chief features are as

follows : Brilliancy without

needle scratch . from 5o to well
over 4,000 cycles . exceedingly

light record wear and almost

entire absence of surface
noise . rotating head facilitates
volume control.

12/6-42/.

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT COMPANY

BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96 ROSOMAN ST., ROSEBERY

AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.I

Telephone : Clerkenwell 357o. Telegrams : " Bluospot, Isling, London"

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and Wales: H. C.
RAWSON (Sheffield and London), .Ltd., too London Road,

Sheffield); 22 St. Ma'ry's Parsonage, Manchester ; 177 Westgate
Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; 37, 38, 39 Clyde Place, Glasgow.
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THE LISTENER'S COMPENDIUM OF THE ETHERDYNE SUPER
A Brief Survey of the Leading Features of "A.W.'s" Amazing 1934 Super -het for Battery Operation
IRON -CORE COILS

:: ANTI -BREAKTHROUGH UNIT :: SCREEN -GRID DETECTOR -OSCILLATOR :: BATTERY ECONOMISER :: WOOD -CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SET
How It Leads the Way in Super -het Design
IN a set that teems with special features we
must first mention that the Etherdyne is a
five-valver for battery operation; a super -het
in which each of the five valves pulls its full
weight. First, there is a high -frequency valve;
secondly, a detector -oscillator stage-one
screen -grid

valve combining two functions;

thirdly, an intermediate -frequency amplifying
valve; fourthly, the second detector valve; and
lastly, the pentode power output valve.

Perhaps the most important valve is the

combined detector -oscillator, the action of

which accounts for a good deal of the great
success of the Etherdyne.

In a super -het of to -day we have to make sure

that all signs of what are known as second -

channel interference is eliminated. The Ether dyne has been engineered with this object in
view. The special anti -breakthrough unit cuts

out the whistles-definitely. It acts in cutting out interference with long -wave stations
caused by medium -wave stations breaking
through.

Another highly significant feature of the

Etherdyne, and one that accounts for some of
the amazing selectivity, is the use of iron -core
coils for the tuning of the aerial and the first
high -frequency stage.

use of the pre-set

from second -channel interference.

Especially

when listening close to a regional station, the
pre-set should be reduced as much as possible,
and volume made up to the desired strength
by the volume control. You need not fear

using the volume control at its maximumthere is no trace of instability. Neglect to
reduce the pre-set when you are near a local
may produce whistles and other troubles.

Another possible source of whistles is the

incorrect setting of the oscillator condenser dial.

Study our special list of station readings and
you will not go wrong. Sometimes you may
possibly find a whistle on a station you want.
You may eliminate the background by making
a readjustment of the oscillator condenser.

other ways of economising the anode current.
The two variable -mu valves take about 8
milliamperes when the volume control is at its
maximum, but only a fraction of this when the
volume is suitably reduced. It is thus important to reduce the volume control whenever the
signals are strong. For the locals you can use
the volume control practically at minimum.
Use the lowest setting compatible with volume
requirements.

The tappings of the high-tension battery are
important. H.T.d- r, controlling the combined
detector -oscillator, is rather critical and you

Croydon ...
Oslo

Motala
Warsaw ...
Eiffel Tower
Moscow ...
Daventry...
Berlin
...

Be sure to tune the oscillator knob very slowly
indeed. This is most important.
When adjusting the tuning knob be careful

to settle down on the correct tuning point.
Bad quality and side -band interference will
denote that you are slightly off tune.
We have given you all the possible causes
of trouble first, but we must say the Etherdyne

is really a very easy set to operate, as you

will rapidly see for yourself.

There are four controls, not counting the

at the back. The oscillator and
two -gang tuning condensers account for two
controls; then there is the combined volume
control and on -off switch, leaving us finally
pre-set

with the wave -change switch.

The pre-set should be adjusted to suit your

local conditions and then it will not need
subsequent attention.

How to Run the Set Economically

that valve when the signal is small. This
system works automatically, but there are

Dial

Station

cuts down the anode current of the pentode.
In the practical interpretation of the Ether dyne circuit you will find a thoroughly modern
chassis, made of the new metallised wood, easy
to work but efficient in action.

proved by the inclusion in the Etherdyne of
the battery economiser, a unit that materially

GETTING THE BEST SERVICE FROM BATTERIES
AS far as possible the anode -current consumption of the Etherdyne has been kept
down. The output valve, for example, is fitted
with a Westector unit to reduce the current of

Osc.

Kalundborg
Luxembourg
Moscow ...

Scores of Programmes Right at Your Finger Tips
condenser and volume control this set is
remarkably free from background noise and

LONG WAVEBAND

Naturally, with five valves the anode current
would be considerable unless special precautions
were taken. That they have been taken is

OPERATING FOR THE BEST RESULTS
IF you make proper

DIAL READINGS FOR
SEVENTY-EIGHT. STATIONS

should try voltages between about 6o and 70
H.T. + 2 provides voltage for the screening grids of the first high -frequency and intermediate -frequency valves, and should be about
8o volts. H.T.+3 feeds the anodes of all the
volts.

valves and should be the maximum voltage
available. When the battery has been in use
for some time it is a good thing to try increasing H.T.d- r a little.

A double- or triple -capacity high-tension
battery is desirable, as the set takes between

8 and 16 milliamperes on the locals, and about
13 milliamperes on more distant stations.
With this receiver you will need two grid -bias

batteries, one of 9 volts for the variable -mu
valves (and a pick-up if used), and the other a
16 -volt battery for overbiasing the pentode
output in the economiser scheme.
A common grid -bias must not be used.

20
40
45
52
57
59
62
65

Osc.

Dial

Station

Naples ...
Goteborg...
Breslau ...
Poste Parisien
Milan
...
Brussels No. 2
Strasbourg
Graz
...
London Regional...

37
38
39

40
41

43

44
45

Muhlacker
Algiers ...
Common Wave ...
Hamburg

46
47
48
49
50

Scottish Regional

51

Toulouse

53

10

Leipzig ...
Midland Regional

12

Sottens

13

Katowice...

Fecamp
Bordeaux

14

Nurnberg
Belfast ...
Trieste ...
Gleiwitz
Horby
Frankfurt
London National...
Lille
Bari
Turin
Heilsberg
Bratislava
...
Lyons
Scottish National
Huizen
North National ...

17

19

Athlone
Rabat
Berlin
Moscow
Stockholm

57
58
59

19.5

Rome

20.5

Paris

21

Milan

22

Beromuenster
Langenberg
North Regional
Prague ...
Florence ...
Brussels No.
Vienna ...
Riga
Munich ...
Palermo
Sundsvall
Budapest...
Grenoble...

66
70

74

Radio Paris

81

Kootwijk...

90
96

Kaunas ...

MEDIUM WAVEBAND
Aberdeen...
Plymouth...
Cork
...

Bordeaux
West Regional
Genoa

...

...

16

...

18

23

25
26
27
28

29.5
30
31

32.5
33.5
35

36

OUR Etherdyne Super has been designed to
make the most of modern valves, but it is
completely devoid of special types. Variable mu screen -grids, an ordinary screen -grid, a
high -slope triode and a pentode-such are the

valves we have used. Very likely you have
some of these valves available, and for this
reason we give elsewhere a table of alternatives

to the makes actually used in the set.
The first valve of the Etherdyne as we built
it is a Cossor 22oVS, which is a very suitable
valve for the job of high -frequency amplification.
It is a variable -mu short grid -base valve.

Next in order comes the combined detector

and oscillator valve, the choice of which, so far
as our experiments can determine, is limited to

the Marconi or Osram type S22.

This is a

screen -grid valve with a high magnification and
No other
a moderately low impedance.

The fourth valve is the second detector, for
which function the Mullard PM2DX is recommended. A low -impedance valve, this,
with a high slope giving good sensitivity.
Lastly, we have the pentode output valve,
which, owing to the economiser scheme, should
be one capable of giving a good output-it does
not matter if the rated anode current is on the
high side as that is cut down by the Westector

system. We have used the Mullard PM22
valve for the final stage.

An alternative is the

Mazda Pen22oA, which has much the same
characteristics.

THE ETHERDYNE WITH A MAINS UNIT
How to Connect Up the Proper Tappings
SHOULD you wish to use a mains unit to
supply the Etherdyne Super with high-

buy a unit with a trickle charger so that the
accumulator for the low-tension supply can
For preference choose a mains unit that is
thoroughly smoothed and decoupled. The

54

current is fluctuating quite a lot, due to the

56

battery -economiser arrangement. A maximum
output of 12o volts at 20 to 25 milliamperes

Etherdyne is primarily a battery set, of course,

62
64
65
66
68
70
72
73

74
76
78
80
82
83.5
85

86
88

94

should be chosen, this representing the highest
possible " surge " of current taken by the set.
Tappings on the mains unit should include
one giving an output between 6o and 70 volts
for the detector -oscillator stage. This tapping
is connected to H.T.- r. Another tapping on
the unit will be wanted for the two screen -grid
valves -7o to 8o volts going to H.T.-1-2.

There is certainly an advantage in using a
mains unit, which will supply constant hightension current to the Etherdyne and so ensure
good results at all times. It is a good plan to

but with a good mains unit it will not show
any trace of instability. A good mains unit
will also ensure that the quality of the
reproduction is satisfactory but, if you use

such a unit, make sure that the grid -bias

batteries are in good order. This point is
specially important when we are dealing with
the supply mains.
Don't forget, as a final word, about the need

for a class -B or Q.P.P. mains unit, will you ?
This set uses neither of the systems for which
such units are designed, but the Westector has
the same effect on the output current.

HOW TO SERVICE YOUR ETHERDYNE SUPER
Hints of Value to Every Constructor of the Set
MHANKS to the very careful design of the
1 Etherdyne Super, you are not likely to

machinery, try erecting the wire some distance

away and leading in with a length of the

have any trouble with your finished set. Such

new screened cable.
Valves should cause no difficulty, but if you

The aerial and earth are as
important with this set, as with any other. You
should aim at the ideal of a short high outdoor
wire, but so powerful is the set that satisfactory
reception can easily be obtained on an indoor

do come across a microphonic detector -oscillator

snags as you may encounter will be those
common to all sets.

you can cure the trouble by covering the bulb
with a cardboard tube filled with cotton wool.

Batteries are a frequent source of service
As you will have to do your own

trouble.

wire.

servicing on this set, presumably, you should
make sure all the plugs and connections are

We have obtained twenty stations on a
piece of wire only 4 ft. long.
With such a lot of high -frequency amplification a good earth is essential in the interests of
stability. A buried plate or mains water pipe
is suggested. Use a thick wire for the earth

tight.

At a pinch you can use just a few feet of

wire.

lead.

If you suffer from crackles from nearby

Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Lcd., 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

make or type is recommended for this position.
The third valve is the intermediate -frequency
amplifier, and we have chosen another Cossor
22oVS as being very suitable. This valve, and
the variable -mu in the first stage, has its
grid bias controlled by the volume control.

also be kept well up to the mark.

61

I

You Must Use the Right Types

tension current, you must be careful to choose
one of the class -B or Q.P.P. types, as the output

60

...

VALVES THAT WILL GIVE THE BEST SIGNALS

Crackles

will

only

develop

when

the

batteries are running down-the remedy is

obvious.
Any distortion in the reproduction can
usually be attributed to the high-tension

battery running down, or to unsuitable tappings
for the grid -bias plugs.
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE SET
How It Leads the Way in Super -het Design
IN a set that teems with special features we
must first mention that the Etherdyne is a
five-valver for battery operation; a super -het
in which each of the five valves pulls its full
weight. First, there is a high -frequency valve;
secondly, a detector -oscillator stage-one
screen -grid

valve combining two functions;

thirdly, an intermediate -frequency amplifying
valve; fourthly, the second detector valve; and
lastly, the pentode power output valve.

Perhaps the most important valve is the

combined detector -oscillator, the action of

which accounts for a good deal of the great
success of the Etherdyne.

In a super -het of to -day we have to make sure

that all signs of what are known as second -

channel interference is eliminated. The Ether dyne has been engineered with this object in
view. The special anti -breakthrough unit cuts

out the whistles-definitely. It acts in cutting out interference with long -wave stations
caused by medium -wave stations breaking
through.

Another highly significant feature of the

Etherdyne, and one that accounts for some of
the amazing selectivity, is the use of iron -core
coils for the tuning of the aerial and the first
high -frequency stage.

use of the pre-set

from second -channel interference.

Especially

when listening close to a regional station, the
pre-set should be reduced as much as possible,
and volume made up to the desired strength
by the volume control. You need not fear

using the volume control at its maximumthere is no trace of instability. Neglect to
reduce the pre-set when you are near a local
may produce whistles and other troubles.

Another possible source of whistles is the

incorrect setting of the oscillator condenser dial.

Study our special list of station readings and
you will not go wrong. Sometimes you may
possibly find a whistle on a station you want.
You may eliminate the background by making
a readjustment of the oscillator condenser.

other ways of economising the anode current.
The two variable -mu valves take about 8
milliamperes when the volume control is at its
maximum, but only a fraction of this when the
volume is suitably reduced. It is thus important to reduce the volume control whenever the
signals are strong. For the locals you can use
the volume control practically at minimum.
Use the lowest setting compatible with volume
requirements.

The tappings of the high-tension battery are
important. H.T.d- r, controlling the combined
detector -oscillator, is rather critical and you

Croydon ...
Oslo

Motala
Warsaw ...
Eiffel Tower
Moscow ...
Daventry...
Berlin
...

Be sure to tune the oscillator knob very slowly
indeed. This is most important.
When adjusting the tuning knob be careful

to settle down on the correct tuning point.
Bad quality and side -band interference will
denote that you are slightly off tune.
We have given you all the possible causes
of trouble first, but we must say the Etherdyne

is really a very easy set to operate, as you

will rapidly see for yourself.

There are four controls, not counting the

at the back. The oscillator and
two -gang tuning condensers account for two
controls; then there is the combined volume
control and on -off switch, leaving us finally
pre-set

with the wave -change switch.

The pre-set should be adjusted to suit your

local conditions and then it will not need
subsequent attention.

How to Run the Set Economically

that valve when the signal is small. This
system works automatically, but there are

Dial

Station

cuts down the anode current of the pentode.
In the practical interpretation of the Ether dyne circuit you will find a thoroughly modern
chassis, made of the new metallised wood, easy
to work but efficient in action.

proved by the inclusion in the Etherdyne of
the battery economiser, a unit that materially

GETTING THE BEST SERVICE FROM BATTERIES
AS far as possible the anode -current consumption of the Etherdyne has been kept
down. The output valve, for example, is fitted
with a Westector unit to reduce the current of

Osc.

Kalundborg
Luxembourg
Moscow ...

Scores of Programmes Right at Your Finger Tips
condenser and volume control this set is
remarkably free from background noise and

LONG WAVEBAND

Naturally, with five valves the anode current
would be considerable unless special precautions
were taken. That they have been taken is

OPERATING FOR THE BEST RESULTS
IF you make proper

DIAL READINGS FOR
SEVENTY-EIGHT. STATIONS

should try voltages between about 6o and 70
H.T. + 2 provides voltage for the screening grids of the first high -frequency and intermediate -frequency valves, and should be about
8o volts. H.T.+3 feeds the anodes of all the
volts.

valves and should be the maximum voltage
available. When the battery has been in use
for some time it is a good thing to try increasing H.T.d- r a little.

A double- or triple -capacity high-tension
battery is desirable, as the set takes between

8 and 16 milliamperes on the locals, and about
13 milliamperes on more distant stations.
With this receiver you will need two grid -bias

batteries, one of 9 volts for the variable -mu
valves (and a pick-up if used), and the other a
16 -volt battery for overbiasing the pentode
output in the economiser scheme.
A common grid -bias must not be used.

20
40
45
52
57
59
62
65

Osc.

Dial

Station

Naples ...
Goteborg...
Breslau ...
Poste Parisien
Milan
...
Brussels No. 2
Strasbourg
Graz
...
London Regional...

37
38
39

40
41

43

44
45

Muhlacker
Algiers ...
Common Wave ...
Hamburg

46
47
48
49
50

Scottish Regional

51

Toulouse

53

10

Leipzig ...
Midland Regional

12

Sottens

13

Katowice...

Fecamp
Bordeaux

14

Nurnberg
Belfast ...
Trieste ...
Gleiwitz
Horby
Frankfurt
London National...
Lille
Bari
Turin
Heilsberg
Bratislava
...
Lyons
Scottish National
Huizen
North National ...

17

19

Athlone
Rabat
Berlin
Moscow
Stockholm

57
58
59

19.5

Rome

20.5

Paris

21

Milan

22

Beromuenster
Langenberg
North Regional
Prague ...
Florence ...
Brussels No.
Vienna ...
Riga
Munich ...
Palermo
Sundsvall
Budapest...
Grenoble...

66
70

74

Radio Paris

81

Kootwijk...

90
96

Kaunas ...

MEDIUM WAVEBAND
Aberdeen...
Plymouth...
Cork
...

Bordeaux
West Regional
Genoa

...

...

16

...

18

23

25
26
27
28

29.5
30
31

32.5
33.5
35

36

OUR Etherdyne Super has been designed to
make the most of modern valves, but it is
completely devoid of special types. Variable mu screen -grids, an ordinary screen -grid, a
high -slope triode and a pentode-such are the

valves we have used. Very likely you have
some of these valves available, and for this
reason we give elsewhere a table of alternatives

to the makes actually used in the set.
The first valve of the Etherdyne as we built
it is a Cossor 22oVS, which is a very suitable
valve for the job of high -frequency amplification.
It is a variable -mu short grid -base valve.

Next in order comes the combined detector

and oscillator valve, the choice of which, so far
as our experiments can determine, is limited to

the Marconi or Osram type S22.

This is a

screen -grid valve with a high magnification and
No other
a moderately low impedance.

The fourth valve is the second detector, for
which function the Mullard PM2DX is recommended. A low -impedance valve, this,
with a high slope giving good sensitivity.
Lastly, we have the pentode output valve,
which, owing to the economiser scheme, should
be one capable of giving a good output-it does
not matter if the rated anode current is on the
high side as that is cut down by the Westector

system. We have used the Mullard PM22
valve for the final stage.

An alternative is the

Mazda Pen22oA, which has much the same
characteristics.

THE ETHERDYNE WITH A MAINS UNIT
How to Connect Up the Proper Tappings
SHOULD you wish to use a mains unit to
supply the Etherdyne Super with high-

buy a unit with a trickle charger so that the
accumulator for the low-tension supply can
For preference choose a mains unit that is
thoroughly smoothed and decoupled. The

54

current is fluctuating quite a lot, due to the

56

battery -economiser arrangement. A maximum
output of 12o volts at 20 to 25 milliamperes

Etherdyne is primarily a battery set, of course,

62
64
65
66
68
70
72
73

74
76
78
80
82
83.5
85

86
88

94

should be chosen, this representing the highest
possible " surge " of current taken by the set.
Tappings on the mains unit should include
one giving an output between 6o and 70 volts
for the detector -oscillator stage. This tapping
is connected to H.T.- r. Another tapping on
the unit will be wanted for the two screen -grid
valves -7o to 8o volts going to H.T.-1-2.

There is certainly an advantage in using a
mains unit, which will supply constant hightension current to the Etherdyne and so ensure
good results at all times. It is a good plan to

but with a good mains unit it will not show
any trace of instability. A good mains unit
will also ensure that the quality of the
reproduction is satisfactory but, if you use

such a unit, make sure that the grid -bias

batteries are in good order. This point is
specially important when we are dealing with
the supply mains.
Don't forget, as a final word, about the need

for a class -B or Q.P.P. mains unit, will you ?
This set uses neither of the systems for which
such units are designed, but the Westector has
the same effect on the output current.

HOW TO SERVICE YOUR ETHERDYNE SUPER
Hints of Value to Every Constructor of the Set
MHANKS to the very careful design of the
1 Etherdyne Super, you are not likely to

machinery, try erecting the wire some distance

away and leading in with a length of the

have any trouble with your finished set. Such

new screened cable.
Valves should cause no difficulty, but if you

The aerial and earth are as
important with this set, as with any other. You
should aim at the ideal of a short high outdoor
wire, but so powerful is the set that satisfactory
reception can easily be obtained on an indoor

do come across a microphonic detector -oscillator

snags as you may encounter will be those
common to all sets.

you can cure the trouble by covering the bulb
with a cardboard tube filled with cotton wool.

Batteries are a frequent source of service
As you will have to do your own

trouble.

wire.

servicing on this set, presumably, you should
make sure all the plugs and connections are

We have obtained twenty stations on a
piece of wire only 4 ft. long.
With such a lot of high -frequency amplification a good earth is essential in the interests of
stability. A buried plate or mains water pipe
is suggested. Use a thick wire for the earth

tight.

At a pinch you can use just a few feet of

wire.

lead.

If you suffer from crackles from nearby
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make or type is recommended for this position.
The third valve is the intermediate -frequency
amplifier, and we have chosen another Cossor
22oVS as being very suitable. This valve, and
the variable -mu in the first stage, has its
grid bias controlled by the volume control.

also be kept well up to the mark.

61

I

You Must Use the Right Types

tension current, you must be careful to choose
one of the class -B or Q.P.P. types, as the output

60

...

VALVES THAT WILL GIVE THE BEST SIGNALS

Crackles

will

only

develop

when

the

batteries are running down-the remedy is

obvious.
Any distortion in the reproduction can
usually be attributed to the high-tension

battery running down, or to unsuitable tappings
for the grid -bias plugs.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PHOTO -CHART
for the "A.W." ETHERDYNE SUPER
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